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ABSTRACT 
 
Martina Adani: Stifled Voices of the Resistenza: Women’s Stories on the Other Side of the 
Italian Civil War 
(Under the direction of Maggie Fritz-Morkin) 
 
 
My dissertation focuses on Italian women’s contribution to the struggle for the freedom of their 
homeland during the Resistance years, in the context of WWII. By shedding light on their most 
significant wartime narratives, my research points out the disadvantages and the discrimination 
that these female ex-fighters, many of whom eventually left a written record about their 
experience, encountered in Italy both in the historical and literary field. The study includes 
different categories of women identified in the works analyzed, that range from spies to couriers, 
and shows the inadequacy of the representation of female agency in the Italian canonical 
literature and historiography of the Resistance. One of the main goals of my work is therefore to 
promote a deeper investigation on the neglected Italian female involvement in the Resistenza, 
since only during the last two decades it has begun to emerge and spread concretely.  
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To Italy, my beautiful country, now more than ever during these hard times.  
And to Nicola, who has always been waiting for me. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Seventy years after the birth of the Italian Republic, the Resistenza still constitutes one of the 
most crucial and debatable events of the twentieth century Italian history. The bloody civil war 
that devastated the country between 1943 and 1945 was the topic that a countless number of 
intellectuals, writers and filmmakers, committed themselves to during the postwar years. The 
interest in the theme of the Resistenza represents one of the main currents of Italian literary 
Neorealism, characterized by strong antifascist feelings. As Italo Calvino confesses in the 
preface of his book Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno (1947), writing a novel on the Resistance at that 
time was indeed perceived by many as a duty towards the tortured homeland.1 In addition to the 
well-known Calvino, Luigi Meneghello, Elio Vittorini and Giuseppe Fenoglio are the most 
recognized exponents of this narrative of the Resistenza not only when it comes to the average 
Italian reader, but still within the academia as well.2 Without questioning the literary merits of 
their works, in my dissertation I argue that these writers did not contribute to an appropriate 
representation of Italian women as active members and fighters of the Resistance, since they 
were either excluded from the plot, or they were relegated to secondary roles.  
                                                      
1“La Resistenza; come entra questo libro nella ‘letteratura della Resistenza’? Al tempo in cui l’ho scritto, creare una 
‘letteratura della Resistenza’ era ancora un problema aperto, scrivere ‘il romanzo della Resistenza’ si poneva come 
un imperativo” (Calvino XI-XII). 
     
2While the literary production of authors such as Calvino and Vittorini does not constitute a narrative exclusively 
connected to the theme of the Resistance, other writers like Fenoglio are instead strongly related to this type of post-
war literature.  
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From this perspective, this classic male Resistance narrative contrasts with the female version 
that arises from women’s works, and also from that branch of contemporary cinema committed 
to casting light on their struggles during WWII.   
 The writings of these male authors, that I define canonical,3 represent therefore the point 
of departure of my project which focuses on a subgroup of the Resistenza genre, that is female 
literary production. With the exception of a few names, like the famous Renata Viganò, and 
others such as Carla Capponi or Ada Gobetti,4 the majority of the women writers that were 
involved in the Resistenza are still considered of minor importance. There have been some 
attempts in the academic field to bring to light these writings, but the number of studies is not yet 
sufficient. Resisting Bodies: Narratives of Italian Partisan Women (2008) edited by Rosetta 
D’Angelo and Barbara Zaczek is an anthology that includes various feminine voices, however its 
purpose is merely narrative, since it does not offer any critical approach to the texts it contains. 
Deena Levy’s dissertation Writings of Resistance: Women’s Autobiographical Writings of the 
                                                      
3It is sufficient to consult some of the main Italian literary anthologies on the twentieth century to find evidence of 
the predominance and the support for this male-authored literature of the Resistance. In L’età dell’antifascismo e 
della Resistenza (1974) edited by Alberto Abruzzese, none of the female-authored works that had been published 
until then is discussed. More than a decade later, Elio Gioanola and Ida Li Vigni were the editors of Antologia della 
letteratura italiana (1987), in which the only female writer related to WWII that is included is Elsa Morante. 
Twelve years later, in Giulio Ferroni’s more updated anthology Storia della letteratura italiana (1999), along with 
Morante, additional female authors active in the postwar years are mentioned, such as Anna Banti, Anna Maria 
Ortese and Natalia Ginzburg. However, there is still a lack of female voices on the Resistance, and even Renata 
Viganò’s renowned L’Agnese va a morire (1949) is briefly, and not even positively, described in just four lines.  
   
4Renata Viganò’s famous novel L’Agnese va a morire (1949) will be discussed in the following pages. In Italy for 
several decades, the name of Viganò, an ex-partisan and then writer native of Bologna, was the only one associated 
with a feminine literature of the Resistance. L’Agnese va a morire indeed has often been considered a positive and 
assertive demonstration of Italian women’s involvement in the Resistenza. It was not until the end of the century that 
critics began to reinterpret the character of Agnese as a figure at the service of a movement ruled by men (as 
Bernadette Luciano illustrates in her essay “Women Writing History: Female Novels of the Resistance”). In addition 
to Viganò, Ada Gobetti, a native of Turin, was and keeps being one of the most well-known protagonists of the 
Resistenza of northern Italy. While her work, Diario Partigiano (1956), may have not gained the same popularity of 
L’Agnese va a morire, Gobetti was a crucial antifascist figure, and one of the founders of the Gruppi di difesa della 
donna, whose goal was to encourage the female population, mostly that of the north of the country, to take action 
and get involved in the Resistance.    
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Italian Resistance, 1943-2000 (2010) represents a useful example of the recent growing interest 
in this field of research. But while it is very well structured, Levy’s work only focuses on three 
women of the Resistenza, again the most prominent ones (Elsa Oliva, Gobetti and Capponi). An 
additional dissertation on works by Italian female fighters is Identità e scrittura nelle note di 
diario di Giovanna Zangrandi (2001) by Myriam Trevisan, which concentrates exclusively on 
only one combatant, Giovanna Zangrandi.5 While there is a significant number of works that 
only deal with the historical aspect of the question regarding Italian women’s struggles and 
sacrifices during WWII,6 there is therefore a shortage of exhaustive studies on the literary and 
cinematographic production by and about the women of the Resistance. Chronologically, the 
later publication of these women’s writings, and the very recent proliferation of documentaries 
and films on the topic, can partially explain this tendency. However, it should be kept in mind 
that the Resistenza remains one of the most idealized historical phenomena of the twentieth 
century. Nowadays, former partisans and Resistance institutions continue to criticize and 
marginalize the works of those writers and directors with dissenting visions. The lack of a 
substantial number of studies on the women of the Resistenza, at least until a couple of decades 
                                                      
5
Giovanna Zangrandi: Una biografia intellettuale (2010), Giovanna Zangrandi: La pianura, la Resistenza, la 
montagna (2010), Giovanna Zangrandi: Una scrittrice partigiana (2009), and Note di diario di Giovanna 
Zangrandi (2005) are only a few examples of Trevisan’s most recent publications on this Italian partisan and writer.  
   
6In the last twenty years in particular, the interest in Italian women’s wartime experiences has increased. Some of 
the most relevant publications from this historical perspective are Partigiane: Tutte le donne della Resistenza (1998) 
by the scholar Marina Addis Saba; Anna Bravo and Anna Maria Bruzzone’s In guerra senza armi: Storie di donne 
1940-1945 (2000), and Michela Ponzani’s more recent Guerra alle donne: Partigiane, vittime di stupro, ‘amanti del 
nemico’ 1940-45 (2012). This interest appears also on a regional and provincial level as demonstrated by more 
marginal works such as those of Donna Budani (Italian Women’s Narratives of Their Experiences during WWII, 
2003) and Ilenia Carrone (Le donne della Resistenza: La trasmissione della memoria nel racconto dei figli e delle 
figlie delle partigiane, 2014), focusing on the women of Orsogna, in Central Italy, and the Northern province of 
Modena respectively.     
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ago, can be interpreted then as an additional consequence of this idealization of the movement, 
that has often neglected or even tried to stifle works with different versions and truths about it.  
        
The contribution of my dissertation is not merely to explore a topic of the literature of the 
Resistenza that still needs to be investigated more deeply. My research on these Resistance 
female-authored texts, the majority of which was published in the form of a diary or 
autobiography, allowed me to explore the relationship and the interactions between personal 
memory, feminine in this case, and history. While most of the acclaimed male-authored literature 
of the Italian Resistenza is represented by novels, set between 1943 and 1945, I demonstrate how 
the publication of women’s memoirs constituted their attempt to assert their historical presence 
in the context of WWII. Many of the novels based on the wartime experiences of these Italian 
male writers who had been partisans, such as Calvino or Vittorini, achieved success in the 
immediate postwar years. Female former fighters instead, usually opted to publish personal 
memories rather than novels, in order to make public their Resistance experiences that official 
historiography had not included. However, these female-authored personal writings have not 
gained the same success of the canonical ones, given their restricted number of readers and 
critics.7 In Shadows of Trauma: Memory and the Politics of Postwar Identity, Aleida Assmann 
focuses on the experience of the Holocaust, and points out how historians should have taken into 
account individuals’ memory more often: “For a long time, historians did not consider personal 
                                                      
7There is also a significant number of Italian male-authored autobiographies and diaries of WWII, even though it is 
a branch of war literature that includes various types of experiences, not only the partisan one, but also that of 
deported Jewish or political opponents of Fascism. The fact that also these male works are not particularly studied 
confirms the theory that autobiography and diary are genres that, compared to others, have been more discriminated 
(but once again, the chronological factor should be kept in mind, since most of these writings have been published 
later than the Resistance classics). However, differently from the wartime female experiences I focus on, that for 
long have been neglected both in the historical and in the literary field, for this group of male autobiographers and 
diarists the discrimination has only been related to the latter perspective, since history has never questioned men’s 
participation in the Resistenza.  
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memory to be a legitimate resource for history writing; rather … remembering and memory were 
understood to be the opponents of the academic historian” (32). Similarly, it was not until 
recently that historians of the Resistenza became more interested in women’s own version of 
their wartime experiences, integrating them into official history, which had always been 
conceived as male-centered. In her essay “Memory and Representations of Fascism: Female 
Autobiographical Narratives”, Elda Guerra describes the increasing inclusion of personal 
memories into the Italian history of WWII, and explains that “this sort of memorial literature, 
narrated often well after the events described, can turn into a re-elaboration occasioned by a new 
historical context or by a different communication setting” (197). I argue then that these 
feminine voices do not only add to our historical knowledge, but they also make a literary 
contribution and, thus, are to be considered complementary to the male canonical literature of the 
Resistenza.  
The predominance and the success of the male-authored classics constitute a 
disadvantage on two levels for the female counterpart, firstly from an historical perspective. The 
main issue is the way in which men portray women through their female characters, if they even 
include them in their stories. While there is an abundance of superficial and lustful young girls, 
weak and unfaithful women, or prostitutes that get along with German soldiers, admirable and 
praiseworthy female figures are instead rare.8  
                                                      
8The most common edition of Fenoglio’s Il partigiano Johnny does not portray any significant female character in 
its plot, however, thanks to Maria Corti, it was possible to retrieve another text by Fenoglio written in English, 
published later in 1978 and titled Ur-Partigiano Johnny. The character of the female partisan Dea, who refers to Dea 
Rota, a woman that really existed, appears in this less studied work, but it is not included in the most popular version 
of Il partigiano Johnny. In Calvino’s Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno, the two main female figures are the protagonist’s 
sister, who is a prostitute, and the wife of one of the partisans that the protagonist joins. This second woman is not 
depicted in a better way than the prostitute, since she is in a secret relationship with the partisans’ commander, and 
she is therefore unfaithful to her husband. There are no prostitutes in Uomini e no by Vittorini, or in Una questione 
privata by Fenoglio. However, in both cases the two key female characters, Berta and Fulvia, who are somehow torn 
between the male protagonist, Enne 2 and Milton respectively, and another man, can be blamed later as the reason 
for the two protagonists’ (presumed) death. Of all the male writers that I refer to in my research, Meneghello is the 
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During the postwar decades, this literary tendency seems to have gone hand in hand with the lack 
of acknowledgement of female fighters’ merits in historiography. While it may not be clear to 
what extent men’s writings have actually influenced historians’ understanding of the Resistenza 
in terms of male and female participation, what is certain is that their works definitely did not 
encourage a gender-encompassing vision of the movement. Therefore, “the idea, put forward in 
early writing of this topic, that women essentially only ‘contributed’ to the [male] Resistance is 
clearly problematic for … women themselves were clearly an integral part of the Resistance 
itself” (Wilson 105). Women’s literary production on the Resistance instead, turns out to be, 
from a gender perspective, more embracing, portraying a wider and more heterogeneous 
category compared to the male-authored classics, which prove to be more reductive in this sense, 
mainly because of the fictional choices that were made. 
The goal of my study is not to assert the qualitative supremacy of the female-authored 
works on the Resistenza over others. It would indeed be unproductive to generalize, and to 
accept as high literature every female-authored work on this topic. My first purpose is to 
demonstrate that in order to achieve a more reliable and accurate account of women’s efforts, 
actions and conditions between 1943 and 1945, Resistance literature turns out to be a useful tool, 
but the Resistenza ‘masterpieces’ and the memoirs and autobiographies by women, along with 
the more recent cinematographic works about them, need to complement each other. This 
understanding is also promoted by Marotti who, in the literary field, disapproves of studies that 
do not opt for a gender-encompassing methodology. She explains:  
                                                      
only one that portrays a more participatory and positive female character, Simonetta, even though she does not 
appear until the final chapters of his book, I piccoli maestri. It is not by chance that Meneghello is also the only one 
of these writers that opted for an autobiography rather than a novel, putting his Resistance experience more in 
contact with those described by Italian women in their memoirs. However, in I piccoli maestri it is not clear why 
Simonetta was at first described as the girlfriend of one of the author’s friends, but later seems to turn into more than 
a mere friend to Meneghello.  
   7
The complementarity of man and woman, and therefore of literary texts produced by both 
genders, is shown to be essential for a well-balanced appraisal of a region and its culture. 
These works … serve two purposes: they provide data for further study of women’s literary 
history; they also point out the inadequacy of the canon. (Italian Women Writers from the 
Renaissance to the Present 3) 
 
The decision to include in my dissertation a few cinematographic works, along with the selected 
women’s writings, is then related to the fact that these films and documentaries offer a gender-
encompassing vision of this chapter of Italian history. In these works, women are neither 
excluded or relegated to the part of the prostitute/traitor, nor idealized, but, most importantly, 
they are the real protagonists of the stories, which suggests a stronger gender-encompassing 
approach that is clearly missing in the Resistenza canonical literature. As I have mentioned 
above, through the publication of their autobiographies and diaries, individuals strive to fill the 
gaps of official history and to find their place in it. Similarly, cinema allows directors to reach 
and reawaken the national consciousness of the people of a country, as explained by Carlsten and 
McGarry: “the … history of nations emerges from a collective understanding of the past, both 
what is remembered and what is forgotten. Film, whether fiction, documentary or actuality, is a 
site for the collective remembering or forgetting of past events” (10).    
My further goal deals with a common and frequent firm belief I have often encountered 
during my research on the participation of women in the Resistenza. Many of those that were 
involved in the movement later asserted that even once the war was over, the Resistenza kept 
representing for them the only short period of time and context in which they felt on the same 
level of men, as citizens fighting for their homeland. In the introduction of her book Guerra alle 
donne, Michela Ponzani writes about antifascist women: “la ‘loro guerra’ è anzitutto un conflitto 
per la liberazione di sé stesse, anche dal pregiudizio morale e dalla discriminazione sociale 
imposta dalla cultura maschile” (15). While on the one hand, it is justifiable what Ponzani 
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affirms, on the other hand I demonstrate that this presumed gender-equality does not emerge 
from many written memories, except for a few rare cases such as those of Elsa Oliva and Carla 
Capponi. In particular, in several works, what actually symbolizes the parity, or the lack of it, 
between men and women fighters of the Resistenza, is the handling of weapons. If a female 
partisan is considered on their same level by her male companions, she will not be relegated to 
secondary roles, like providing help as a nurse or a staffetta, but she will be rather allowed to use 
weapons to fight. Nevertheless, the fact that this happened very rarely is telling about women’s 
theorized emancipation.9 In Maneuvers: The International Politics of Militarizing Women’s 
Lives (2000), Cynthia Enloe explores the various possible ways to integrate women into the 
military both during the past two world wars and in the latest decades. In the sixth chapter, 
“Nursing the Military”, whose title is particularly explanatory, the author illustrates how, during 
WWII, the most appropriate role for (Anglo-Saxon) women that were willing to contribute, was 
believed to be that of the military nurse. The same tendency emerges from the selected 
Resistance works included in this study, which highlights how often male partisans were 
reluctant to provide women with weapons, and rather preferred to have them carry out more 
traditional roles, such as the staffetta or the nurse. As Enloe asserts then, armies, and Italian 
groups of partisans too, have not always merely tried to limit the number of female soldiers 
among them, but they have also often attempted to avoid that women achieved higher and 
typically male ranks: “most of the … militaries that came out of World War II … remained an 
overwhelmingly male and masculinized institution. War was still legitimized as a masculine 
activity: women were [not] meant to be … the actors” (218).       
                
                                                      
9Ripa di Meana, and the female characters of Peverelli’s La lunga notte are examples of female figures that were 
involved in the underground movement, but who never handled a weapon.  
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Before moving to the structural description of the dissertation, I believe it is necessary to 
mention briefly the special case of what in Italy is considered one of the Resistenza masterpieces, 
that is Renata Viganò’s L’Agnese va a morire of 1949. It tells the story of Agnese, an 
unattractive and no longer young washerwoman who decides to join the local group of partisans 
after the arrest and murder of her husband, a comrade. Even though it is a female-authored novel, 
its canonical status may be attributed to its positive portrayal of the communist movement and its 
conservative depiction of women. The protagonist herself represents the typical laborer who 
works hard and devotes all of her remaining energy to the Left. After decades of Fascism, the 
welcoming reception of Viganò’s book is then understandable: “For the PCI”, the old Partito 
Comunista Italiano, “the book … quickly established itself as required reading for all party 
members, particularly women” (Cooke 50). Philip Cooke further claims that “Above all, the 
reason for the enduring success of L’Agnese va a morire lies in its powerful … assertion that the 
Resistance was not an exclusively male phenomenon” (50). However, if his claim was 
exhaustive, it should also explain why Viganò’s novel was preferred, over others written by 
women with that same type of message, such as La lunga notte by Luciana Peverelli, or Roma 
clandestina by Fulvia Ripa di Meana, both of 1944. In addition to the genre component, and to 
the publishing aspect (L’Agnese va a morire was released by the famous publishing house 
Einaudi), the answer mainly lies in the chauvinist mentality and audience of postwar Italy. From 
a male perspective, Agnese embodies indeed the ideal mild and submissive woman, both as a 
mother and as a wife, diametrically opposed to Carla Capponi or Elsa Oliva, active warriors of 
the Resistenza. Except for the final part of the plot, in which she is in charge of the organization 
of the staffette of the area, Agnese’s tasks are basically cooking and cleaning, compatible with 
conventional, misogynist definitions of womanhood. Her inferiority is also emphasized by her 
   10
lack of self-confidence, and by the fact that men’s conversations on politics and war are too 
difficult for her to understand, causing therefore her further isolation. L’Agnese va a morire 
represents then a significant example of female-authored work that was canonized because it 
portrays a woman the way the male audience of the time wanted and allowed her to be, a woman 
who did not take away from the male partisans their merits of the Resistance years.10 While in 
the majority of women’s writings there is, to a certain degree, a distinction between male and 
female roles, L’Agnese va a morire goes even beyond it, and most of the time the protagonist is 
depicted as useless on the battlefield and as alienated from the rest of the comrades.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
This dissertation is formed by four chapters. Since this study is not a project about a single 
specific genre, such as autobiography or documentary, different types of works are, in some 
cases, included within the same chapter. The focus of this project, as I have explained, is indeed 
the thematic representation of the Resistenza women that emerges from non-canonical works, 
and how it enhances our historical and feminist understanding of the movement. The subdivision 
of the four chapters is then mainly based on the typology of women encountered in the examined 
works, and the chapters are organized according to a criterion that takes in consideration the 
agency of these selected female protagonists of the Resistance, starting with the traditional figure 
of the female traitor, followed by those combatants that were more dependent on their male 
companions and comrades, and concluding with the participation of those women that can be 
considered unique combatants within the clandestine movement (Capponi and Oliva).  
                         
                                                      
10It is not surprising that Viganò’s Matrimonio in brigata (1976), a collection of short stories published several 
years later, did not have the same fortune and popularity of her first novel, since it includes a wider range of female 
figures involved in the Resistenza.   
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In Chapter 1, I focus on a female typology that has always been one of those preferred by male 
authors and directors: spies and traitors. The opening chapter concentrates on two 
cinematographic works on WWII, Roberto Rossellini’s film Roma città aperta (1945), and the 
still widely unknown Il segreto di Italia by Antonello Belluco (2014). While Rossellini’s 
neorealist film on the Nazi occupation of Rome was well acclaimed, Il segreto di Italia still has 
to deal in particular with the opposition of ANPI,11 since it casts light on compromising events 
that jeopardize the idealistic portray of Italian partisans. The two films, directed by male 
filmmakers and based on historical facts, share the conviction that the traitor is better played by a 
female character. However, along with the typical Fascist girl that plays the part of the betrayer, 
they do include women whose depiction is definitely less negative, opting for a stronger 
historical gender-encompassing approach. Because of these choices made by the two directors in 
terms of women’s representations, the first chapter is then a transitional one, in which I also 
attempt to infer how, during the decades between the release of the two movies, the portrayal of 
wartime Italian female figures has evolved.  
In Roma città aperta, Academy-award winner Anna Magnani is Pina, a Roman bride-to-
be shot by the Nazis during her abortive attempt of rebellion. Pina does not merely represent the 
positive counterpart of Marina, Manfredi’s ex-girlfriend, performed by Maria Michi, who later 
betrays him and is responsible for his murder. Pina symbolizes above all the struggle of all those 
Roman women, mothers, wives or sisters that witnessed the arrest and the deportation of their 
men during the occupation of Rome. Rossellini’s famous scene of Pina’s death is based on true 
historical events, the murder of Teresa Gullace occurred in Rome in 1944. Gullace, who was 
                                                      
11ANPI stands for Associazione Nazionale Partigiani d’Italia, which was founded in 1944. Nowadays the 
membership is not exclusively for ex-partisans involved in WWII, but rather every citizen that believes in antifascist 
values is encouraged to join the organization.  
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pregnant at that time, was killed by a German soldier outside of the building in which her 
husband had been taken, while she was trying to talk to him through a window (Marcus, “Pina’s 
Pregnancy, Traumatic Realism, and the After-Life of Open City” 431).12 Marina is instead that 
stock character: younger and more sensual than Pina, and a betrayer. It is very rare to find in 
male-authored (or male-directed) works, beauty, honesty and antifascist values within the same 
female figure. This means that usually the sensuality of an unmarried woman is either associated 
with the image of the prostitute, who sells herself, her body, and/or with that of the spy, who 
sells information to the enemy.  
Ada is the character that in Il segreto di Italia plays this role. In Belluco’s film, which 
brings to light the massacre of Codevigo carried out by partisans in 1945,13 Ada is the attractive 
widow of a well-respected Fascist, but the affinity with Fascism is not the only reason for her 
guilt. Ada’s most significant betrayal is sexual, since she falls in love with Farinacci, the Fascist 
boyfriend of Italia, a local teenager, and is eventually raped and then killed with him by the 
partisans. While almost seventy years after the release of Roma città aperta, the female betrayer 
keeps playing a crucial part, Belluco moves forward and shows different categories of women. It 
is the case of Milena, Italia’s mother, who symbolizes the strength of all the Italian female 
farmers during wartime, as well as that of partisan Anna, one of the few female partisans who 
ever appeared in an Italian film on the Resistance. Belluco refuses to make gender-based 
                                                      
12According to David Forgacs, that of Gullace is one of the four interwoven stories in Rossellini’s film, almost all 
based on historical facts (14). The other three stories included focus on the group of Roman children, on the figure 
of the priest who collaborates with the partisans, and on the Resistance leader that is betrayed and then executed. 
The episode of Gullace is also remembered and mentioned by Capponi and Marisa Musu in their autobiographies on 
their experience as Roman gappiste before the liberation of Rome. 
 
13The massacre of Codevigo, a little village in the northern province of Padova, took place immediately after the end 
of WWII in the spring of 1945. Probably animated by a desire for revenge, a group of Italian partisans from other 
northern provinces arrived in Codevigo at the end of April, and was responsible for the murder of more than a 
hundred ex-fascists residing in the area (Coltro).  
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distinctions and does not spare Anna the cruelty that characterizes the whole group of partisans, 
which highlights the growing gender equality in recent cinematographic works on the Resistenza. 
I finally argue that, despite the superficial critiques the movie has received in its homeland,14 Il 
segreto di Italia is a unique film that gives voice to historical facts and people that nowadays 
Italian institutions still want to hide or refuse to acknowledge, which explains its unexpected 
success abroad.15 
The reason for including these two works in the opening chapter is that they represent a 
transition, since female depiction in the two male-directed films can be interpreted as somewhere 
in the middle between the Resistenza classics and the female-authored literature on the topic. In 
Roma città aperta, as Forgacs and Marcus point out, many of the characters included by 
Rossellini, refer to real historical figures, such as Pina, but also Don Pietro, and less manifestly 
Major Bergmann and Manfredi (Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism 37). However, foremost 
among the invented figures are Marina and Pina’s sister, Lauretta, who “dramatize the weakness 
and corruptibility of those who found collaboration the easier route” (Italian Film in the Light of 
Neorealism 38). It is evident then how Rossellini preferred to assign the role of the betrayer to 
the figure of Marina, even though he could have chosen a male character for that part, since the 
city did not lack of male traitors at that time.16 More recently, Belluco similarly embraced the 
                                                      
14One of the several examples is that of February 19, 2015, when the ANPI of the city of Ravenna announced on its 
website that its members did not encourage the viewing of Belluco’s film: “Dal punto di vista artistico il film è 
brutto … e dal punto di vista storico è estremamente superficiale, confuso, contraddittorio e di parte con i fascisti 
buoni e i tedeschi gentili: ridicolo!” (ANPI Ravenna).  
 
15In 2015 Il segreto di Italia was awarded as best foreign movie at the Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival. 
In the same year Belluco was also invited to present his film in Canada, at the Festival des Films du Monde de 
Montreal, along with Romina Power, the main actress of the movie.  
 
16Guglielmo Blasi for example, is one of the most well-known members of the Roman Resistance who later 
betrayed his comrades and was responsible for the arrest of many of them. Blasi was arrested indeed while he was 
committing a robbery, and soon disclosed the names of his companions to the Nazis in order to avoid his execution 
(Portelli 182). 
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figure of the female (Fascist) betrayer, Ada, but he did not merely add the purer character of 
Italia as her counterpart. An approach based on gender equality emerges from Belluco’s film: it 
is clear in the encompassing way in which the various categories of women are represented. For 
the Italian filmmaker women could be the victims of a civil war between men, but they could 
also turn into powerful individuals similar to their male companions. 
The selected female experiences of Chapter 2 belong to the movement of the Roman 
Resistance. Rome was already freed in June 1944. While there is an abundance of men writings 
on the Resistance of northern Italy, I discovered a significant amount of female-authored 
memories and stories set in the capital,17 which turn out to be helpful for the study of this urban 
Resistance. Despite the importance of the city in Rossellini’s masterpiece indeed, the Roman 
experience seem to have often been overshadowed by that of the northern regions of Italy, where 
(not by chance) all the Resistenza canonical novels are set. The second chapter includes two 
works, both published that same year of the liberation of Rome: Roma clandestina by the 
Marquise Fulvia Ripa di Meana, and Luciana Peverelli’s romance novel La lunga notte. Ripa di 
Meana and the female protagonists depicted by Peverelli share their devotion to a leader of the 
Roman clandestine war. The involvement and the contribution to the Resistance of Ripa di 
Meana and Peverelli’s female figures is undeniable, especially if compared to the characters of 
Marina and Ada from the previous chapter. However, the portrayal of these women indicates that 
as crucial and helpful as their actions are in the eyes of their male comrades, their struggles 
remain in the shadow of another leading man, a relative or a lover, usually described and praised 
                                                      
 
17In addition to Ripa di Meana’s Roma clandestina and Luciana Peverelli’s La lunga notte, other Roman works that 
deserve to be mentioned are the following autobiographies: La ragazza di via Orazio: Vita di una comunista 
irrequieta (1997) by Marisa Musu; the more well-known Con cuore di donna (2000) by Carla Capponi, that will be 
discussed in the final chapter; and Maria Teresa Regard’s Autobiografia 1924-2000: Testimonianze e Ricordi 
(2010).     
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as the real Resistance hero. For this reason, with the exception of few cases, some of which will 
be examined in the final chapter, most of the Resistenza women could be defined semi-
combatants precisely because of their subordination to men.  
While the canonical novels on the Resistenza were produced by men who left too little 
space to female agency or misrepresented women, the diary kept by the Marquise Ripa di Meana 
is mainly the result of this lady’s admiration and respect for her male cousin, the colonel 
Montezemolo. The primary merit of the author of Roma Clandestina is to bring the crucial figure 
of Montezemolo and his worthiness to light immediately after the end of the war in Rome, from 
a perspective that is not merely that of one of his relatives, but also as one of his most important 
collaborators. The colonel is another one of the countless protagonists of the antifascist 
movement, in this case of the Roman one, that history has largely neglected. Well-known and 
admired even by some of the German officials for his high rank in the military field, following 
the armistice of 1943, Montezemolo was able to disappear and remain incognito for a certain 
period of time before being arrested, and later becoming one of the hundreds of victims of the 
massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine.18 In 2012 Mario Avagliano published Il partigiano 
Montezemolo, a study on the figure of the colonel and an attempt to save him from the oblivion. 
The research on him has been possible especially thanks to the family archives, which must have 
included also his cousin’s diary. Ripa di Meana’s experience and vision differ from those of 
other Roman women, such as Capponi or Marisa Musu, mostly because of her higher social 
class. While she may have not been as openly active as them during the Nazi occupation of the 
capital, the Marquise remains one of the crucial helpers surrounding Montezemolo, and her diary 
represents a unique, seminal effort to preserve the memory of the leading man of the clandestine 
                                                      
18The massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine took place in March 1944, and it will be deeply discussed in Chapter 2 and in 
Chapter 4.    
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organization in Rome. On the contrary, there is no equivalent work to that of Ripa di Meana, that 
is, dedicated to the memory of a woman, among the male-authored canonical writings of the 
Resistance.  
Peverelli’s La lunga notte is instead the only fictional work on the Resistenza produced 
by a woman included in this project. The fact that this is a female-authored romance novel and 
the lack of interest that critics have often demonstrated toward this literary genre, partly explain 
why Peverelli’s works remain largely unknown nowadays. A tireless antifascist writer of 
romantic and detective novels, in La lunga notte Peverelli describes the story of Adriano, 
Andreina, Ursula and Antonello, set in Rome at the time of the German occupation, with a 
special focus on the love triangle between the first three characters. While Adriano is portrayed 
with all the possible positive traits that an exemplary leader of the clandestine movement can 
have, the young and naïve Andreina and the Jewish and more experienced Ursula are 
occasionally depicted as immature in their attempts to win him over. However, while it is 
undeniable that in La lunga notte the real heroes of the Resistenza are Adriano and Antonello, 
the book should not be read as another work that diminishes women’s contribution, especially 
given the resourceful character of Ursula. Peverelli’s novel should rather be interpreted as the 
author’s way to leave a written record about her personal wartime experience in Rome, where 
she had moved to for love.19                      
In the third chapter I address works that represent the majority of the Resistance female 
                                                      
19The novelist included in the plot more than one reference to real historical events happened in Rome. The most 
famous one is once again the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine, that Adriano luckily manages to avoid. In Peverelli’s 
work the theme of the Roman Resistance may play a bigger role than the mere contextual one. One of the main 
elements of the romantic novel is indeed the happy ending (Paizis 36), that is instead missing in La lunga notte, 
precisely because of the historical context in which the plot is set. While several other features of Peverelli’s story 
are typical of the romantic novel, such as the representation of the hero as the focal point of the narrative, or the 
sudden appearance of the female rival who is considered an obstacle to the couple’s happiness, the author prioritizes 
the depiction of women’s sacrifices and their involvement in the Resistance more than it may seem at first glance.  
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experiences, both geographically and in terms of women’s roles. Chapter 3 analyzes two 
documentaries set in central and northern Italy, especially in the Emilia-Romagna region, one of 
the areas in the country with the highest concentration of partisans. Both works are particularly 
recent, and they mainly cast light on the most common role assigned to the women of the 
Resistance, that is the staffetta. Typical of the rural and mountainous areas, the figure of the 
staffetta is often absent from the male-authored canonical writings, since it was a role frequently 
carried out by young women, whose tasks were the facilitation of the communication between 
different groups of partisans, and the transport of weapons.  
Released in 2009, Bandite is directed by Alessia Proietti and Giuditta Pellegrini. Their 
documentary includes interviews with both former fighters from different regions of northern 
and central Italy, and, not by chance, with three female historians specialized in WWII. Proietti 
and Pellegrini’s goal is to re-examine the staffetta figure, who is often wrongly described as a 
carefree young courier, while Bandite emphasizes the dangerous risks that these women were 
running.  
The necessity of bringing to light the contribution and the sacrifices of the staffette, and 
of all those girls that dedicated themselves to the liberation of Italy, was also felt by the German 
director Eric Esser, whose documentary Non ci è stato regalato niente was released in 2014. 
Esser’s work refers to this specific period of Italian history, interpreted as a breaking point with 
the past for Italian women. Non ci è stato regalato niente consists of interviews with three 
important ex-staffette of Reggio Emilia, among whom Anita Malavasi20 stands out as the main 
protagonist. Except for Malavasi, who was later promoted to a higher rank, the majority of the 
                                                      
20Anita Malavasi (1921-2011) is probably one of the most well-known figures of the Resistence of Reggio Emilia. 
After the war, she completely dedicated her life to the fight for women’s rights, especially those of female laborers. 
Her autobiography is titled Laila. Storia di una donna nel 900: la fatica della libertà (2005).   
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Italian staffette, did not actually fight with weapons during the civil war, and they were therefore 
excluded from leading roles. However, their stories reveal that at the end of the war, the 
experience of the Resistenza did not merely represent for them a break with Fascism, but mainly 
with a chauvinist mentality embodied by their families, their boyfriends and society, and it 
marked the beginning of a journey for the achievement of female emancipation. The title of the 
documentary, Non ci è stato regalato niente, does not then only hint at the sacrifices of the 
Italian fighters of the Resistance, but above all it highlights the past (and also contemporary) 
struggles of all women for their conquests in a world ruled by men.  
The fourth chapter of my dissertation is finally dedicated to the memoirs of two of the 
most active and unconventional women that took part in the Resistance: Elsa Oliva’s Ragazza 
partigiana, written in the immediate postwar period but not published until two decades later 
(1969), and the more recent Con cuore di donna (2000) by Carla Capponi. Oliva and Capponi’s 
writings reveal aspects of the Italian female Resistance that would never be found in 
conventional literature. As Susanna Scarparo and Rita Wilson write about female-authored 
works of this type, “we start from the hypothesis that writings such as Capponi’s are essential 
sources to diagnose the gap between the image of women portrayed by tradition and the self-
awareness developed by individual women” (6).  
Even though they were geographically distant during the years of their activity, the 
wartime experiences of Capponi in Rome and Oliva in Piedmont, share some specific features. In 
both cases the lack of a significant male figure in the familial sphere is evident, the father for 
Capponi and the brother for Oliva. This male absence in the family represents for the two young 
fighters a further motivation, in addition to the responsibilities they had to their relatives, to join 
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the antifascist movement.21 Once they become active members of their respective organizations, 
Oliva joining the partisans of the mountainous areas of Piedmont, and Capponi working as a 
gappista22 in an urban context, not only do the two girls prove their male comrades, with their 
preconceptions, wrong, but they even demonstrate on different occasions to be stronger and 
braver than most of their antifascist compatriots. It is significant for example the case of Oliva, 
who soon refuses to be relegated to the secondary role of the nurse, and thus decides to fight with 
all the other partisans as one of them. The distinctive role played by Oliva and Capponi in the 
Resistance that arises from their writings is indeed related to their refusal of gender restrictions, 
further highlighted in their handling of weapons. Capponi was one of the leading figures 
involved in the famous attack of Via Rasella in Rome in 1944, the one that caused the Nazi 
reprisal of the Fosse Ardeatine (Behan 200-201). The episode of Via Rasella, one of the most 
debated of the Roman Resistance, helps us to shed light on the various ideas of the time 
regarding the involvement in the clandestine movement. While Capponi feels guilty about the 
victims of the Fosse Ardeatine but explains that the GAP could not foresee such a consequent 
massacre, others condemn the group, like Ripa di Meana who defines them all irresponsible 
human beings (192). The Marquise suggests indeed different and secondary ways for women to 
offer their help to men, that totally exclude the use of weapons. Capponi and Oliva’s vision and 
awareness of their potential are unique, because they do not merely clash with men’s prejudices, 
but also with the mentality of the time of a large number of women.                                                                                                                                     
                                                      
21Elsa Oliva decided indeed to leave her parents’ house because her presence would have jeopardized their safety, 
and chose to look for the group of partisans that her brother Aldo belonged to. Carla Capponi and her siblings had 
lost instead their father during their childhood, an event that turned Carla, the oldest of the three, into her mother’s 
main support. Her entrance in the clandestine movement is strongly related to her desire to keep alive her father’s 
political beliefs.  
       
22The term gappista refers to a specific type of antifascist activist that took part in the Resistance. The GAPs 
(Gruppi d’Azione Patriottica) were typical of the cities and the urban areas, and they consisted of small groups of 
people, usually no more than five, that worked together (Behan 200).  
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To conclude, the contribution of this project is significant from multiple perspectives. My choice 
of bringing to light marginal works by or about the women of the Resistance that are still widely 
unknown even in the academia, helps me demonstrate the discrimination against these women 
and the disadvantages they have encountered on different levels: historical, literary, and 
sociological. I discuss these literary and cinematographic works in order to encourage a more 
gender-encompassing understanding of this chapter of Italian history. It has been often typical of 
historians indeed, not only Italian, to give voice to male leading figures and to silence those of 
minor groups such as women. But our perception of the Resistance would be inaccurate and 
incomplete if we merely relied on one gendered version of it, the masculine one. As Marotti 
writes, the purpose of literature is in fact to tell “the stories of the invisible, the stories that 
traditional historiography does not include and that feminist historiography strives to include” 
(“Revising the Past” 49). Undoubtedly, many stories on the Resistenza continue to be invisible. 
Indeed, while my dissertation casts light mainly on women’s contributions to the underground 
movement, it is evident that several additional repressed realities emerge from it, whether people, 
places, events or genres, each one of them deserving new and further investigations.  
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CHAPTER 1 
ARE ITALIAN WOMEN ONLY SPIES AND TRAITORS? ROSSELLINI AND 
BELLUCO’S ENCOMPASSING DEPICTION OF FEMALE ROLES 
 
In her essay “Were Sisters Doing It for Themselves? Prostitutes, Brothels and Discredited 
Masculinity in Postwar Italian Cinema”, Hipkins observes that the Italian cinematographic 
representations of prostitutes in the postwar years largely exceed those of women who 
contributed to the Resistenza. The scholar writes: “In contrast to the number of women we see as 
prostitutes in war-based drama, there were pitifully few depictions of women as resistance 
workers in that period … for all their participation in the resistance movement” (86). Female 
involvement in the Resistance however is nowadays widely acknowledged and it can be 
analyzed not exclusively from the experiences of women that took part in it, but also from an 
alternative male perspective that differs from the one offered by the most canonical Italian 
authors and intellectuals of the twentieth century. I consider this opening chapter a transitional 
one, where the female presence in the two examined male-directed films differentiates them from 
the well-known classics on the Resistenza and, at the same time, it anticipates and introduces the 
experiences of Italian women with the Resistance movement that will be further investigated in 
the following chapters. The works I focus on are Roberto Rossellini’s masterpiece Roma città
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aperta of 1945, and the more recent and still widely unknown Il segreto di Italia of 2014 
directed by Antonello Belluco. Despite the gap of almost seventy years between the making of 
the two films and their different representations of the Resistenza, the theme of betrayal, and its 
association with female characters, plays a crucial role in both stories. While there are various 
studies on the figure of the prostitute in Italian postwar cinema (Hipkins’ works for example 
demonstrate the interest in this kind of research),23 female traitors are often superficially 
described and not equally investigated. My goal is to analyze more deeply the different types of 
female betrayals represented in the two films, and to establish if there is a connection with 
verifiable historical facts, in order to understand to what extent the two directors have been 
faithful to the Resistance history. In other terms, I attempt to determine if Rossellini’s work on 
WWII actually manifests a predilection for women such as prostitutes and betrayers rather than 
for antifascist fighters, as Hipkins asserts, and to define, by referring to Belluco’s movie, how 
this tendency has evolved during the past decades. In the case of Roma città aperta then, I strive 
to offer an additional and more exhaustive interpretation of Marina’s treason, which is one of the 
key parts of the plot mentioned in every study on this film,24 while on the contrary, my research 
on Il segreto di Italia turns out to be the first one not only on the theme of treachery, but most 
importantly on the movie itself.25  
                                                      
23In addition to the essay mentioned above “Were Sisters Doing It for Themselves? Prostitutes, Brothels and 
Discredited Masculinity in Postwar Italian Cinema” (2007), Hipkins is also author of the article “Francesca’s 
Salvation or Damnation? Resisting Recognition of the Prostitute in Roberto Rossellini’s Paisà (1946)” (2006), and 
of the more recent book Italy’s Other Women: Gender and Prostitution in Italian Cinema, 1940-1965 (2016).  
   
24It is impossible to avoid including Marina’s betrayal when it comes to the analysis of Roma città aperta. This is 
proved by the works of all the scholars that I have consulted during my investigation, such as Forgacs (Rome Open 
City), Kochin (“Resistance, Charity, and Rebirth in Roberto Rossellini’s Rome, Open City”), Landy (“Diverting 
Clichés: Femininity, Masculinity, Melodrama, and Neorealism in Open City”), Marcus (Italian Film in the Light of 
Neorealism), and Varriale (“Heroes, Spectators, Traitors. Representations of the Italian Resistance Movement in 
Selected Filmography”).  
  
25So far, I have not been able to find any specific academic study on Belluco’s film.  
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Rossellini and Belluco’s works do not merely share a common wartime topic, but they can both 
be interpreted as films that introduced a new cinematographic movement or trend, each one of 
them at its own time, in spite of the several (not exclusively) financial difficulties that the two 
directors encountered.26 It is indeed common knowledge that critics usually agree to recognize 
Roma città aperta as the first postwar neorealist movie (Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism 
42). In 2014 Belluco was instead the first Italian filmmaker determined to cast light on a 
forgotten episode of the civil war that implied a depiction of the Resistance very different from 
the idealized one that had prevailed in Italy for almost seventy years, suggesting therefore an 
alternative understanding of the movement.  
Moreover, given the emphasis of this chapter on the female characters in the two works, 
it is necessary to highlight the presence of two stars among the casts, that are the famous Anna 
Magnani in Rossellini’s film, and the Italian-American actress Romina Power in Il segreto di 
Italia. In Roma città aperta Anna Magnani, along with Aldo Fabrizi who plays the part of Don 
Pietro, is not merely one of the few members of the cast with previous cinematographic 
experience, but she is also, from the early conception of the movie, the actress openly wanted for 
the role of Pina (Faldini and Fofi 93-94).27 Similarly, despite the talent shown by several actors 
and actresses in Belluco’s work, none of them exceeds the fame of Romina Power, even if she is 
not the (female) figure that appears more frequently throughout the film. The relationship 
                                                      
   
26The financial struggles that Rossellini had to face during the making of Roma città aperta are described by Sergio 
Amidei and Federico Fellini, both screenwriters of the movie, and by other members of the staff, in Faldini and 
Fofi’s book (90-93). Many decades later, also Belluco illustrates in his first book Il ‘mio’ segreto di Italia: 
Testimonianza di un cinema non voluto (2015), the endless difficulties encountered in his search for a producer for 
his film.  
 
27This sort of preference for a specific actress does not seem to apply to the other female members of the cast. For 
example, it is likely that Maria Michi, who interprets Marina, is mainly chosen because of her romantic relationship 
with Sergio Amidei (Faldini and Fofi 94).  
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between the two stars and the, at least partial, success of their respective movies is then 
undeniable.                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                 
Above all however, Rossellini and Belluco’s works do not simply have in common the theme of 
betrayal, but they both portray flawed women. In her book Women, Desire, and Power in Italian 
Cinema, Cottino-Jones explains that, almost always, Italian filmmakers have favored female 
figures characterized by “sexual control, together with submissiveness and passivity … [and] 
whose behavior is harmless to men and socially devised according to a male point of view” (3). 
From this perspective, I argue then that the two directors decided, with their different intents, to 
include also women that are not canonical, but that for this same reason are particularly 
independent. Female characters like Marina, Ingrid and Ada, who do not have a husband, are 
indeed responsible for a treachery (whether it is sexual, caused by anger, or premeditated) that 
actually symbolizes their freedom from relationships. While it is true that, following their 
betrayal, these women often become victims of their own behavior, as Kochin points out in the 
case of Marina (80), the act of treachery that they commit is in the first place synonymous with 
their independence.    
 
1.1 The Stories 
An additional feature that Roma città aperta and Il segreto di Italia share is the reference to real 
historical events, and to their protagonists, that occurred in Italy between 1943 and 1945, which 
are the reason behind the directors’ conception and making of their works. In his film, Rossellini 
managed to include more than just one character that recall some of the most well-known Italian 
victims of the Nazi occupation of Rome. The first half of the story focuses on the figure of Pina, 
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a pregnant Roman bride-to-be who has also a child, Marcello, from her previous marriage. Pina 
is engaged to Francesco, one of her neighbors, but on the morning of their wedding day the 
Nazis decide to comb their building in search of men. Unfortunately, Francesco is found and 
arrested along with others, and when Pina sees him on the truck that is taking them away, she 
starts running after it but she is suddenly shot by the Germans and dies on the street. The scene, 
one of the most remarkable in the history of Italian cinema, clearly alludes to the actual murder 
of Teresa Gullace, occurred in Rome in 1944.28 The second part of the movie instead mainly 
deals with the characters of Don Pietro, another figure based on true protagonists of the Roman 
Resistance,29 and Manfredi. Francesco luckily manages to run away from the Nazis’ truck and 
reunites with Manfredi, one of the leading members of the clandestine movement. That night the 
two men decide to stay at the house of Manfredi’s ex-girlfriend, Marina. Marina is a girl who is 
often in contact with members of the Gestapo that operates in Rome, and mostly with Ingrid, a 
bisexual woman who provides her with drugs and luxury goods. While Francesco and Manfredi 
discuss their secret plans for the next day, Marina overhears them and, especially because of the 
grudge that she holds against Manfredi, decides to inform Ingrid of their intentions. The 
following morning then, Don Pietro, Manfredi, and an Austrian deserter are arrested while the 
priest was leading them to a safe hideout. Only Francesco, who was a few steps behind of them, 
                                                      
28The significance of this scene is well-known, and as Marcus argues, “Pina’s death … can be considered … the 
scena madre of neorealism” (“Pina’s Pregnancy, Traumatic Realism, and the After-Life of Open City” 428). Teresa 
Gullace was a mother of five, who was also pregnant with her sixth child at the time of her death. Gullace was 
protesting outside of the barracks where her husband and others were detained, and she was trying to talk to him 
through a window, when a Nazi soldier shot and killed her (“Pina’s Pregnancy, Traumatic Realism, and the After-
Life of Open City” 431). Her murder was one of the episodes that mostly shocked the Roman population during the 
German occupation of the capital.  
   
29Rossellini’s initial idea was to make a short film about Don Morosini, a priest involved in the Resistenza who was 
sentenced to death in 1944 (Faldini and Fofi 91). The plot eventually changed, but the character of Don Pietro, 
played by Aldo Fabrizi, still reminded of Don Morosini, and also of Don Pappagallo, another clergyman who 
contributed to the Resistance and who was also killed in 1944 (“Pina’s Pregnancy, Traumatic Realism, and the 
After-Life of Open City” 430).  
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miraculously saves himself. Manfredi eventually dies following the Nazis’ terrible tortures, but 
does not reveal anything about the clandestine movement and its other members. The movie ends 
with the execution of Don Pietro, at which Marcello and his friends are present, and the final 
scene shows the children that walk away together with Rome in the background.  
 
Several decades later, precisely in 2010, Antonello Belluco realized what would have been the 
subject of his next work. The Italian screenwriter Gerardo Fontana30 informed Belluco of his 
desire to tell and share the story of his dead cousin, Farinacci Fontana, killed by a partisan 
brigade during the massacre of Codevigo31 in 1945. Similarly to Roma città aperta then, also Il 
segreto di Italia is, at least initially, the result of the need to cast light on the story of an 
individual and, in its case, on a forgotten chapter of the Resistenza. Set in Codevigo at the end of 
WWII, the film tells the story of a love triangle, whose protagonists are Farinacci, Ada, and 
Italia. Ada is the wife of an esteemed Italian aviator, who is currently missing in Greece. When 
she arrives in Codevigo, she is hosted by a family of farmers that have a teenager daughter, 
Italia. While the war is coming to an end, Ada and Italia become close friends, and the latter 
soon reveals to Ada her love for Farinacci, the son of one of the most well-known Fascist men in 
town. Farinacci is aware of Italia’s love for him but, in spite of it, he becomes more interested in 
her older friend Ada. On April 25th, the day of the Liberation, the Germans have already left 
                                                      
30Gerardo Fontana (1953-2013) was a director, screenwriter, and friend of Belluco, with whom he worked on Il 
segreto di Italia before his sudden death. He had also been mayor of Codevigo, the small town in Northern Italy 
where the film is set (Belluco 47).  
   
31The massacre represents an episode of the Italian postwar history that has often been neglected. It refers to all 
those murders in Codevigo carried out by the partisan brigade Garibaldi immediately after the end of WWII, in April 
1945. The partisans were in search of the most well-known ex-Fascists in that area, who once they were captured, 
they were executed without waiting for an official trial. The total number of corpses that were found is around one 
hundred and thirty, but the actual number of victims may be even higher (Belluco 52-53).   
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Codevigo, and also Farinacci’s family decides to leave, except for him who prefers to stay, 
especially because of Ada, even though Italia believes she is the real reason behind his choice. A  
few days later the Garibaldi brigade arrives in the village in search of revenge and takes control 
of it. Among the several violent partisans, Mauro, who introduces himself to Ada and Italia, 
stands out as the most peaceable and rational one. One night, during a town festival organized by 
the brigade, Italia catches Farinacci and Ada in a moment of intimacy, and given her shock, she 
immediately informs Mauro and the other partisans of their hiding place. The two lovers then are 
captured and despite Mauro’s objections, the chief of the brigade sentences them to death 
without giving them the chance to be heard at an official trial. Farinacci and Ada are gathered 
together with other prisoners that will be executed, one of which is Franco, Italia’s father, the 
only one that survives that night thanks to Mauro who spares his life. The next day, following the 
murders of Ada and Farinacci, Italia’s family leaves Codevigo and for many decades she will not 
return to her hometown. The movie ends with seventy-year-old Italia, interpreted by Romina 
Power, who finally goes back to the village in 2000 and meets Mauro again, who reassures her 
and helps her realize that she was not the real responsible for the death of her two friends. The 
title of Belluco’s work then does not merely refer to the guilt felt by the protagonist, but it also 
clearly alludes to this episode of the Resistance on which several people and institutions in Italy 
did not want to shed light, since it clashes with the idealized representation of the clandestine 
movement that has always been promoted in the country.32 The challenging depiction of the 
                                                      
32Since the making of Il segreto di Italia, ANPI (Associazione Nazionale Partigiani d’Italia) turned out to be one of 
Belluco’s main opponents. In particular, the filmmaker states that before the release of his work he was contacted 
more than once by the son of Arrigo Boldrini, who was the leader of the partisan brigade responsible for the 
massacre of Codevigo, and who had been president of ANPI from 1947 until 2006 (Belluco 99-101). Boldrini’s son 
asked Belluco for a copy of the screenplay to make sure that the film would not jeopardize the figure and the 
memory of his father, but the director refused to share it with him. When Il segreto di Italia was released in 2014, 
ANPI soon expressed its disapproval, in both historical and aesthetic terms.  
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Resistenza shown by Belluco, especially if compared to the one of Roma città aperta with its 
martyrs, explains therefore the criticism that the film received in its homeland and its greater 
success abroad.33  
 Despite their different aims and portrayals of the Resistance, Rossellini and Belluco are 
both determined to focus on the sufferings of the civilians rather than on the armed struggle. In 
Roma città aperta and Il segreto di Italia indeed there are no actual scenes of the fight between 
the Nazis or Fascists and the partisans, since the main purpose is to display the Italian population 
as the victim of one group or the other. Using the words of Varriale, it is possible to assert that 
the two works “stretch the definition of resistance beyond its embalmed [idealized] 
representation of militarised war against a foreign oppressor” (245). The importance that the 
Roman civilians play in Rossellini’s movie is demonstrated in particular by the character of Pina 
and by the sense of belonging to her community that she conveys. This is evident in scenes like 
the first one, in which she is outside of a bakery with other Roman women, or in the more 
dramatic one, right before her death, in which she tries to comfort one of her older neighbors 
whose son has just been arrested. The struggles of the Italian population are therefore the focal 
point of the story rather than the military battle, and Pina, as Marcus writes, “has ‘carried’ the 
film from the moment she first appeared on screen” (“Pina’s Pregnancy, Traumatic Realism, and 
the After-Life of Open City” 429). Also in Il segreto di Italia there is a lack of scenes on the 
conflict between the Germans and the Italian partisans during the last phase of WWII. Belluco 
prioritizes indeed the representation of the sufferings of the inhabitants of Codevigo, tormented 
at first by the Nazis, and then, after the Liberation, by their own compatriots. Italia, a simple 
fifteen-year-old girl, eventually turns out to be a victim of the war (even though, differently from 
                                                      
33The movie was awarded as Best Foreign Film at the Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival in 2015, and it 
was shown also in Montreal at the Festival des Films du Monde of that same year. 
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Ada and Farinacci, she does not die), and her figure is the one that embodies the sorrow that 
affected her town.  
 
1.2 Different Women, Different Betrayals 
What distinctly emerges from the plots of the two movies is that the act of betraying is associated 
with the female characters of the two stories. Especially in the case of Rossellini’s film, this 
tendency is not atypical since the same type of association is very frequent in the Italian postwar 
literature on the Resistenza, that includes works by some of the most influential intellectuals of 
the twentieth century, such as Italo Calvino, Giuseppe Fenoglio, Luigi Meneghello, and Elio 
Vittorini. Their classics, which represent the canonical branch of the Resistance literature, are all 
characterized by a similar attitude toward female presence and agency. In these wartime stories 
indeed, women are either almost completely absent, or the few ones that are present always 
commit an interpersonal betrayal somehow.34 This scarce variety of female roles in the male-
authored canonical literature is also related to the lack of acknowledgement and study of 
                                                      
34Despite the big Italian debate regarding the different versions of Fenoglio’s Il partigiano Johnny (published 
posthumously for the first time in 1968), in the most common edition of the book there is an undeniable lack of 
remarkable female figures. In his work, Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno (1947), which describes the Resistance from the 
perspective of a child, Pin, Calvino includes two women, even though neither of the two is particularly admirable. 
The first one is the protagonist’s sister, a prostitute well-known in town, especially because of her German 
customers. The other woman is Giglia, that Pin meets when he joins a local group of partisans. Giglia is the 
unfaithful wife of the cook of the brigade, who has an affair with Il Dritto, the partisans’ chief, which will affect 
negatively his military conduct. However, Giglia is not the only female character responsible (at least to a certain 
extent) for the fate of a male partisan. In Vittorini’s Uomini e no (1945) and in the other book by Fenoglio, Una 
questione privata (published posthumously in 1963), the destiny of the two male protagonists, Enne 2 and Milton 
respectively, is also clearly determined by their love for Berta and Fulvia. The hope of Enne 2 and Milton to win 
their respective women over, who are in a relationship with another man, will eventually be fatal for the two 
protagonists. Finally, the least compromised female figure that is described in the male-authored classics on the 
Resistenza is Simonetta, one of the characters of Meneghello’s autobiographical novel I piccoli maestri (1964). 
Simonetta is a staffetta, one of the countless couriers involved in the Resistance and mostly present in the northern 
Italian regions. However, her character is not mentioned before the second half of the book, and while at first she is 
introduced as the girlfriend of one of the partisans, it is not clear how later she becomes more romantically interested 
in Luigi, the protagonist (and author) of the story.  
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women’s involvement in the Resistenza from an historical perspective, especially in the first 
postwar decades.35 In this opening chapter I argue then that the two movies by Rossellini and 
Belluco can be considered two hybrids in terms of female representation. In Roma città aperta, a 
Neorealist classic on the Roman Resistance, the treacherous figure of Marina reminds of many of 
the disloyal girls and women typical of the canonical authors mentioned above. However, 
Rossellini chooses to balance her character with Pina, the heroine of the story. Seventy years 
later, Belluco’s film shows a more considerable progress with regard to female agency. While Il 
segreto di Italia portrays different types of betrayals, the majority of which is carried out by 
women, what is evident throughout the movie is the strong female presence and their power, 
especially within the partisans’ brigade. The relevance of the female figures for Belluco is also 
largely demonstrated by the fact that he chose Italia as the protagonist of his work rather than 
Farinacci Fontana, who represented the main original reason behind the making of the film. 
Rossellini and Belluco’s movies then can be associated with the canonical narratives of the 
Resistance, where the betrayer is usually a woman, but at the same time the two directors 
distance themselves from this tradition and include a wider range of female characters and 
experiences, acknowledging their wartime struggles.  
 The various betrayals of Roma città aperta and Il segreto di Italia are of different sorts, 
and it is my goal to illustrate how to each type of female treachery seems to correspond a specific 
destiny that the woman responsible for the betrayal has to face in the end. Given the fame of 
Rossellini’s work, Marina is definitely the figure that so far has been mentioned and examined 
                                                      
35It is evident that the biggest outbreak of interest toward the participation of Italian women in the Resistance 
occurred in the 1990s and increased until today, as Marina Addis Saba’s Partigiane: Tutte le donne della Resistenza 
(1998), and Guerra alle donne: Partigiane, vittime di stupro, ‘amanti del nemico’ 1940-45 (2012) by Michela 
Ponzani demonstrate. Similarly, in the literary field, works such as Resisting Bodies: Narratives of Italian Partisan 
Women (2008) by Rosetta D’Angelo and Barbara Zaczek, indicate how the study of these ex-partisans’ writings and 
their representation has been significantly spreading in the last years.      
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the most by critics, even though I claim that the majority of them did not fully consider the kind 
of treachery that the film shows. In fact, while her conduct is clearly deplorable, it should be kept 
in mind, as Forgacs points out, that Marina’s betrayal is not an ideological one: “what is not 
directly represented in the film are the conscious betrayals of Italians by Italians” (66). The 
studies of several scholars often describe Marina as a girl strongly attached to luxuries and drugs, 
and believe them to be the only cause of her behavior, but they do not take her other significant 
reasons into account and, above all, her type of treachery.36 In his essay on Roma città aperta, 
Varriale is one of the few critics that mentions the role played by drugs in Marina’s mind, and he 
tries to promote a more accurate analysis of “traitors, informants, or simply those who did not 
take a clear stance in the war … [since] their moral position is often hastily adjudicated and their 
psychology is only rarely explored” (245). A further aspect that scholars almost never consider is 
then the fact that Marina does not betray Manfredi simply because of the goods and drugs that 
she will get in exchange for that, but mostly because she is angry with him after he criticizes her 
lifestyle and her choices. In other terms, Marina’s betrayal is not exclusively materialist, but it 
can also be interpreted as the consequence of her feeling negatively judged and somehow 
rejected by the man that she cares about. Kochin seems to be the only academic that takes 
Manfredi’s repudiation of Marina into account, and that realizes the fatal impact that it has on 
her actions. He writes: “Only after Manfredi has broken with her … does Marina find the 
determination to hand over her false lover to the Nazis. … Marina [therefore] acts out of revenge 
and injured feelings” (80). From this perspective, her friend Lauretta, Pina’s sister, whose 
character is not always extensively studied, turns out to be more loathsome than Marina herself, 
even though she is not responsible for any concrete treachery in the story. Differently from 
                                                      
36See for example Marcus’ Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism, or “Diverting Clichés: Femininity, Masculinity, 
Melodrama, and Neorealism in Open City” by Landy, in Gottlieb’s Roberto Rossellini’s Rome Open City.   
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Marina indeed, Lauretta, who also hangs out with Nazi soldiers in order to receive luxuries from 
them, does not seem to be completely aware of the tragedy of the war and of the moral gravity of 
her actions. Portrayed as an extremely superficial girl, I argue then that Lauretta, rather than 
Marina, represents the actual counterpart of her sister Pina, toward whom “she is antagonistic, 
[and] even treacherous” (Landy 95). While the movie does not include a scene in which Lauretta 
eventually learns that Pina has died, the one that shows Marina’s reaction when she sees the 
corpse of Manfredi is instead well-known. As I have mentioned above, Rossellini and Belluco’s 
works feature various kinds of female betrayals, that imply different fates for the women 
involved. Ideological treacheries are rarer but they are the ones that usually lead to the death of 
the female figure that commits it. Marina, whose betrayal does not belong to this category since 
it is rather materialist and emotional (and under the influence of drugs), does not die at the end of 
the film, but she becomes a victim too after Manfredi’s death. When she faints and falls to the 
ground following the sight of his dead body, none of the German officers feels pity for her. Even 
Ingrid, who had been seducing her insistently before, simply picks up the fur that she had given 
to her, and orders one of the Nazis to “Lock her up a while and then-” (Roma città aperta), 
suggesting a disquieting treatment for Marina. The understanding of her character as a victim 
that is only partially responsible for the murder of Manfredi is also confirmed in the scene with 
Don Pietro. Once the priest finds out that the man has been tortured and died without disclosing 
any crucial information, he curses in anger at his torturers, among whom Ingrid and Bergmann 
stand out, while Marina is absent.  
 However, the fact that Rossellini prefers a woman to a man for the role of the betrayer 
still reflects the traditional tendency of the canonical works on the Resistenza of the postwar 
years. The historical facts of the Roman Resistance indeed prove that in several circumstances 
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the Italian spy involved in a treachery was a man, as in the case of Don Morosini, the betrayed 
clergyman that the figure of Don Pietro refers to (Forgacs 66). A widely known informer in 
Rome was then Guglielmo Blasi, who is also described by Carla Capponi in her autobiography 
Con cuore di donna. The name of Blasi is sadly famous because he was one of the few 
individuals that revealed the names and the hideouts of his comrades when he was arrested by 
the Italian police, compromising therefore the activities of the GAP.37 It is hard to believe that 
Rossellini was not well informed about these events that had recently occurred in his city, 
especially since his initial idea was to make a film that would have focused exclusively on the 
figure of Don Morosini (Faldini and Fofi 91).  
 Also in Il segreto di Italia there is not a lack of female characters that can be associated 
with the idea of betrayal, and they are specifically three: Ada and Italia, who are the most 
prominent ones and, more in the background, the teacher of Codevigo, called Corinna Doardo. 
Among these three women, Ada deserves to be analyzed first since she commits two types of 
treacheries, both ideological and sexual. Being the wife (or more likely the widow) of an aviator 
who is depicted as a war hero, she arrives as an evacuee in Codevigo, where she can benefit from 
the protection and support of the Fascists and Germans that are in town. Therefore, from the 
partisans’ point of view, Ada is clearly ideologically guilty. Besides, the members of the brigade 
catch her in a moment of intimacy with Farinacci, the Fascist young man that they are precisely 
looking for. Because of her sexual encounter with Farinacci, Ada does not simply betray the 
memory of her husband, who is probably dead, but most importantly she is disloyal to Italia and 
their friendship. Unlike Marina of Roma città aperta, Ada’s political affiliations, along with her 
                                                      
37Differently from the rural areas, the urban ones, and Rome in particular, were characterized by the presence of the 
GAP (Gruppi di Azione Patriottica). The GAP were small groups of four or five members of the clandestine 
movement, both men and women, whose main goal was to carry out attacks against the Nazis and Fascists that were 
ruling their cities (Addis Saba 113).     
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higher social class, represent the main reason why her character dies at the end of the film, after 
being raped by the partisans. In other terms, I argue that in her case, Belluco’s work shows two 
different sentences that, from the perspective of the brigade, correspond to the two treacheries 
that she is responsible for. If on the one hand the sexual violence that she is subjected to follows 
the secret encounter with Farinacci, on the other hand her obvious relation to Fascism condemns 
her to death. An additional difference between Ada and Marina is that even though the latter is 
not involved in an ideological or in an actual sexual betrayal, her behaviour turns out to be more 
blamable than that of Ada. In Il segreto di Italia indeed, Ada is portrayed as a beautiful, elegant, 
and cultured woman that immediately stands out among the inhabitants of Codevigo, and that is 
hard to find unpleasant. According to Landy, the audience’s negative opinion of Marina is also 
definitely caused by the ambiguous relationship between her and Ingrid, that is seen as a perverse 
one (97). For the spectators then, the treacheries committed by Ada, who “adheres to a hetero-
normative view of relations” (Landy 97), are likely more justifiable than the one perpetrated by 
Marina. However, there is a significant analogy that characterizes the two figures of Roma città 
aperta and Il segreto di Italia, that is their involvement in a love triangle that consists of 
Manfredi, Marina, and Ingrid in Rossellini’s movie, and of Italia, Farinacci, and Ada in the story 
by Belluco. Marina and Ada find themselves in similar situations because they get, or they used 
to get, the attentions of both the other two members of their love triangle, and they eventually 
give in to the seduction of one of the two, betraying the other one. Ada does not resist the 
attraction to Farinacci and jeopardizes therefore her friendship with Italia, who looks up to her 
and considers her an older sister. Ada’s conduct leads to a further treachery, that is the one that 
Italia is responsible for. When the young girl surprises her friend and Farinacci together, she runs 
away in search for the partisans and discloses their hiding place. The contrast between the 
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character of Italia, a sweet and simple fifteen-year-old teenager, and the more mature and self-
confident Ada is evident. Italia’s betrayal is an adolescent and emotional one, that partially 
reminds of the one committed by Marina, since also in her case it occurs after a man’s rejection, 
Farinacci’s. Because of the nature of her treachery, that is not ideological, Italia, like Marina, 
does not die at the end of the film. Differently from her however, Belluco’s work reveals the 
regret that Italia has been feeling during all the years after the war, and that never allowed her to 
go back to Codevigo. Only fifty-five years later, when she returns to her native town for the 
wedding of her niece, Italia finally seems to come to terms with her past thanks to the encounter 
with Mauro, the ex-partisan who had saved her father’s life. Mauro’s words confirm in fact the 
perception of the figure of Italia as a victim of the war, and of the Resistance, rather than as a 
traitor: “Tu sei stata vittima di questo odio. [Ada e Farinacci] non sono morti per colpa tua” (Il 
segreto di Italia). Lastly, the secondary female character accused of betrayal is the teacher of the 
elementary school of Codevigo, maestra Doardo, who was an actual victim of the massacre of 
1945.38 The Fascist woman is well-known in the village, but the treachery of which she is guilty 
is exclusively ideological. From the point of view of the brigade then, maestra Doardo deserves 
to die. Even though the teacher does not appear frequently throughout the movie, she is the 
protagonist of one of its most savage scenes, that shows her along with her assassins, the 
partisans, a few moments before her death. The filmmaker’s representation is faithful to 
historical facts, which indicate that after the war, the Italian women who had collaborated with 
the Nazis or had been supporters of Fascism, were usually shaved and “then publicly paraded, 
their naked head symbolising their shame” (Wilson 109). For this reason, maestra Doardo is 
forced to walk through the streets of the town, covered in blood, after having her hair cut. 
                                                      
38The murder of Corinna Doardo is described by Giampaolo Pansa in Il sangue dei vinti (234).    
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Compared to Rossellini’s story, in which it is more challenging to excuse Marina for her 
betrayal, and where except for Pina, all the main female figures are not depicted as exemplary 
women, seventy years later Belluco’s choices demonstrate a progress in terms of 
acknowledgement of wartime female agency and struggles. Despite the impulsive, sexual, and 
ideological treacheries that Italia, Ada, and maestra Doardo are responsible for, in the end they 
stand out above all as victims.  
 Moreover, in Roma città aperta Rossellini includes only one, and non-Italian, male traitor 
among its characters, that is the Austrian deserter who is arrested with Manfredi and Don Pietro, 
and who also dies committing suicide because of his ideological betrayal. In Il segreto di Italia 
instead there is a stronger balance between the two genders and their roles, which is precisely 
Belluco’s intention, as he explains during one of his interviews: “Ho voluto mettere personaggi 
che rappresentassero tutte le posizioni … di modo che non ci sia un disequilibrio nel racconto 
della storia” (Il segreto di Italia). This applies also to the category of betrayers portrayed in the 
movie, from which men are not completely excluded. Farinacci for example, is not less guilty 
than Ada, both because of the romantic encounter with her and, from the partisans’ perspective, 
for being a Fascist. Even his life therefore can’t be spared.39        
     
1.3 Mothers Do Not Betray  
While on the one hand the two works by Rossellini and Belluco do not lack in female traitors, on 
the other hand there seems to be a specific group of women that are usually believed to be not 
                                                      
39Other examples of male traitors in Belluco’s story are the two helpers of Franco, Italia’s father, that work at his 
farmstead. Once the Garibaldi brigade arrives in Codevigo, the two men secretly collaborate with the partisans 
during the executions of their fellow citizens, one of whom is Franco, who miraculously saves himself. Also the 
majority of the members of the brigade, that are mostly men, can be considered betrayers of the principles on which 
the Resistance was based, since it is not certain that the movement would have allowed the massacre to take place.   
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appropriate for this part, that is Italian mothers. In her essay that belongs to the volume Italian 
Women at War: Sisters in Arms from the Unification to the Twentieth Century, Valentini 
illustrates how maternal figures are not rare in canonical postwar literature and cinema on the 
Resistenza, and she mentions two of the most famous fictional mothers, that are Pina of Roma 
città aperta, and the protagonist of L’Agnese va a morire by Renata Viganò (135). Rossellini and 
Viganò indeed “present an ideal anti-Fascist woman with strong maternal connotations” 
(Amatangelo 135). Published in 1949, L’Agnese va a morire focuses on the story of Agnese, the 
widow of a communist man that, following his arrest and death, decides to join the local 
partisans. During her time with them she serves as staffetta,40 a courier, but she is killed by the 
Germans before the end of the war. The novel is one of the few female-authored ones that 
achieved a notable success, comparable to that earned by the other acclaimed male writers of the 
Resistance. In his book The Legacy of the Italian Resistance, Cooke states that “the reason for 
the enduring success of L’Agnese va a morire lies in its powerful … assertion that the Resistance 
was not an exclusively male phenomenon” (50). However, it can be argued that Cooke’s 
affirmation is in some way superficial since, if that was actually the only explanation for 
Viganò’s success, it should have occurred the same also in the case of other female-authored 
works published in those years, like Roma clandestina by Fulvia Ripa di Meana, or Luciana  
Peverelli’s La lunga notte, both of 1944. I believe instead that one of the reasons behind the 
impressive circulation of the novel is related to the way the protagonist is depicted. Agnese is a 
woman with a very low self-esteem, who does not turn into an active fighter once she joins the 
partisans of the area where she lives. Some of her main tasks are simply cleaning and cooking for 
                                                      
40The figure of the staffetta, which is examined more deeply in Chapter 3, was typical of the Italian Resistance. The 
staffetta was almost always a woman who helped different groups of partisans to be in contact with each other. She 
was also useful for the transportation of weapons and goods such as food, medicines and clandestine press to distant 
locations (Addis Saba 68).   
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the members of the brigade, which makes her character poles apart from warriors such as Carla 
Capponi and Elsa Oliva, described in the last chapter. In terms of representation of female 
agency then, Viganò’s work on the Resistenza is a canonical one, since it is not the author’s 
purpose to portray the protagonist as a combating woman who feels or fights like a man. Agnese 
is rather characterized by a strong maternal inclination that could justify the significant success 
of the book compared to other ones on the same topic by female writers. From this perspective 
indeed, L’Agnese va a morire did not jeopardize the understanding of the Italian Resistance as a 
male-centered movement.  
 Not too differently, given their status of mothers, Pina and Milena could not be depicted 
in the two films as the ones responsible for any treachery. Even though Pina lives in the capital, 
while Milena comes from a rural context, the two women share similar humble origins, unlike 
Ada who belongs to the bourgeoisie. Marina instead comes from the same social class of Pina, 
but she is dissatisfied with her life and aims for the luxuries that she does not have. According to 
Marcus, Rossellini’s choice concerning Marina’s origins is definitely not random, because in this 
way the director shows “that for every Pina there is a Lauretta or a Marina, ready to exploit the 
situation for selfish and mercenary ends” (Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism 38). The 
contrast between Pina and Marina emerges from their different feelings toward the idea of 
family. The figure of Pina clearly adheres to a cinematographic canonical vision of women, since 
she is happy to dedicate herself to Francesco and to her son Marcello. On the contrary, the 
prospect of getting married and having kids scares Marina, especially because she associates it 
with the image of poverty, as she admits during her conversation with Manfredi, right before her 
betrayal. She exclaims: “If I hadn’t done what I did, today maybe I’d be married to a trolley 
conductor, and I’d be dying of hunger, me, my kids, and him” (Roma città aperta). Marina’s 
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aversion to the possibility of having a family turns out to be, as Kochin asserts, one of the main 
reasons why Manfredi repudiates her (79).  
 On the other hand, the characters of Pina and Milena reveal their maternal anguish and 
sufferings, which must have been feelings shared by all mothers during the war. In Roma città 
aperta this is particularly evident in the scene where Pina and Francesco are talking in the 
stairwell of their building, and she mentions to him her exhaustion. Similarly, in Belluco’s movie 
the recurrent sound of gunshots becomes unbearable for Milena, who can’t stand the war 
between Fascists and partisans anymore. It should be kept in mind then, that the importance of 
the maternal figure in the Resistance classics is further proved by Pina’s pregnancy. By shooting 
at a pregnant woman, the Nazis foster, with their gesture, the audience’s perception of her 
character as an exemplary heroine of the Roman Resistance, who sacrifices herself and her 
unborn child for her ideals. Finally, Marcus points out an additional aspect related to Pina’s 
maternal power. The scholar analyzes indeed the scene in which Francesco has to say goodbye to 
Marcello, Pina’s first child, who gives him the scarf that belonged to his mother. For Marcus, the 
scarf has a “talismanic effect” because it causes Francesco’s delay, who is left behind by 
Manfredi, Don Pietro, and the Austrian deserter, and he is in this way the only one who saves 
himself from the arrest (Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism 51). While Pina’s scarf 
symbolizes the salvation of Francesco, I argue that the fur that Marina receives from Ingrid after 
the capture of the three men represents, at least to a certain extent, the weakness of her nature 
and the reason behind her betrayal. Women’s objects serve as symbols of love or treachery also 
in Il segreto di Italia. When the young Italia catches Ada and Farinacci together, she takes off 
the necklace that he had given her for her birthday and breaks it, right before running away and 
betraying both of them. The fact that Pina’s scarf, which is the only garment among the three 
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mentioned above that belonged to a maternal figure, is also the only one that entails the salvation 
of another character rather than his/her death, demonstrates once again that treacherous mothers 
are rare to find in the Resistance literature and cinema, especially in the canonical ones.  
                          
1.4 Bad Women Have More Power 
As I have pointed out earlier, one of Belluco’s priorities was to include all types of characters, 
not only with regard to the two genders and their roles, but also in terms of political ideologies. 
Farinacci’s father and partisan Mauro are figures that reflect the filmmaker’s choice, because 
they go against the members of the group of which they are part of, and they challenge the 
preconceptions of the spectator. The father of Farinacci is in charge of the Brigate Nere (the 
Black Brigades) of Codevigo, that were paramilitary groups faithful to Mussolini, created in 
Northern Italy after the armistice of 1943. Even though he is a Fascist, it is not easy for the 
audience to despise him, since he is portrayed as a responsible husband and father, who is aware 
of Mussolini’s past wrong decisions, and he eventually loses his son. The clash between Mauro 
and the other partisans of the Garibaldi brigade represents an additional meaningful example. 
Belluco indeed adds this character in order to avoid any generalization. Mauro stands out within 
his group of comrades because he is the only partisan who disapproves of the executions carried 
out by the brigade in the village, and who insists on allowing the prisoners to be sentenced at a 
legal trial. The dialogue between him and Ramòn, the partisans’ leader, reveals the 
dangerousness that stereotypes often involve. Surprised by Mauro’s objections, Ramòn asks him 
if he believes that Fascists are criminals, “I Fascisti non sono criminali?”, to whom he rationally 
answers “No, non tutti” (Il segreto di Italia).  
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Nevertheless, Belluco’s work does not merely include different political perspectives but, 
similarly to Roma città aperta, it also rejects past gender stereotypes. While it is true, as it has 
been discussed above, that the figure of the female traitor comes from the canonical branch of 
the Resistance literature, I argue that the women that play the part of one of the antagonists in the 
two movies are actually depicted as more powerful and active than their male counterparts. In the 
essay “Diverting Clichés: Femininity, Masculinity, Melodrama, and Neorealism in Open City”, 
Landy observes that in his film Rossellini undermines “stereotypical associations of masculinity 
with action and femininity with being acted upon” (100). She describes for example the case of 
Manfredi’s character. Even though he is one of the key members of the Roman clandestine 
movement, Manfredi is not shown in the middle of various military battles, but he rather 
becomes a hero precisely because of his lack of action and of the “silence [he maintains] in the 
face of excruciating torture” (Landy 103). In addition to Manfredi, I believe there are two pairs 
in the film that well demonstrate the contrast between male passivity and women’s agency. The 
first one consists of Don Pietro and Marina, who both deal with the fate of Manfredi and of the 
priest himself. Whether or not Marina is aware of the consequences that her betrayal will entail, 
she is indirectly responsible for the death of three men. Given that he is a man of God, Don 
Pietro is the only one among the three prisoners who could really save himself or who could 
have the Nazis spare Manfredi’s life. However, Rossellini does not choose this option, and 
Marina’s behavior turns out to be irreparable. In other terms, the clergyman, whose figure is 
characterized by “observation and reflection [rather than] action” (Landy 102), is powerless 
following the girl’s treachery.41 The second pair includes instead Ingrid and a character that 
                                                      
41According to Forgacs, the character of Don Pietro has a precise function (67-68). During WWII indeed, the 
Vatican was criticized by the Italian population for its neutrality, since it never publicly condemned Fascism or the 
Germans. The figure of the priest in the movie alludes then to all the Italian Catholic clergymen that, unlike the 
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critics rarely mention, that is Hartmann, the drunk German officer. While Manfredi is being 
tortured, officer Hartmann, who is clearly under the influence of alcohol, tells Major Bergmann 
that he doubts the partisan will talk, and he momentarily exhibits disdain toward his homeland 
and his comrades. He cries out: “We bring nothing but death, death, death! We have filled all 
Europe with corpses … We will all die, die without hope” (Roma città aperta). Once again, 
Varriale is one of the few scholars that analyzes this marginal figure, and he associates it with 
Marina’s character.42 For Varriale in fact, by criticizing his nation, also the Nazi officer commits 
a betrayal (242) that in his case, I argue, is (temporarily) ideological. Besides, both his and 
Marina’s treacheries are “explicitly connected to altered states of mind” (Varriale 242) that 
involve alcohol and drugs. The academic’s interpretation seems to be acceptable, since 
Hartmann’s comments and his disapproval irritate considerably Major Bergmann, who tries to 
silence the man. The officer’s accusations are then useless, which highlights his powerlessness 
when it comes to open his superior’s mind. On the contrary, the real right-hand person of Major 
Bergmann is Ingrid, a sneaky woman who does not feel pity for the three prisoners. The regard 
that he has for Ingrid is particularly evident when, after the death of Manfredi, he lets her decide 
about Marina’s destiny. Ingrid’s ability to manipulate people “make her clearly superior to and in 
control of the men and women she becomes involved” (Cottino-Jones 59). Even though the  
betrayal perpetrated by Marina is the most obvious one, it should be kept in mind that she is also 
manipulated and betrayed by Ingrid in the end. According to Cottino-Jones, one of Rossellini’s 
purposes is then to show how potentially dangerous the behavior of an unmarried and 
                                                      
Vatican, supported and contributed to the Resistance. The “redemptive” (Forgacs 67) purpose of Don Pietro’s 
character also explains why he can’t escape his death in the end.  
    
42Another academic that mentions the figure of Hartmann is Kochin, even though he does not focus on him from the 
same perspective of Varriale.  
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independent woman can be, without a man by her side “who could help her to find another goal 
in life beyond her self-centeredness” (59).   
  A pair that shows how female’s agency overcomes men’s one emerges also from Il 
segreto di Italia, and it consists of Mauro and partisan Anna. The girl is not the only female 
member of the brigade, but she is the only one whose name is mentioned in the film. Even 
though Anna is not the commander of the group, she proves to have the required skills to be a 
good leader: she is resolute and inflexible. The crucial scene that portrays the argument between 
Mauro and Anna is the one of the executions carried out by the partisans at night by the river of 
Codevigo. The girl recognizes among the prisoners, Franco, Italia’s father, and realizing 
immediately that he was a Fascist, she orders her comrades to kill him with others. At first 
Mauro refuses to fulfill her order, but when Anna threatens to shoot him, he has to take part in 
the executions. However, the man simply pretends to shoot at Italia’s father, who falls in the 
river at the same time as the other corpses and consequently saves himself. While Mauro 
manages to save Franco’s life, when he faces Anna’s determination, his helplessness is 
undeniable. Anna is then a key character because she demonstrates that for Belluco, the 
involvement of Italian women in the Resistance should nowadays be widely acknowledged and, 
more importantly, she shows that the director endorses an understanding of these female figures 
that sees them as fighters who are not inferior to their male comrades. The examples of these 
three pairs from Roma città aperta and Il segreto di Italia indicate first, that Rossellini was  
conscious of the potential of female agency, and his movie manifests the concerns of an Italian 
postwar society that would have had to recognize soon women’s social equality to men, starting 
with their right to vote in 1946. Seventy years later, Belluco tries to avoid past limitations and 
stereotypes associated with the two genders in terms of agency. Belluco’s film reveals in 
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particular, the new awareness that the Resistenza, as a chapter of Italian history, should be 
reconsidered. In one of his recent interviews published on the Italian newspaper Corriere della 
Sera, the writer and journalist Giampaolo Pansa states: “La storia della Resistenza come la 
conosciamo è quasi del tutto falsa; e va riscritta da cima a fondo. […] Settantatré anni dopo, è 
necessario essere schietti: molte pagine del racconto che viene ritenuto veritiero in realtà non lo 
è” (“Giampaolo Pansa: ‘La Resistenza, storia da riscrivere’”).  
 
Conclusion        
Il segreto di Italia is one of those works that shows that seventy-three years after the end of 
WWII, the wartime figure of the female betrayer keeps recurring in the Italian literary and 
cinematographic production on the Resistance. In this first chapter however, I have opted for a 
deeper analysis of these traitors, which takes into account the different types of treacheries and 
the reasons behind them that motivate the selected women to commit them. The case of Marina’s 
betrayal in Rossellini’s film, that in the past decades has been one of the most mentioned by 
critics, has been especially helpful because it points out the incompleteness of previous studies 
on her act of treachery. I argue indeed that the female betrayers I have examined should also be 
interpreted as victims. This is confirmed by the compassion we feel for Marina, Italia, and Ada, 
in spite of their actions, while we do not feel the same for Lauretta, Ingrid, or Anna, who are still 
responsible for deceitful behaviors and subtler betrayals. It should be then kept in mind that 
treacheries, unless they are ideological, are usually perpetrated by individuals that find 
themselves in a moment of weakness. This does not only apply to the plots of the two movies I 
have analyzed, but it is also proved by historical facts. Guglielmo Blasi for example, one of the 
most well-known traitors of the Roman Resistance, was arrested during one of his robberies and 
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he decided to cooperate with the police because of his personal financial difficulties 
(Bentivegna). Marina and Italia’s betrayals represent instead the consequence of an emotional 
weakness, that occurs once the two girls realize that the men they care about have somehow 
refused them. Also Ada commits a sexual treachery soon after the end of the war, when she feels 
alone and emotionally unstable, since she recognizes that her husband has probably died. While 
following their betrayals women like Marina, Ada, and the young Italia become victims of their 
own actions, on the other hand, the act of treachery itself is synonymous with the independence 
of the woman who perpetrates it, that is a female figure that does not correspond to the ideal 
canonical woman of the Resistance, seen as a caring mother and wife. Marina, Ingrid, Lauretta, 
Ada, Italia, and even partisan Anna, are responsible for betrayals of different sorts, but all of 
them have in common the fact of being unmarried (or a widow in the case of Ada). If at the time 
of Roma città aperta the decision to associate the character of the traitor with the figure of the 
unmarried woman should have acted as a warning, seventy years later this is definitely not 
Belluco’s aim in his film. The director’s work encompasses indeed such a variety of female 
figures (among whom only one out of the five main women is married), that demonstrates how 
there should no longer be doubts when it comes to the acknowledgment of women’s wartime 
struggles and their involvement in the Italian civil war. His principal goal is to avoid 
preconceptions on the Resistenza that have often led to an idealized understanding of the 
movement, and to rather give voice to those stories and perspectives that so far had been 
neglected, including women’s ones.
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CHAPTER 2 
PROTECTING RELATIVES AND LOVERS: STORIES OF SEMI-COMBATANT 
WOMEN IN GERMAN OCCUPIED ROME 
 
The Italian postwar canonical literary production on the Resistenza, as it has been discussed, 
does not lack male partisan protagonists, whether they are portrayed as heroes or not, such as the 
main characters of Fenoglio’s Il partigiano Johnny and Una questione privata, or the Resistance 
leader Enne 2 in Uomini e no by Vittorini. What is missing in this sort of works however, is not 
merely the inclusion of the protagonists’ female comrades, but also a reference to the 
relationship that these men had with women who were not involved in the Resistance at first. 
The group I refer to consists of the relatives (for example, sisters) and partners (girlfriends or 
wives) of the partisans, whose efforts to support the activity of their men were eventually 
considerable. Italian women’s decision to join the clandestine movement indeed, was often 
connected to the fact that one of the main male members of their family was already a Resistance 
fighter. As Jane Slaughter writes, the male relative usually turned out to be the necessary link 
between the Italian woman and the brigade: “personal ties [represented] one of the few possible 
entrances to the political and military worlds ... How else would a woman connect with a 
partisan brigade or military commanders?” (42). A few examples that confirm this phenomenon
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are those of Carla Capponi, who will be analyzed in the final chapter, and Ada Gobetti.43 
Capponi’s choice to become a member of the Roman GAP is undeniably related to her father’s 
antifascist stance. Similarly, in the case of Gobetti it is evident how the position against the 
Fascist dictatorship of her first husband, Piero Gobetti, affected her for the whole duration of the 
regime, and even beyond.  
 The protagonists of the second chapter are then women who take part in the civil war 
because of the influence of a particular man in their life. Nevertheless, their experience during 
the Resistance differs from that of Ada Gobetti and from those of the female figures of Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4. The women I am about to examine in fact, are not actually part of a large group of 
partisans, but they rather work (almost exclusively) in close contact with that same specific man 
who is responsible for their involvement in the clandestine movement. The works analyzed in 
this chapter were both published for the first time in 1944, and they are Roma clandestina by 
Fulvia Ripa di Meana (O.E.T., 1944), and one of Luciana Peverelli’s countless novels, that is La 
lunga notte (Rizzoli, 1944). Before I introduce the two selected writers, I would like to point out 
the fact that both stories take place in Rome. As I have observed during my research, the number 
of female-authored literary works on the Roman Resistance is not irrelevant. In addition to Ripa 
di Meana and Peverelli’s ones, further examples are the more recent and already mentioned Con 
cuore di donna (2000) by Capponi, Marisa Musu’s La ragazza di via Orazio: Vita di una 
                                                      
43Ada Gobetti (1902-1968) was an Italian teacher and a very active member of the clandestine movement in the 
northern region of Piedmont. She was married to Piero Gobetti (1901-1926), an antifascist journalist and editor who 
died prematurely in France, where he had decided to move in 1926, in order to work more freely. Ada Gobetti’s 
book Diario partigiano (1956) tells how she lived the years of the Resistenza together with her son, Paolo Gobetti 
(1925-1995), and her second husband, Ettore Marchesini. Even though it is not as famous as Viganò’s L’Agnese va 
a morire, Diario partigiano is one of the few female-authored Italian works on the Resistance that was not 
completely unknown. The association of the author’s name with that of a personality such as Piero Gobetti, and her 
friendship with Benedetto Croce, who encouraged her to write about her wartime experiences, were both factors that 
contributed to the decent reception of the book. For this reason, Diario partigiano has not been included in my 
research, since I have preferred to opt for a study that focuses on more neglected female stories than Gobetti’s one.     
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comunista irrequieta (1997), and Maria Teresa Regard’s memoir, Autobiografia 1924-2000: 
Testimonianze e ricordi (2010). Given the significant amount of material on this topic, I 
encourage other scholars to investigate the role played by these women during the Nazi 
occupation of the Italian capital, and the meaning of their works published, most of the times, 
several decades later.44 
                
2.1 Fulvia Ripa di Meana and Luciana Peverelli: Two Unknown Women  
Even though Ripa di Meana and Peverelli may appear, at first glance, two dissimilar figures, 
because of their different social classes, families, and lifestyles, they certainly share other aspects 
of their lives and of their selected works. First of all, in spite of their contacts with the Resistenza 
and of their publications that deal with that subject, both women are still widely unknown in the 
academia, especially Ripa di Meana.  
 Fulvia (1901-1984) came from a family that was definitely not ordinary. Her father was 
the lawyer Carlo Schanzer (1865-1953), who was born in Vienna, but during the first three 
decades of the twentieth century he was appointed Italian Minister of Treasury (1919), Minister 
of Finances (1920), and Minister of Foreign Affairs (1922) on different occasions (Avagliano 
181). Fulvia was born in Rome and, even before WWII and the German occupation of her city, 
she proved that she was not the average Italian girl. In 1923 for example, she was the first 
Roman woman, and one of the first ones in the entire nation, that obtained her driver’s license 
                                                      
44Carla Capponi, Marisa Musu, Maria Teresa Regard, and Lucia Ottobrini were some of the main female members 
of the Roman GAP, most of whom have left a written record about their life during those months of occupation. One 
of the few academics who takes all four women into account is Addis Saba in “Le ragazze dei GAP: Un amore a 
Roma”, that is one of the chapters of her book Partigiane: Tutte le donne della Resistenza (1998). Her study on 
these female fighters, however, is purely historical and not literary.  
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(Avagliano 180). At the time of the armistice in September of 1943,45 Fulvia is forty-two years 
old and she is the mother of six children, that will eventually become seven. They live in the 
wealthy Roman neighborhood of Parioli in Via Bruxelles 47 (Montezemolo: Il colonnello della 
Resistenza). Fulvia is married to Giulio Ripa di Meana, who comes from an aristocratic family of 
Piedmont. Giulio is an army officer, and on September 8th, 1943 he finds himself in northern 
Italy with his troops, but, as the whole Italian army, they do not receive any further directions. 
Once he goes back to Rome the following month, Fulvia’s husband needs her help in order to 
find a hiding place where to stay until the liberation of the city. However, Giulio is not the man 
who is actually responsible for his wife’s involvement in the Resistance. The crucial figure in 
this sense is indeed Giulio’s cousin, Giuseppe Cordero Lanza di Montezemolo (1901-1944), who 
also comes from a rich Piedmontese family. Montezemolo, whose role will be analyzed and 
discussed in the next pages, is one of the forgotten martyrs and heroes of the Resistenza. Fulvia’s 
affection for Montezemolo, and the undeniable importance of him in her life emerge from Roma 
clandestina, in which he stands out as the real protagonist.  
 Only one year younger than Fulvia Ripa di Meana, Luciana Peverelli (1902-1986) was 
born in Milan, in a family that was not particularly wealthy. In spite of her copious literary and 
journalistic production, it is still not easy nowadays to find material on the life and works of this 
author. Peverelli’s parents were both journalists (her father was a music critic), which clearly 
influenced the career of their daughter. Throughout her life indeed, Luciana does not simply 
contribute to weekly publications such as the renowned Grand Hotel, that features photo stories, 
but she is even the director of some of them, that deal with celebrities and the world of cinema, 
                                                      
45The armistice of Cassibile was made public on September 8th, 1943 by the Italian general Pietro Badoglio, who 
was Prime Minister of the country from July 1943 until June 1944. It entailed the surrender of Italy to the Allied 
forces.  
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like Stelle in the Thirties, and Stop from 1945 (Roccella ). Given her education and her good 
knowledge of the English language, Peverelli is also a translator from English to Italian (she 
even translates Steinbeck’s La luna è tramontata in 1944). The majority of her production 
however, consists in romance and crime novels. The amount of these works is so high that it is 
difficult to establish the exact number, even if critics believe it is around four-hundred 
(Verdirame 173). Nevertheless, Peverelli is an intriguing female figure of the twentieth century 
that keeps being unjustly unknown, especially if compared to the much more famous Liala,46 that 
is the writer usually associated with the Italian romance novel. Luciana, as Verdirame explains, 
“è una stella dell’hit parade narrativa; è la vera erede della Invernizio, per la destrezza nel 
mescolare sulla sua tavolozza i cromatismi dei generi di più ampia fruizione: il rosa, … e il 
giallo” (174). Peverelli’s personal life is characterized by various relationships, and after WWII 
she marries the British Philip Ashley Carter. The man who facilitates her involvement in the 
Resistance however, is not her husband, but rather her previous partner, the antifascist and 
socialist Henry Molinari, with whom she has a long-term relationship.  
  The social class is an aspect to keep in mind when it comes to the authors and characters 
analyzed in this chapter, especially if compared to those of the other ones. Ripa di Meana indeed 
is a Marquise, and the Roman environment that she belongs to is very different from that of 
Roma città aperta or from the one of Capponi that I will discuss later. Peverelli, on the contrary, 
is not an aristocrat, but it is always very important for her to hang out with certain elites, mainly 
with that of Milan (Roccella ). Besides, the relevance of the social class for Peverelli emerges 
from the characters of her works, as in the case of Andreina, the wealthy girl from northern Italy, 
                                                      
46Liala (1897-1995), whose real name was Amalia Liana Negretti Odescalchi, was definitely Peverelli’s main 
enemy and, apparently, she did not hide the hate she felt for her. In addition to the success of her works, such as 
Signorsì (1931), Una lacrima nel pugno (1957), and many more, Liala was born indeed with the beauty and the 
wealth that Luciana instead could never enjoy during her life (Roccella ).    
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that is one of the protagonists of La lunga notte. If on the one hand, the social standing is a 
crucial element for both Ripa di Meana and Peverelli, on the other hand the lives of the two 
women are very unlike. The first one has seven children, while the second one does not have any 
and she does not get married until she is over forty. Differently from the Marquise, Peverelli 
works her entire life as a journalist and writer in order to support herself, and her literary 
production is numerically unbeatable. After the publication of her wartime experience described 
in Roma clandestina, Ripa di Meana does not write any other book instead. Nevertheless, the 
Marquise’s work and La lunga notte by Peverelli share several features, and they deserve to be 
examined together mostly because of the central role played by a specific male figure of the 
Resistenza, and because of the devotion to him shown by one or more of the women that 
surround him. 
  
2.2 Heroes of Rome 
Before focusing on the plots of the two works, it is necessary to point out and discuss the genres 
that they belong to. Roma clandestina is published for the first time in the autumn of 1944, the 
same year of the liberation of the Italian capital (Fulvia’s son, Carlo Ripa di Meana, decides then 
to republish his mother’s book in 2000).47 The Marquise’s diary covers the lapse of time between 
September 1943, the month of the armistice of Cassibile, and early June 1944, when the Nazi 
occupation of the city comes to an end. Among the various genres of the female-authored 
Resistance literature, the diary is a particularly ambiguous one. As I have already mentioned, 
many female fighters opted for the publication of their autobiography several decades after the 
end of the war. It is the case of Capponi’s Con cuore di donna (2000), Musu’s La ragazza di via 
                                                      
47The edition of 2000 is actually the third one. A second edition of Roma clandestina was published in 1946 
(Ramella Editore).    
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Orazio (1997), but also of other less known works written by women of northern Italy, such as 
Storie di una staffetta partigiana (2004) by Teresa Vergalli, or Anita Malavasi’s Storia di una 
donna nel ‘900: La fatica della libertà (2005). When it comes to the book of Ripa di Meana 
however, and others of the same genre, like Diario partigiano by Gobetti, or Giovanna 
Zangrandi’s I giorni veri: 1943-1945 (1963), it is not easy to establish whether the diary was 
composed day by day during the civil war, or if it is the result of a later rework of wartime 
notes.48 Keeping a diary in those years was indeed extremely risky, as Capponi explains during 
an interview in 1997: “ … nel periodo clandestino io ho trovato che sarebbe stato micidiale fare 
dei diari; come io non volevo mai sapere i nomi di nessuno, cercavo di dimenticarmi gli indirizzi 
di dove andavo” (Interview by Alessandro Portelli). In the case of Ripa di Meana’s work, her son 
Carlo suggests, in the introduction of the latest edition, that Roma clandestina was written in 
1944 following the liberation of the city, rather than gradually during the previous months. He 
argues that “Roma clandestina è … verificato pagina per pagina con il fratello [di Giuseppe 
Montezemolo] Renato Montezemolo, … che iniziò a lavorare con l’autrice a metà giugno 1944, 
pochi giorni dopo la Liberazione” (9).  
 That same year Peverelli publishes La lunga notte, a romance novel that scholars often 
mention together with another of her works, that is Sposare lo straniero (1946). The latter is the 
sequel to La lunga notte, since one of its two female protagonists, Andreina, reappears in the 
second novel. Even though the number of academics that study Peverelli’s literary production is 
small, in many cases their contributions seem to favor Sposare lo straniero rather than La lunga 
                                                      
48For example, as Deena Levy specifies in her dissertation Writings of Resistance: Women’s Autobiographical 
Writings of the Italian Resistance, 1943-2000, Gobetti did not write her diary daily between 1943 and 1945, but she 
rather used to take notes in English that were reworked after the end of the war (70).   
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notte.49 Because of its genre, the book of Peverelli may appear, at first glance, significantly 
dissimilar to Ripa di Meana’s one. Nevertheless, La lunga notte, along with Sposare lo straniero, 
represents a particular case that stands out among the author’s works. In her dissertation on the 
figure of Liala, Liala, compagna d’ali e d’insolenze: Storia del romanzo rosa in Italia, 
Faengyong does not forget to mention Peverelli as one of her main rivals. The scholar points out 
then the peculiarity of La lunga notte and its sequel, since they feature the typical characteristics 
of the romance novel only to a certain extent (101). For example, one of the principal aspects of 
this genre is the lack of interest toward the historical background in which the story is set 
(Faengyong 18). On the contrary, in La lunga notte Peverelli clearly alludes to specific places 
and events of the Roman Resistance, such as the prison of Via Tasso (142), or the episode of la 
beffa di Regina Coeli (105-10).50 The author’s work indeed “[dimostra] particolare attenzione 
verso un tipo di realismo a volte solo marginalmente rosa, che invece insisteva sulla verità e 
riconoscibilità degli eventi narrati” (Faengyong 101). In La lunga notte then, Peverelli resorts to 
the romance novel, but she still manages to give voice to her own Resistance experience. The 
plot, and the characters of Andreina and Adriano in particular, reveal how the writer’s original 
involvement in the clandestine movement was mostly caused by her relationship with the 
antifascist Henry Molinari.  
                                                      
49
Sposare lo straniero focuses on the topic of postwar marriages between Italian women and soldiers of the Allied 
armies. Rondello briefly illustrates the meaning of these intercultural marriages in her essay “La scrittura di Luciana 
Peverelli tra cinema e mélo” (136). In 2015 Escolar writes an article on the same work, “Marry the Allies? Luciana 
Peverelli’s ‘True’ Romanzo Rosa in ‘Liberated’ Rome”.   
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La beffa di Regina Coeli refers to the release from the prison of Regina Coeli in Rome of seven partisans, during 
the German occupation of the city. The plan was conceived by other members of the clandestine movement, but it 
was successful mainly because of the help of Alfredo Monaco, the doctor who worked at Regina Coeli, and his wife, 
Marcella Monaco (Turani). In La lunga notte the characters that correspond to Alfredo and Marcella Monaco are 
Dottor Monti and Maura Monti, respectively.      
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If Henry Molinari is Peverelli’s main reason behind her contacts with the underground 
movement, Giuseppe Montezemolo is definitely the man to whom Ripa di Meana devotes herself 
during the Nazi occupation of Rome. Montezemolo, who turns out to be the real protagonist of 
Roma clandestina, was a unique man with an intelligence and perspicacity above average 
(Avagliano 57). Born in 1901 in an aristocratic Piedmontese family, he is the son of Demetrio 
Montezemolo, an army official, and Luisa Dezza. Giuseppe grows up in Turin, and in 1923 he 
earns his degree in engineering. That same year he marries Amalia Maria Dematteis (1899-
1983), simply called Juccia by him and their relatives. Despite his degree, Montezemolo 
eventually opts for the military career and, given his catholic and anticommunist leanings, in 
1937 he voluntarily takes part in the Spanish civil war. Because of his merits demonstrated 
during the war in Spain, he is promoted to lieutenant colonel. When Italy joins WWII in 1940, 
Montezemolo’s job is transferred to Rome at a new institution, the Comando Supremo italiano, 
which organizes the military operations of the country. Juccia and their five children then move 
to the capital as well. However, in July 1943 Mussolini is arrested, and Montezemolo, who in the 
meantime has become a colonel (Avagliano 101), prefers to send his family in the Umbrian 
countryside at a friend’s house, away from the potential riots that could occur in the city. The 
departure of Juccia partly explains why the primary right-hand woman of Montezemolo will 
eventually be Fulvia, rather than his wife. Following the armistice of Cassibile in September 
1943, Carlo Calvi di Bergolo, the son-in-law of the King, Vittorio Emanuele III, is designated 
commander of Rome during its temporary phase of open city. Calvi appoints Montezemolo as 
head of the Ufficio affari civili, and the main goal of the two men’s activity is to guarantee the 
smoothest possible transition for the capital, starting with the retreat of the Nazis and ending with 
the arrival of the Allied armies. Nevertheless, their appointments do not turn out to be enduring. 
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On September 23rd, 1943, the day the Repubblica sociale italiana51 is established, the German 
military commander of the city, Rainer Stahel, and his soldiers, occupy the Ministero della 
Guerra where both Calvi and Montezemolo work (Avagliano 164). While Calvi is immediately 
arrested once he expresses his refusal to collaborate, Montezemolo promptly manages to change 
his outfit, and leaves the building undisturbed, miraculously saving himself.  
 On that day then, a new chapter begins in the life of Montezemolo, who decides not to 
leave Rome and chooses to go by the false name of ingegnere Giacomo Cateratto. The historical 
figure of Montezemolo does not correspond to the classic and average antifascist fighter 
described in the Italian canonical literature on the Resistenza. As explained in the documentary 
Montezemolo: Il colonello della Resistenza, the Resistance movement indeed consisted of two 
main groups. On the one hand, there were the numerous antifascists directed by the Comitato di 
Liberazione Nazionale. On the other hand, there were instead those Italian militaries that were 
still loyal to the King and to Badoglio, and whose leader was precisely Montezemolo. Differently 
from the first group, the latter preferred to avoid attacking the Nazis inside of the capital, and 
they rather focused on acts of sabotage and on the dissemination of information. Thanks to 
Montezemolo, the communication between the two sides improved, especially because in 
October 1943 he was officially designated commander of the Fronte militare clandestino 
(Avagliano 182). In other terms, the colonel was the figure responsible for allowing the dialogue 
between the Italian government, that had been transferred to southern Italy, and the various 
Resistance groups, particularly the monarchic ones. During the short period of his clandestine 
activity, Fulvia is undeniably Montezemolo’s main female supporter, in a pragmatic sense. Once 
                                                      
51The Repubblica sociale italiana was created in September 1943, after the Nazis liberated Mussolini from his 
prison in the central region of Abruzzo. The republic included most of the regions of northern and central Italy, and 
its headquarters was located in the town of Salò. The regime lasted until April 1945.   
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he manages to escape from the Germans’ capture on that morning of September 1943, 
Montezemolo goes directly to the Marquise’s house, and throughout the following months Fulvia 
is often the only person who knows exactly the places in Rome where he hides, and that he 
periodically needs to change. Montezemolo relies on the Marquise, who basically turns into a 
staffetta, a courier who meets with other members of the underground movement, and helps them 
come into contact with the colonel. Besides, her house in Via Bruxelles becomes crucial for the 
(monarchic) Resistance, since it is the address where the necessary funds are usually delivered 
and hidden. In January 1944, after months of incessant searching, the Nazis unfortunately find 
and arrest Montezemolo.52 As I will discuss later, Fulvia’s several attempts to free and save him 
from the prison of Via Tasso, show her great courage, as well as her overall contribution to the 
movement does. However, I argue that the purpose of Roma clandestina is not primarily to share 
the author’s wartime experiences, memories, or thoughts. The diary is rather conceived as an 
eulogy, a tribute to Montezemolo (who undoubtedly deserves it, especially if keep in mind that 
this leading military figure is often unknown nowadays). Differently from Capponi and Oliva’s 
cases then, Ripa di Meana does not stand out as the heroine of her story, since the actual hero can 
only be Montezemolo. Because of her gender, Fulvia frequently diminishes herself and also the 
importance of her involvement in the Resistance. This is immediately evident in the preface of 
her work, where she writes:  
 Questo libro … non ha alcuna pretesa letteraria o politica. È semplicemente un diario, o 
 meglio una raccolta di ricordi … Non vi si cerchino dunque racconti di segreti argomenti 
 militari, o dettagliate descrizioni tecniche. Vi si troverà soltanto il palpito del mio cuore di 
 donna ed il suo desiderio prepotente di far conoscere la piccola parte dell’eroica vicenda 
 che ho vista da vicino. (15)  
                                                      
52In his book, Avagliano states that the identity of the individual that betrayed the colonel was discovered only in 
2012 (311). Enzo Selvaggi (1913-1957) was part of the Fronte militare clandestino. When the Germans arrested and 
tortured him in January 1944, Selvaggi revelead where Montezemolo could be found the next day. It is necessary to 
point out that, once again, the historical facts of the Roman Resistance demonstrate that male traitors were not so 
rare, in spite of the predominance of female betrayers typical of the canonical literature.        
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During the two months that Montezemolo spends in the prison of Via Tasso, he secretly manages 
to keep in touch with Fulvia and his family. There are several attempts to liberate the colonel, but 
none of them turns out to be effective. On March 24th, 1944 Montezemolo, along with other 335 
Italian men, is one of the victims of the most sadly famous massacre carried out by the Nazis in 
Rome, that is the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine53 (Portelli 4). Montezemolo’s relatives are not 
officially informed of his death until the following month, on April 22nd (Avagliano 297-98). 
After the liberation of the capital, Italy confers the Gold Medal of military valor on the colonel. 
In 1954, upon the Marquise Ripa di Meana is conferred instead the War Cross for military valor.         
 The presence of a Roman hero characterizes also Peverelli’s romance novel La lunga 
notte. Adriano Teldi is the male protagonist of a love triangle that, besides him, includes two 
very dissimilar young women, Andreina and Ursula. Like Roma clandestina, the story begins at 
the time of the armistice of Cassibile, in September 1943. Andreina is a wealthy and naïve girl 
who lives near Como, in northern Italy, with her aunt Emilia, her uncle, and her brother 
Leopoldo. She is in a relationship with Adriano, an older and fascinating man who, at the 
beginning of the plot, is aware that Andreina represents a mere love affair in his life, because of 
her lack of maturity. When Andreina finds out that Adriano has left and that he has gone to 
Rome, she secretly decides to join him in the capital, without telling her aunt and her uncle. 
During the journey on the train, she meets the more independent and experienced Ursula, a 
Jewish girl (whose real name is Wanda Levi) who is going to the city hoping that it will be 
liberated soon, and because her brother and his family live there. Following their encounter, 
                                                      
53The massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine was the consequent reprisal for the partisan attack of Via Rasella in Rome, 
that took place on March 23rd. The attack was carried out by a group of well-known partisans, one of whom was 
Carla Capponi, and it caused the death of thirty-two soldiers of the Polizei Regiment Bozen (Avagliano 277). The 
episode of Via Rasella is the most controversial of the Roman Resistance, because many relatives of the victims of 
the Fosse Ardeatine felt that those responsible for the murder of their beloved ones were not actually the Nazis, but 
rather the members of the GAP that executed the attack.  
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Andreina and Ursula become friends immediately, especially since the latter feels that Andreina 
somehow will need her help in the new urban environment. Once they are in Rome, they choose 
therefore to live together in a small apartment. The young partisan Antonello is then the 
additional main male character that completes Peverelli’s story. One day, unexpectedly, 
Antonello has to hide himself in the girls’ house because he runs the risk of being arrested. 
During the few days that he spends with them, he quickly realizes that he is attracted to 
Andreina, even though she will never return his love throughout the novel. Since Antonello 
should avoid leaving the building for a certain amount of time, he asks the pragmatic Ursula to 
inform his comrades of his situation. When Ursula goes to the meeting, she is introduced to 
Adriano, but she does not identify him with Andreina’s boyfriend because he goes by the false 
name of Guido Conti. In La lunga notte Adriano is described as an idol of the Roman Resistance, 
who is highly esteemed by the other members of the underground movement. Moreover, women 
find him extremely charming, and even Ursula falls in love with him at first sight. Adriano does 
not know that Andreina has come to Rome, and for this reason he starts dating Ursula, who, in 
the meantime, becomes involved in the clandestine activity of his group. Nevertheless, one day, 
thanks to Antonello, Andreina runs into Adriano by chance, but given her evident joy, he prefers 
not to tell her about his new relationship with Ursula. The plot then continues dealing with the 
Resistance in the capital during its months of German occupation, but obviously, it also focuses 
on this love triangle of which Adriano is the protagonist. The man is constantly torn between the 
desire to protect the young Andreina, and his attraction to Ursula. In Peverelli’s work, rather than 
contributing to the movement, the two girls (especially Andreina) often unintentionally 
jeopardize Adriano’s safety, and they inevitably affect his spirits. In other terms, young women 
represent a needless and risky distraction for the underground male fighters. One morning 
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indeed, after spending the night with Andreina at her and Ursula’s apartment, Adriano is 
shadowed and arrested. Despite Ursula’s attempt to save him by meeting with an influential 
Italian knight commander, Adriano is killed by the Nazis on the same day the Allies finally 
arrive in the city. Before being executed, he writes one last message for Andreina, which shows 
that his love for her has always prevailed over the one for Ursula. Meanwhile, however, 
Andreina has found out about his relationship with Ursula and, at the end of the novel, the two 
girls take different paths. While Ursula leaves Rome with Antonello, and she chooses to keep 
fighting for the clandestine movement in northern Italy, Andreina’s behavior is more 
disappointing. The day the capital is freed, Antonello, who unexpectedly sees Andreina among 
the crowd on the street, introduces her to his friend Edward Stones, a British captain. In order to 
forget her sufferings, that afternoon Andreina visits the captain at the hotel where he is staying, 
and she spends the night with him. When Antonello discovers what has happened between the 
two of them, he is motivated to definitively leave the city, and he resumes his partisan activity.   
 
2.3 The Aristocrats’ Resistance 
One of the undeniable merits of the Marquise Ripa di Meana is that her diary, Roma clandestina, 
and in particular, its third edition of 2000, has shed light on the (nowadays) unfamiliar leading 
figure of the colonel Montezemolo. The additional studies and material on this Italian patriot are 
in fact more recent. It is the case of Mario Avagliano’s book Il partigiano Montezemolo: Storia 
del capo della resistenza militare nell’Italia occupata (2012), and of the documentary of the 
following year, Montezemolo: Il colonnello della Resistenza (2013) by Emiliano Crialesi. But 
besides her literary merit, Fulvia was a very courageous woman, as her attempts to liberate 
Montezemolo from the prison of Via Tasso demonstrate. The first remarkable episode is her 
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meeting with the head of the SS, Eugen Dollmann,54 on March 3rd, 1944. The goal is to convince 
Dollmann to transfer Montezemolo from Via Tasso into a clinic. In this way, the other members 
of the Fronte militare clandestino would have a wider range of possibilities to save him. 
Dollmann reluctantly promises that he will do his best for Montezemolo’s situation, even though 
nothing actually happens after the encounter with the Marquise. As her son Saverio asserts, 
meeting with the German colonel required considerable bravery: “Mia madre … ebbe molto 
coraggio a farsi ricevere da Dollmann. Dopo la guerra mi rivelò che lui, prima di congedarla, le 
disse: ‘Sappiamo cosa sta facendo. Stia attenta! Badi a lei e ai suoi figli’ ” (Avagliano 265). 
Nevertheless, Ripa di Meana proceeds with her attempts to free Montezemolo, and on March 
19th, 1944 she manages to be received by Pope Pio XII in the Vatican City.55 On that occasion, 
the Marquise begs the pontiff to intervene in order to save the colonel, and to allow him to stay 
in the Vatican State until the end of the Nazi occupation of Rome. Differently from Dollmann, 
Pio XII does try to help Montezemolo, reminding the Germans that he would be the only military 
figure that could guarantee their smooth departure from the capital once the Allies arrive. 
However, the Italian colonel is an inestimable prisoner for the Nazis, and they will never let him 
go.  
 In spite of all her efforts, what emerges from Roma clandestina is that for Fulvia, the 
female contribution to the Resistance is not at the same level as that of men, and a woman should 
not become part of the clandestine movement without the approval of the opposite sex. In her 
                                                      
54This first attempt of the Marquise shows the importance of her social class and of her acquaintances. In order to 
get an appointment with colonel Dollmann, Ripa di Meana asks her friend, the Marquise Federici, for help. The 
latter is indeed the sister of the prince Francesco Ruspoli, who is the owner of the building used as a prison in Via 
Tasso 145 (Avagliano 248). Ruspoli and Dollmann are friends, and the prince informs the colonel that Ripa di 
Meana hopes to meet with him to discuss the conditions of Montezemolo.  
     
55Once again, the benefits of Fulvia’s friendships and contacts are evident. This time indeed, she is able to get an 
audience with Pio XII thanks to the princess Colonna, who is friend with the Pope’s nephew.    
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case, in the autumn of 1943, both Montezemolo and her husband Giulio consent to her 
participation: “ … ho già fermamente deciso di pregare Beppo [Montezemolo] di lasciarmi 
collaborare con lui, compatibilmente con le mie possibilità di donna, e mi fa piacere pensare che 
mio marito non mi farà alcuna opposizione” (Ripa di Meana 51). The typical activities of the 
women of the (monarchic) Resistance that the Marquise describes are then basically two: they 
can accommodate a compatriot in their houses, who is often an Italian army officer that needs to 
hide from the Germans after the armistice of September 1943; or they can work as couriers 
(staffette), and help with the secret transportation of documents, money, and weapons throughout 
the city. Also Montezemolo does not promote the image of the armed female fighter. This is 
evident when Ripa di Meana mentions the situation of the Marquise Ippolita Solaro, whose 
behavior, according to the colonel, is exemplary (81). While it is true that Solaro is detained in 
an improvised Roman prison after her arrest in November 1943, Fulvia adds that she is neither 
interrogated nor tortured, and she is allowed to receive visits from her children. The imprisoned 
Marquise then is not responsible for a particular wartime heroic act, but Montezemolo believes 
she represents the model Italian woman, especially because she does not try to take advantage of 
her social status: “la marchesa Solaro non vuol tentar nulla per essere liberata … Considera un 
onore la prova che le è imposta e l’affronta con superba fierezza. Così Montezemolo vuole la 
donna italiana, così concepisce l’aiuto morale che dobbiamo dare alla causa” (Ripa di Meana 
81).  
 It is essential to keep in mind that the Resistance group that Fulvia belongs to, is an 
aristocratic and wealthy one, and very dissimilar to the GAP of the same city. When in her diary 
she provides examples of praiseworthy female partisans, most of the names are preceded by titles 
such as marchesa (marquise), contessa (countess), or baronessa (baroness) (124). Women like 
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Capponi, Musu, Regard, and Ottobrini instead, who are some of the most acknowledged 
members of the Roman Resistance, are not included in the list. As I have pointed out above, Ripa 
di Meana’s (and Montezemolo’s) privileged social class is a crucial factor, since it allows her to 
have opportunities that otherwise would be inconceivable, like her private meetings with 
Dollmann and Pope Pio XII for example. However, while the Marquise can definitely rely on the 
help of her influential contacts, there is then a different aspect that shows how combatants like 
Capponi manage to achieve a higher level of gender equality within the underground movement, 
compared to Fulvia. According to Addis Saba indeed, women’s handling of weapons symbolizes 
the parity between them and their male comrades:  
 La partigiana, arrivata in formazione, ha … ancora il compito di ottenere parità e rispetto …  
 Molte [donne] esprimono il desiderio di voler usare le armi quasi per affermare una 
 partecipazione totale alla scelta resistenziale, per vivere sino in fondo da uomini, dando 
 alle armi il peso simbolico che sempre hanno avuto nell’economia del rapporto tra i sessi. 
 (95-96) 
 
The Resistance experience of Ripa di Meana confirms the scholar’s theory, since in Roma 
clandestina there are no episodes in which the author mentions the use of a weapon and, most 
importantly, because she does not feel the urgency to be considered and treated like a man (while 
Capponi does, and when the male partisans of the GAP refuse to provide her with a gun, she 
decides to get one on her own, stealing it from a Fascist soldier on the bus). One of the main 
disagreements between the Marquise and Capponi’s group deals then with the attack of Via 
Rasella, which unexpectedly caused the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine, and the murder of 
Montezemolo. Fulvia’s disapproval stands out in her diary: “Elementi irresponsabili, di cui tutti, 
compresi i Patrioti, deplorano l’inaspettata iniziativa, hanno compiuto un grave attentato contro i 
tedeschi” (Ripa di Meana 192). Her words suggest that the combatants of the GAP responsible 
for the attack, do not even deserve to be considered patriots. While Capponi and her comrades 
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could not really foresee such an atrocious reprisal, the Marquise is not the only one who 
condemns their actions, especially because Montezemolo and his group of monarchic partisans 
are not in favor of attacks inside the capital (Montezemolo: Il colonnello della Resistenza).  
 Differently from Capponi, and from other specific Italian female fighters, Ripa di Meana 
is not the protagonist of an armed Resistance, or of unique episodes like the one of Via Rasella. 
It is also likely that she would have not joined the clandestine movement if Montezemolo had not 
been a close relative of hers. Nevertheless, Fulvia remains the principal right-hand woman of the 
colonel, and her contribution and the risks she runs during her underground activity (as a mother 
as well) should not be diminished. It is finally interesting to notice that the Marquise does not 
only become the head of her family during the German occupation of Rome, but she turns into 
Montezemolo’s main helper by taking on a role that was more expected to be taken by her 
husband.  
      
2.4 Andreina and Ursula: For Love or for the Country?  
It has been observed earlier in the chapter that Peverelli’s La lunga notte, like its sequel Sposare 
lo straniero, represents a special case among the writer’s literary production because of its 
attention to the historical context in which the story is set, that is usually not a typical feature of 
romance novels (Faengyong 18). Some of the Roman wartime events that Peverelli refers to in 
her work are the already mentioned episode of la beffa di Regina Coeli, the attack of Via Rasella, 
and the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine. A further less known massacre is included in La lunga 
notte, that is the one occurred on June 4th, 1944 in the Roman area of La Storta.56 The murder of 
                                                      
56La Storta is a locality near Rome, in the north-western area. The massacre occurred while the Nazis were escaping 
from the city, and it caused the death of fourteen prisoners that were picked up from Via Tasso (Ripa di Meana 225).  
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Adriano indeed takes place on this occasion and, soon after his death, Ursula goes to La Storta to 
identify his corpse. Minor episodes that recall Montezemolo’s imprisonment are then described. 
Adriano for example, during his incarceration at Regina Coeli, manages to write a message to 
Andreina and Ursula, hiding it in the hem of his shirt (Peverelli 214). Montezemolo used to 
resort to the same method to get in contact with his family, and probably other prisoners as 
well.57  
 While Peverelli’s story is certainly a romance novel, it does not exclusively belong to this 
genre because of the number of strong analogies between the plot and the author’s life. The 
volume Narratrici e lettrici (1850-1950): Le letture della nonna dalla contessa Lara a Luciana 
Peverelli, by Verdirame, includes the writer’s autobiography written in third person. When it 
comes to the recollection of the WWII years, Peverelli explains that La lunga notte is the result 
of her experience during that time, and she defends the truthfulness of the events described in her 
work: 
 Su quello strano periodo d’incubo scrisse un romanzo intitolato “La lunga notte”, in cui, a 
 parte la vicenda inserita con personaggi di fantasia, non un solo episodio è inventato: tutti 
 gli avvenimenti ai quali prese parte o assistette o che visse in margine sono riferiti con 
 assoluta esattezza. (Verdirame 316) 
 
According to her autobiography, Peverelli, like Andreina, decided to move to Rome in order to 
follow her boyfriend, l’ingegnere, who was involved in the Resistance. However, it is not always 
simple to establish if there is a stronger association between the author and the character of 
Andreina, or that of Ursula. When she focuses on the figure of l’ingegnere, the writer remembers 
that one day, while they were living in the capital, her sister warned her that her boyfriend had 
been pursuing another young woman, who eventually became friends with Peverelli by chance: 
                                                      
57The prisoners’ relatives in fact were allowed, at least in some cases, to regularly provide their beloved ones with 
clean clothes. When these were delivered, the dirty ones were then collected.  
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“quando conobbe, per caso, quella donna graziosa e spiritosa, diventarono subito amiche” 
(Verdirame 317). In La lunga notte, neither Andreina nor Ursula have a sister, but I argue that 
the more evident similarity is again the one between the author and Andreina, since Ursula is the 
rival that Adriano hangs out with at a later time. After the liberation of Rome, l’ingegnere, who 
unlike Adriano had not died, chose to go back to northern Italy to keep contributing to the 
Resistance, and asked Peverelli to join him. Once in Milan, she quickly realized that, one more 
time, her partner had fallen in love with a different woman, “una, tra quelle … ricche e snob, cui 
lei aveva voluto bene più delle altre. Fu un colpo terribile. Rimase tramortita” (Verdirame 321). 
In this case, the description of the new flame of l’ingegnere, who is wealthy and comes from the 
north of the country, and the affection that the writer felt for her, suggest Peverelli’s 
identification with the character of Ursula and with her point of view. All these examples from 
the author’s autobiography, hint that it is likely that the conception of both the figures of 
Andreina and Ursula has been affected by the personal experiences of the writer.  
 Despite the autobiographical aspects of La lunga notte, and the several historical Roman 
events mentioned in it, Peverelli’s work is undeniably a romance novel, especially given the key 
role played by the rivalry between Andreina and Ursula. The first one is younger, richer, and 
more naïve than Ursula, who, on the contrary, is older, poorer, but more independent and 
resolute. For example, when Adriano has already been arrested, Ursula is the one that brings to 
their apartment a few weapons, explaining that they may become useful to them in the near 
future (even though, later in the story, there are no episodes in which the two girls actually use 
these weapons). Moreover, differently from Andreina, Ursula occasionally points out to Adriano 
the courage and the potential of the women involved in the Resistance. Overall however, the two 
female protagonists, throughout the novel, are not mainly concerned about how they can further 
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contribute to the underground movement, and they rather mostly focus on their relationship with 
Adriano. The opposite personalities of Andreina and Ursula also emerge from the intimate 
thoughts of the man they love, who is constantly torn between the two young women: “Entrambe 
gli erano care; e per Andreina il suo sentimento era tenero e protettivo, mentre si sentiva attratto 
verso Ursula da un sentimento più profondo e caldo e complesso” (Peverelli 103). The ending of 
La lunga notte implies that Adriano eventually chooses Andreina, although she will never be 
aware of it, since she does not receive his last message that was written for her. Nevertheless, it 
is possible to notice Adriano’s predilection for her even before the conclusion of the story. While 
he feels guilty about his behavior with both the girls, the Resistance leader acknowledges indeed 
that he would rather hurt Ursula’s feelings than those of Andreina: “Verso chi si sentiva 
colpevole? … Doveva convenire che lo faceva soffrire il pensiero di dar dolore ad Andreina, più 
di quanto il pensiero di far soffrire Ursula” (Peverelli 103). On a different occasion, following 
Andreina’s temporary arrest, Adriano clearly shows his anguish during his conversation with 
Ursula: “Non posso pensare ad Andreina come a un compagno. È così delicata, così piccola… 
Che le faranno? Come sopporterà? Ah, non posso pensare alla paura che soffrirà” (Peverelli 
128). Keeping in mind the literary genre of Peverelli’s works, the preference of Adriano for the 
youngest girl can be related to the fact that she is weaker and less independent than Ursula. 
Therefore, Andreina is the one who needs the most the protection of a man like him. Moreover, 
Adriano’s support is not merely sentimental, but also financial, since the plot includes more than 
one episode in which he lends money to Andreina in particular (Peverelli 81, 86).  
 Similarly to Roma clandestina, in La lunga notte the role of the women involved in the 
Resistance is secondary. This kind of understanding of the female contribution to the clandestine 
movement is well expressed by Adriano’s male comrades, who believe that Andreina and Ursula 
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mostly represent a hindrance to their wartime activities. For example, at the beginning of her 
relationship with Adriano, Ursula runs into an old acquaintance, Sandro Berrini, who encourages 
her to collaborate with their group, but who also complains about those women that take part in 
the Resistance simply because of their lovers: “Possibile che le donne non siano capaci di far 
nulla se non c’è la molla dell’amore che le spinge?” (Peverelli 60). Another companion of 
Adriano, Luciano Acombi, observes astonished that Andreina and Ursula have gradually become 
his leader’s sole concern: “[Adriano] è preoccupato per le ragazze … Non so perché un uomo 
come lui si preoccupi tanto di due ragazze… Eppure non pensa ad altro… non ha altro affanno” 
(Peverelli 188). The day the Allies finally arrive in Rome, and Ursula realizes that Adriano has 
been taken away on a truck by the Germans, Luciano reprehends her when she claims that she no 
longer wants to live. Her behavior indeed, would fit the stereotype of the Italian woman who 
stops being interested in the underground movement once her partner is not involved in it 
anymore: “Adesso che abbiamo tanto bisogno di te … Ursula… c’è da fare, anche se Adriano è 
partito… proprio perché Adriano è partito!” (Peverelli 254). When it comes to the two girls’ 
negative influence on the wartime conduct of their man, the fact that Andreina is the female 
figure indirectly responsible for Adriano’s death is undeniable, because she is the one who begs 
him to spend the night together. The next morning, when he leaves Ursula and Andreina’s 
building to go to a meeting with his comrades, he is in fact tailed and arrested. It is interesting to 
notice how, on the contrary, Antonello, who is in love with Andreina, while she does not return 
his love, does survive the Nazi occupation of the city, and he will keep fighting for the 
Resistance along with Ursula. The few women of the novel that, differently from the two female 
protagonists, do not negatively affect men’s clandestine activities are donna Carla, and the 
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already mentioned Maura Monti (the wife of Doctor Monti), who are older than Andreina and 
Ursula and, most importantly, they are married.58  
 If on the one hand, the female involvement of the relatives and lovers of the Resistance 
combatants is limited in both Roma clandestina and Peverelli’s work, on the other hand, the two 
girls of La lunga notte can’t take advantage of the same sort of influential contacts and 
opportunities that Ripa di Meana has. Although Andreina is the wealthiest, she does not belong 
to the Roman aristocracy like the Marquise. Moreover, Ursula, whose social class is the lowest, 
is the most determined of the two young women to improve Adriano’s condition when he is 
arrested, but in order to achieve her goal, she has to give herself to the knight commander 
Zanzodi. After the sexual encounter between Ursula and the powerful man, Adriano is 
transferred indeed from the prison of Via Tasso to the one of Regina Coeli, even though his life 
is only temporarily spared.  
 It is finally necessary to examine the potential reasons behind Peverelli’s decision to 
depict girls mainly as obstacles to their partners, who are part of the Resistance. One possible 
cause may be related to the literary genre of La lunga notte, which requires an idealized hero that 
can’t be overshadowed by the female protagonist(s) he loves. Nevertheless, I argue that the fact 
that negative remarks on women are often expressed by Adriano’s male comrades, could imply a 
different stance of the author, whose purpose is to challenge indeed this sexist perception of the 
involvement in the underground movement. While the final behavior of the rich and spoiled 
Andreina confirms the prejudices and doubts of Adriano’s mates, Peverelli enhances the 
character of the independent Ursula (who is Jewish and of humble origins like her), that, even 
                                                      
58In La lunga notte, the portrayal of married women seen as less troubled and unstable than the nubile ones, reminds 
of the characters analyzed in Chapter 1, in which the maternal figures of Pina and Milena are not considered capable 
of the treacheries committed instead by the unmarried Marina, Ada, and Italia.   
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after the death of Adriano, does not abandon the clandestine movement. The two girls’ destinies 
reveal therefore women’s distinct extents of their motivations.  
 
Conclusion  
The comparison between female-authored marginal works such as Roma clandestina and La 
lunga notte, and the Resistance classics, shows the discrimination against these two valuable 
historical sources. Despite its three editions, the first one of which was published soon after the 
liberation of Rome in 1944, for many decades the Marquise’s diary failed to fulfill its purpose, 
since the figure of Montezemolo emerged from the oblivion only a few years ago, at the 
beginning of the twenty-first century. In the case of La lunga notte, critics’ discrimination 
against the genre that characterizes the majority of Peverelli’s literary production, did not 
contribute to the appreciation of the novel, that is instead particularly realistic and 
autobiographical. As Escolar writes in her article on the author, “La lunga notte deserves to be 
revisited in the context of canonical narratives of the Resistenza, by authors such as Calvino, 
Vittorini, Fenoglio, Meneghello and, particularly, Viganò, cast as the female (and communist) 
voice of the Resistenza” (231).  
Lastly, while it is undeniable that Ripa di Meana and Peverelli decided to join the underground 
movement mainly to support a specific man in their life, their participation should not be 
diminished because of this aspect. Besides, I believe scholars should rather investigate the 
potential past existence of opposite situations, where a woman’s involvement in the Resistance 
encouraged one of the men that surrounded her (such as a younger brother), to take part in it as 
well, and if a written record about that wartime experience has been left.  
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Chapter 3 
THE STAFFETTA IN NORTHERN AND CENTRAL ITALY: A JOURNEY FOR 
EMANCIPATION 
 
The staffetta (courier) was the most common female figure of the Italian Resistance. The scholar 
Sciama explains that the term staffetta has often been wrongly used to describe all sorts of 
women’s roles within the underground movement (26), even though, as my research 
demonstrates, these female experiences can considerably differ from one another. The women 
examined in this chapter are not spies or traitors, they do not join the partisans’ brigades because 
of a particular male relative or partner, and their involvement in the clandestine movement is 
more ordinary than the one of Oliva and Capponi. Nevertheless, these female combatants are 
representative of the majority of Italian women who contributed to the Resistance.  
 The works analyzed in Chapter 3 are two recent documentaries. The first one is Bandite 
(2009), created by two female directors, Alessia Proietti and Giuditta Pellegrini, while the second 
one is Non ci è stato regalato niente (2014), by the German filmmaker Eric Esser. Both 
documentaries were financed by the directors themselves.59 Since Proietti and Pellegrini 
interview several women in Bandite, in this chapter, differently from the other ones, it is harder
                                                      
59In her interview, Proietti argues that, for years, she could not find a producer that was willing to support the 
documentary. Most of them believed indeed that the topic of female participation in the underground movement was 
not engaging enough (34).  
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to select a few protagonists to focus on, also because most of the staffette share similar 
experiences. The only exception is Annita Malavasi, who appears in Bandite, and is the leading 
character in Non ci è stato regalato niente.60  
 
3.1 Unspoken Resistance 
Proietti and Pellegrini’s work includes the stories of six former female partisans from different 
cities of northern and central Italy. The most prominent ones are: Walkiria Terradura from 
Gubbio, who is decorated with the silver medal of military valor; Annita Malavasi (whose 
undercover name is Laila) from Reggio Emilia, who is awarded the rank of Sergeant Major; and 
Mirella Alloisio from Genova (whose clandestine name is Rossella). The other three ex-
combatants are Silvana Guazzaloca (Miriam) from Bologna, Viera Geminiani from Ravenna, 
and the lawyer Bianca Guidetti Serra from Torino.61 Bandite is divided into four chronological 
sections: a) la guerra (the war) that concentrates on the women’s background and on the months 
before the armistice of September 1943; b) la Resistenza; c) la Liberazione (the Liberation of the 
country), and finally, d) Bandite dalla storia (banned from history), that focuses on the 
challenges of the postwar decades faced by the former female fighters. In the documentary, the 
interviews with these six ex-partisans alternate with the interviews with three historians that, not 
by chance, are all women: they are Marina Addis Saba, Cinzia Venturoli, and Paola Zappaterra.  
 In Non ci è stato regalato niente, Esser decides to interview three former staffette that 
come from the same city, Reggio Emilia, and that know each other very well. The leading figure 
                                                      
60Malavasi is the only combatant who is interviewed in both documentaries.  
 
61Bianca Guidetti Serra graduated from law school in 1943. She was a close friend of the famous Primo Levi (who 
was also from Torino), author of the renowned Se questo è un uomo (1947), the book about his wartime experience 
in the concentration camp of Auschwitz (“Donne e uomini della Resistenza – Bianca Guidetti Serra”).     
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is the already mentioned and charismatic Annita Malavasi (1921-2011), who explains, I believe, 
the director’s choice to include in his work also the other two ex-combatants, Gina Moncigoli 
and Pierina Bonilauri. Esser claims indeed that, after meeting Malavasi (or Laila) for the first 
time years ago, he was immediately fascinated by her personality and her story:  
 Ho potuto conoscere Annita Malavasi per la prima volta nel 2004, durante l’escursione 
 commemorativa ‘Sentieri Partigiani’. Mentre Laila parlava … tutti la ascoltavano incantati. 
 Questa donna mi colpì così profondamente che nella mia mente nacque subito l’idea di 
 girare un film su di lei. (Non ci è stato regalato niente) 
 
Malavasi grows up in a working-class environment in the province of Reggio Emilia. She has a 
brother, who is an antifascist as well. At first, Malavasi is an ordinary staffetta, like many others 
of the Emilia-Romagna region. However, in 1944 she leaves home and joins the partisans of the 
144th Garibaldi brigade in the surrounding mountains. The young fighter will later become one of 
the few female commanders in the whole region (and for this reason she will be awarded). After 
the war, Malavasi never gets married, but she will always be deeply involved in the politics of 
the Communist Party.62 In Non ci è stato regalato niente, Laila is interviewed on different 
locations in the provincial area of Reggio Emilia. For example, we see her sitting on a simple 
bench in a small park, or next to the Monumento alle donne partigiane in Castelnovo ne’ 
Monti.63 But the woman is also followed while she is driving to the houses of the other two ex-
staffette that appear in the documentary. Laila, therefore, is the one that somehow introduces 
Gina Moncigoli and Pierina Bonilauri to the audience. Moncigoli (1923-2011) comes from a 
                                                      
62In 2005, a few years before her death, Malavasi publishes her book, Storia di una donna nel ‘900: La fatica della 
libertà. Even though her independence and her unconventional personality remind of women such as Oliva and 
Capponi, I have chosen not to include her work in my research. Differently from Ragazza partigiana and Con cuore 
di donna indeed, the Resistance experience represents only the first part of Malavasi’s autobiography, while the rest 
of it focuses on her postwar political activity and her job (she worked for a trade union in the textile industry).  
     
63The long sculpture commemorates all the female combatants of the clandestine movement, and it consists of nine 
wide panels.    
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family that is used to help Italian antifascist deserters during the Nazi occupation of the country. 
Sonia (Moncigoli’s assumed name) joins the partisans from June 1944 until the end of the war. 
She belongs to the same detachment of Malavasi, and to the 37th GAP brigade as well. Moncigoli 
will be awarded the rank of second lieutenant. The third woman is Pierina Bonilauri (1918-
2011), whose clandestine name is Iva. Iva is also part of the 144th Garibaldi brigade, like Laila 
and Sonia, and she becomes vice-commander of the jail managed by the partisans. Bonilauri will 
eventually be honored with the rank of Sergeant Major.  
 Unlike the aristocratic and wealthy social environment, examined in the previous chapter, 
that the Marquise Ripa di Meana belongs to, most of the former combatants interviewed in the 
two documentaries come from rural areas, and they do not have an advanced education degree, 
since Italian families usually preferred to support their sons’ studies (Bandite). The only 
exceptions are Guidetti Serra, who is already a lawyer in 1943, and Terradura, who is a student 
of the law school of Perugia when she chooses to join the underground movement.64  
 Despite the directors’ different gender and nationality, the two works created by Esser 
and Pellegrini/Proietti share the same goal, that is to shed light on female Resistance experiences 
that, almost always, have been unheard or marginalized. In the case of Esser, the filmmaker 
explains that this type of interest characterizes his whole cinematographic production:65 “Come 
regista, il mio obiettivo è dedicare una particolare attenzione alle storie che finora non sono state 
raccontate spesso” (Non ci è stato regalato niente). Nevertheless, I argue that when the German 
director describes his first fortuitous encounter with Malavasi, his words suggest that the idea of 
a documentary about Italian ex-staffette was born precisely because of the charismatic figure of 
                                                      
64In the case of Terradura, however, her father was a lawyer as well.  
 
65Eric Esser was born in Germany in 1975. Besides Non ci é stato regalato niente (2014), some of his most recent 
documentaries are Chaja & Mimi (2009), and The Angel of History (2019).  
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Laila, while before that moment, it is unlikely that it was one of Esser’s main concerns. For 
Proietti (and Pellegrini) instead, Bandite is the result of a strong urgency to fill a void in Italian 
canonical historiography: “Il nostro intento con questo documentario è quello di evidenziare un 
vuoto storiografico, far riflettere sul perché di questo vuoto e come esso sia strumentale ad una 
strategia di deprivazione della memoria: … questo sistema … si chiama ancora patriarcato” 
(Proietti 33). A similar statement appears in the introduction of Bruzzone and Farina’s re-edition 
of their volume, La Resistenza taciuta, of 2003: “Siamo convinte … che compito primario della 
storia sia salvare dall’oblio, e indagare e ragionare sui motivi dell’occultato o del taciuto, 
contribuendo a produrre modificazioni di mentalità” (11). Works like these, attempt therefore to 
fill a gap in Italian chauvinist historiography and, I add, they highlight the same kind of lack in 
the literary field, given the scarce variety of female characters in the Resistance classics. Non ci è 
stato regalato niente and Bandite, as well as the research conducted by historians like Addis 
Saba, Bruzzone, and Farina, support those female-authored writings by former fighters, usually 
autobiographies published even decades after WWII, and together they try to integrate their 
stories into official historiography.  
 In her interview, Proietti illustrates the benefits that the documentary, as genre, entails. 
One of these advantages is, for example, the possibility to use different types of material, such as 
old photographs, music, interviews, and others (34). Because of this genre, the wartime 
experiences of the protagonists of the two examined works turn out to be, undoubtedly, more 
engaging rather than if they had been collected in an anthology, I believe. Moreover, Esser and 
Pellegrini/Proietti’s documentaries offer these women the opportunity to leave a record that 
otherwise, given their advanced age, it would have been difficult to leave in the form of a book.66     
                                                      
66This obviously does not apply to those few ex-combatants that, like Malavasi, had already published their own 
memoir before the interviews for the documentaries took place.   
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3.2 Double Battle  
What emerges from the words of the partisans interviewed in the two selected works is that, for 
most of them, the Resistance did not merely represent a physical fight, but also a social one. 
However, before we analyze the double struggle that these ex-fighters undertook, it is crucial to 
better define the term staffetta and the figure it refers to. As I have mentioned in the introduction 
of Chapter 3, this word is still often mistakenly used to describe a too wide range of women 
involved in the clandestine movement. Proietti blames then those historians that depicted Italian 
staffette as secondary combatants, that is, as simple couriers that usually used a bicycle for their 
transfers, and that “spensieratamente andavano girando” (they lightheartedly wandered) (33). 
While it is true that the bicycle is one of the preferred means of transportation, the list of a 
staffetta’s potential duties is not short.  
 First of all, it is necessary to point out that this type of female fighter is mostly associated 
with the central and northern regions of Italy, mainly because of chronological reasons, since the 
southern parts of the country had already been liberated earlier in 1943.  
 In the same year, before becoming staffette, several women, including the protagonists of 
Non ci è stato regalato niente, contribute to the underground movement with a series of actions 
that historian Venturoli defines maternage (Bandite). This sort of support consists indeed in 
actions such as accommodating and hiding (Italian) deserters in their homes, or providing them 
with food and civilian clothes. Once they later make the actual choice to join the partisans, the 
most important tasks that the staffette are entrusted with are: a) to guarantee the communication 
between the different brigades; and, b) to organize the transfer of weapons and ammunition 
between the various groups. When Proietti describes these combatants’ typical duties, she claims 
that staffette, eventually, were also allowed to use weapons, and they could even become 
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commanders of their own brigade (Proietti 33). As we have seen in the previous pages of 
Chapter 3, this applies to the case of Malavasi, or to Terradura’s experience, who mentions, in 
Bandite, the heartache she felt when she had to shoot her enemies. Nevertheless, I believe it is 
crucial to clarify that most of the staffette do not have the chance to use arms, and cases like the 
one of Malavasi, who manages to become the leader of a brigade, are rare. As it will be further 
discussed in Chapter 4, for female members of the clandestine movement, the act of using a 
weapon during the attacks or the battles, represents in fact the desired gender parity between 
them and their male comrades, but the majority of men is not willing to accept it. From this 
perspective, wartime experiences like those of Oliva and Capponi, the protagonists of the next 
chapter, are unique and indeed, they do not belong to the category of staffette. 
 The lack of arms should not make us believe that the actions in which women are 
involved are necessarily less dangerous than the ones carried out by male partisans. In Bandite, 
historian Venturoli illustrates the risks run by these couriers, both in rural and urban 
environments:  
 Le donne solitamente hanno una funzione di tenere i collegamenti fra le brigate, di portare 
 le armi, di portare le armi ai gappisti … Anche in città, non sono tanto le donne che fanno 
 gli attentati o che fanno le azioni,67 ma le donne hanno questa funzione di portare le armi. 
 Il gappista fa l’azione programmata, e la donna riprende le armi e le porta via. E volendo 
 è ancora più pericoloso.  
 
Even though male combatants prefer to relegate their female comrades to secondary roles, as the 
historian explains, the risks that women run are greater, since they are the ones more likely to be 
arrested because of the frequent transport of weapons. In addition to a potential capture, staffette, 
and female fighters in general, can be victims of sexual torture, which is a threat that rarely 
concerns men. I think it can be stated that, sadly, sexual assault represents a recurring aspect in 
                                                      
67Again, Venturoli’s words highlight the uniqueness of a fighter like Capponi.  
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every sort of war. Nevertheless, when it comes to the Italian Resistance, it is not easy to find 
material by ex-partisans that open up about this topic, or that at least allude to it. In Bandite, 
Addis Saba and Venturoli argue that sexual torture was not uncommon, and that women are 
responsible for not sharing their experiences on the subject: “Le donne possono essere violentate 
come tortura. Moltissimi sono i casi che sono stati registrati … Questo è un tema di cui non si 
parla: non si parlava allora e pochissimo si parla tuttora”. Besides feelings of shame, scholar 
Sciama believes that one of the reasons behind this attitude of closure, is related to those 
widespread prejudices of the postwar years, against former female combatants (28-29). What is 
undeniable is that the topic of the sexual assaults occurred at that time, has later turned into a 
taboo that, I argue, can also be defined ‘a silence within the silence’.68  
 
The titles chosen by Proietti/Pellegrini and Esser for their documentaries have been carefully 
selected, and they point out the different struggles that female partisans, and (Italian) women in 
general, faced before, during, and after WWII. At first, we may think that the title Bandite, 
simply hints at the well-known term used by the Nazis to call their enemies, the fighters of the 
clandestine movement, that was indeed banditi (bandits). Nevertheless, as Proietti explains in her 
interview, Bandite also refers to the abovementioned postwar historiographic battle, since, in 
Italian, the same word means ‘banned from something’, that in this case would be, female 
fighters banned from official historiography (33). Not too differently, for his documentary Esser 
chooses a title that represents women’s voice. Non ci è stato regalato niente (All we gained came 
at a price), obviously alludes to the difficulties that the ex-combatants that appear in Esser’s 
work encountered during the conflict. But more importantly, the director wants the title to 
                                                      
68I refer both to the unspoken Resistance experiences of numerous women that had been members of the 
underground movement, and to the untold sexual abuse that, apparently, not only a few of them had to undergo.    
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highlight the other battle that these young women undertook against the patriarchal society of the 
time: “Ciò che mi affascinava di Laila era la sua doppia lotta, quella esterna contro gli occupanti 
tedeschi e i fascisti italiani, e quella interna contro le strutture patriarcali presenti nella società” 
(Non ci è stato regalato niente).   
 The Italian male-dominated society of those decades was the result of the Fascist regime, 
and of its lack of consideration for the female population, and in many cases, this was the main 
incentive that motivated women to join the underground movement. For female partisans in fact, 
the Resistance represents the opportunity of a lifetime, because they can finally feel free, 
capable, and helpful, (almost) in the same way as Italian men. However, even within the 
brigades, and later, when the war is over, women still have to deal with gender-based obstacles 
and challenges that overall, I believe, can be divided into three different groups. In the early 
1940s, as I have just pointed out, a) Italian patriarchal families often do not support their 
daughters’ ambitions or desires for social changes; later on, during the civil war and the German 
occupation of the country, b) female potential is questioned by Italian young generations of men, 
including combatants of the clandestine movement; finally, in the postwar years, c) women that 
have taken part in the Resistance, struggle with the narrow-mindedness of most of the 
population, and with the lack of historiographic acknowledgement.  
 If we opt for the above-mentioned chronological order in the analysis of the social 
challenges that the staffette face, first of all, it is necessary to remember the type of environment 
that the majority of them comes from. They usually belong indeed to families of rural areas, in 
which only their brothers have the possibility to study. For these families, the most important 
aspect of a daughter’s life is her good reputation. This is the reason why, according to Addis 
Saba, many women do not inform their relatives of their clandestine activity, since it is unlikely 
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that they would give their approval (70). In Non ci è stato regalato niente, it is interesting to 
notice that both Malavasi and Moncigoli reveal how it was more difficult for them to get their 
mothers’ support, rather than that of their fathers. Malavasi explains that her mother did not 
agree with her unconventional ideas about female roles. She believed that her daughter should 
have simply taken care of her brother, who was a student, and that she should have only been in 
charge of the domestic chores. When Laila eventually joined the partisans of the surrounding 
mountains, her father, on the contrary, did not stand in her way. Also Sonia’s father was aware of 
his daughter’s involvement in the Resistance. In the documentary, she admits that the two of 
them kept it secret, and that they did not inform her mother, because it would have been too hard 
for her to approve of it. The woman was indeed so upset for the absence of her son, Moncigoli’s 
brother, that she could have not accepted the potential additional loss of her daughter (although, 
in Esser’s work, it is not clear if the brother of Sonia had died during the war, or if he was simply 
missing at some point).  
 Once women become fighters, not all male partisans are ready, or willing, to accept them, 
and chauvinist behaviors are not rare among the brigades. Several men consider them 
transgressors, because they have easily renounced their “vocazione domestica” (Bruzzone and 
Farina 8). As it will be discussed in the next chapter, it is therefore necessary that female 
combatants attempt to command respect from their male comrades. The protagonists of Bandite 
confirm that they dealt with sexist attitudes of this kind. According to Alloisio, “[le donne] non 
erano bene accolte in montagna perché c’era un maschilismo che derivava, diciamo[lo] pure, 
dall’educazione italiana” (Bandite). Again, in Proietti/Pellegrini’s documentary, Terradura 
remembers that male members of the underground movement doubted that women could handle 
weapons properly. Nevertheless, partisans are not the only ones to question female participation 
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in the war, since even the men that should mostly admire and encourage these staffette for their 
brave decision, turn out to be reluctant. The most explanatory example is that of Malavasi’s ex-
fiancé. In Non ci è stato regalato niente, the former fighter explains that her partner of that time, 
could not accept the fact that she was away from home, surrounded by male combatants. By 
asking her to come back from the mountains, in order to get married, the man proved that his 
main priority was his honor, rather than Laila’s safety (Proietti 32). Given his chauvinist 
behavior, Malavasi courageously chose to leave her fiancé, which was a decision that, in those 
years, was not easy to take for a woman, especially after six years of engagement (Non ci è stato 
regalato niente).  
 As it has been pointed out earlier, one of Proietti/Pellegrini and Esser’s principal 
concerns, is to demonstrate that female members of the clandestine movement are fighting a 
double battle: a) a concrete civil war for the liberation of the country, that affects and involves 
both men and women; b) a more meaningful social battle, for the achievement of the rights of the 
Italian female population. Some results of the latter are almost immediate and, undoubtedly, the 
most important one is women’s right to vote that, as historian Venturoli asserts, it is not by 
chance that it is granted at that time: “Non è un caso che il diritto di voto alle donne in Italia 
venga dato nel [19]46 … se lo sono conquistate”69 (Bandite). Despite this conquest though, in 
the postwar years, female ex-combatants are not free from a widespread criticism. The prejudices 
against them, basically originate from the fact that the partisans of both genders have lived in 
close contact with each other for many months, which is absolutely not considered appropriate 
for women. In Non ci è stato regalato niente, Malavasi remembers and describes with anger, the 
conversation she had with a priest at that time. Rather than being concerned about her health or 
                                                      
69In June 1946, the year that Venturoli mentions, Italian female citizens voted for the first time, but the right had 
already been granted the year before, in 1945.   
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her fatigue, the man seemed more worried about Laila’s ethics, and he alluded to the potential 
sins that she might have committed with other male members of the brigade. In addition to these 
pejorative prejudices, in the first postwar decades, Italian historians do not care to include female 
contribution to the civil war in the official historiography of the country. As I have argued 
before, the canonical male-authored writings do not support women either, given their lack of 
primary, or crucial, female characters. Most of the female-authored autobiographical works then, 
appear only in the following decades. As Alloisio clearly explains in Bandite, “Sono uscite delle 
biografie, dei racconti personali di donne, ma la storiografia ufficiale non … ha inserito questo 
discorso di genere nel raccontare la storia della Resistenza”.  
 
3.3 The War Is Over: Now What?  
When in Italy WWII came to an end, many women who had been combatants, did not simply 
experience sentiments of joy. Malavasi (but also Capponi and Oliva, as it will be discussed in the 
next chapter) admits she felt sadness and nostalgia when she realized it was time to go back 
home (Non ci è stato regalato niente). While, on the one hand, the end of the war brought peace, 
on the other hand, it meant in fact that staffette and female partisans, were expected to take on 
their prewar traditional, and domestic roles.   
 A further issue that Malavasi describes in Esser’s documentary, is the postwar criterion 
with which the country acknowledged (and awarded) former fighters of the underground 
movement. According to the Italian law of that time, an ex-combatant had to prove that he/she 
had used weapons in at least four actions, in order to be considered a partisan. It is clear how this 
sort of criterion supported official historiography, since it basically favored the armed 
Resistance, and therefore, male fighters. The crucial contribution to the clandestine movement of 
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the staffette, who, as we know, often did not have the possibility to use weapons, was usually not 
acknowledged.  
 Addis Saba explains that, after WWII, most women sadly accepted to go back to their 
domestic life (XV). Nevertheless, some former combatants were undoubtedly affected by their 
Resistance experience, which had an impact on both their personal and public life: “[alcune] 
donne che hanno partecipato alla Resistenza … sono tornate a casa … rivendicando un loro ruolo 
pubblico e politico, al di là del ruolo delle casalinghe e delle madri a cui erano state abituate per 
secoli” (Proietti 32). Malavasi, for example, eventually became a union official. It is also helpful 
to mention the cases of the protagonists of Chapter 4. In the postwar decades, Oliva was 
constantly involved in the political life of her town, Domodossola, and later on, she joined the 
city council. In Rome, in the 1950s, Capponi became a deputata, that is member of the Italian 
Parliament, as one of the delegates of the Communist Party. However, the war could also have 
consequences on the relationship between the two genders. Once again, Malavasi turns out to be 
a significant example. As it has been pointed out earlier in the chapter, when she joined the 
partisans’ brigades, Laila chose to interrupt the relationship with her fiancé. When her days as 
fighter then came to an end, she had not simply changed into a new, more resolute woman, but 
she also subconsciously decided to never get married:  
 Quando sono venuta a casa io ero un’ex-comandante, … avevo una personalità, … e 
 intendevo manifestarla … Sono stata tre volte alla vigilia del matrimonio, ma non mi sono 
 mai sposata, perché pensavo che a sposarmi avrei imposto ad altri le mie scelte perché non 
 intendevo abbandonarle. (Non ci è stato regalato niente) 
 
For other former combatants, the Resistance experience had an impact that didn’t necessarily 
affect their personal or political life, but it rather resulted in the urgency they felt to leave a 
memoir (Bandite). If we exclude well-known classics, such as Viganò’s L’Agnese va a morire 
(1949), or Gobetti’s Diario Partigiano (1956), both published by the famous publishing house 
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Einaudi,70 or later works like those by Oliva (1969) and Capponi (2000), also published by 
important publishing companies, La Nuova Italia and Il Saggiatore respectively, the majority of 
the female-authored Resistance writings are entrusted to smaller provincial publishers. Addis 
Saba illustrates this aspect very clearly:  
 [Le donne] non poterono … dimenticare i loro giorni di gloria … perciò ne hanno lasciato 
 memoria pubblicando nei luoghi di residenza, spesso in provincia, presso piccoli editori 
 locali, tutta una ‘letteratura minore’, poco nota e poco diffusa [rispetto alle opere maschili 
 della letteratura tradizionale], da cui si possono attingere mille storie esemplari che solo 
 oggi iniziano a essere oggetto di studio, e che attendono ancora la loro valorizzazione 
 storiografica. (XV) 
 
Several autobiographies that have been published in recent years still confirm Addis Saba’s 
point. Examples of such works, that are not included in my research but I encourage other 
scholars to take into consideration, are: Malavasi’s previously mentioned Storia di una donna nel 
‘900: La fatica della libertà (2005), published in Bologna by Editrice della Sicurezza Sociale;71 
Staffetta per caso: 1943-1945, Diario di due anni difficili nell’alto vicentino (2014), written by 
Maddalena Lenti and published by Mimesis; or Lidia Menapace’s Io, partigiana: La mia 
Resistenza, that also appeared in 2014, published by Manni.  
 In addition to a later date of publication, in many cases then, the editorial circumstances 
have not favored the circulation of these secondary female-authored writings, which remain 




                                                      
70Einaudi was founded in Turin in 1933 by Giulio Einaudi and his group of renowned friends, among whom Cesare 
Pavese, and Leone and Natalia Ginzburg.  
   
71It is not by chance that Malavasi is more known for her participation in several documentaries on the Resistance, 
rather than for her autobiography.    
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3.4 Una stagione di dolore armato 
A further documentary that I did not include earlier in my discussion, but that deserves to be 
mentioned together with Bandite and Non ci è stato regalato niente, is Una stagione di dolore 
armato72 (2005), directed by Riccardo Manfredi and Gian Marco Minardi. Like Esser’s work, the 
documentary by the two Italian filmmakers focuses exclusively on former partisans from the 
province of Reggio Emilia, since they are both native of that area. However, differently from the 
two previous works, Una stagione di dolore armato reminds more of an amateur collection of 
interviews. While its main purpose is not the mere analysis of the wartime experience of the 
staffette, I believe that Manfredi and Minardi’s documentary is still interesting and helpful because 
most of the interviewees are women. Some of them are the same staffette that appear in the works 
by Proietti/Pellegrini and Esser, such as Pierina Bonilauri and the inevitable Annita Malavasi, but 
there are also additional female figures, like Francesca Del Rio (whose story is probably the most 
traumatic one among all those narrated in the three documentaries), and  
Teresa Vergalli73 (whose clandestine name is Annuska).  
 In the first part of Una stagione di dolore armato, some of the interviewees, once again, 
concentrate more on the description of the paternal figures, rather than focusing on their mothers. 
Vergalli, for example, explains how difficult it was for her father to freely work, since he was an 
antifascist. For the same reason, Del Rio’s father was instead violently beaten up by a group of 
Fascists of his area.  
                                                      
72‘Una stagione di dolore armato’ is a verse of Pier Paolo Pasolini’s poem Vittoria, that appears in the volume 
Poesia in forma di rosa (1964). 
  
73In 2004 also Teresa Vergalli published her autobiography, Storie di una staffetta partigiana (Editori Riuniti).  
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Besides this aspect, that Una stagione di dolore armato shares with Non ci è stato regalato 
niente, I argue that what mostly enriches Manfredi and Minardi’s documentary is the presence of 
Del Rio herself. By opening up, and revealing the upsetting wartime experience that she had to 
go through when she was held prisoner, the former combatant casts light on the taboo of sexual 
abuse that Addis Saba and Venturoli discuss in Bandite. Del Rio was indeed victim of sexual 
tortures that left marks on her body.74 Nevertheless, the woman is not interviewed alone when 
she tries to talk about this traumatic episode of her past. Malavasi sits in fact next to her, and she 
is the one that animatedly encourages Del Rio to openly explain what she had to endure. After 
many years, it is still not easy for the ex-partisan to relive that experience, but Malavasi attempts 
to convince her that her story is necessary, in order to demonstrate how female fighters were 
usually treated once they were imprisoned. She urges Del Rio: “Non dobbiamo avere delle 
riservatezze, perché avere delle riservatezze significa nascondere una realtà che in definitiva 
mette in evidenza la brutalità con la quale siete state trattate” (Una stagione di dolore armato). 
Also in Manfredi and Minardi’s work therefore, the strong personality and determination of 
Malavasi are evident. As Salvini writes, the truth about Del Rio’s incarceration comes to light  
thanks to the insistence of Malavasi, “che vuole a tutti i costi che quella tragica esperienza possa  
diventare memoria” (137). Del Rio represents then one of those innumerable women of the 
underground movement, “vittime … non ascoltate dalla società civile e tanto meno dagli storici, 
convinti di dover scrivere una storia resistenziale a cui le donne non avevano preso parte attiva” 
(Salvini 138).   
 Lastly, I add that the documentary genre allows the audience to perceive the pain of the 
victims more directly, while in the case of writings, the author has the possibility to later edit the 
                                                      
74What emerges from Del Rio’s explanation is that, once she was captured, she was then mainly tortured by her 
Fascist enemies. However, the person responsible for the scars in question was a German soldier.   
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account, or to rearrange the terms that have been used at first. Consequently, the written record 
could turn out to be less spontaneous or authentic than oral history.              
 
Conclusion             
In one of the final scenes of Non ci è stato regalato niente, Malavasi sums up her life, claiming 
“Questa è stata la mia esistenza, un’esistenza abbastanza comune, credo”. Her words, that 
remind of those written by Capponi in the first pages of her autobiography (12), seem to 
diminish her brave existence. It should be kept in mind indeed, that Malavasi’s life was not a 
common one, especially for a woman born in Italy in the 1920s. We should also remember that 
the wartime experience of most of the staffette (as Laila was at first), may have not been as 
memorable as the ones of Oliva and Capponi, but they still represented the majority of the 
women involved in the Resistance, whose contribution was substantial. Lastly, it is interesting to 
notice how, in Italian, the word Resistenza is comprised of the term esistenza (existence). For 
many female combatants, the months, or the years, during which they were members of the 
clandestine movement, turned out to be the peak of their life, especially as emancipated women. 
Therefore, I argue that by not properly acknowledging their roles and their participation in the 
Resistance, historians have for long obscured the existence of these fighters.            
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Chapter 4 
FIGHTING LIKE A MAN: WEAPONS AND GENDER EQUALITY DURING THE 
RESISTANCE 
 
Even though it is unfair to compare the circulation of the two works analyzed in this final chapter 
with the success of the male-authored Resistance classics, the wartime experiences of Elsa Oliva 
and Carla Capponi are definitely among the most well-known and discussed ones.75 I argue that 
the features that above all characterize both warriors, and that allow me to study them within the 
same chapter are basically three: a) differently from most of the women involved in the 
clandestine movement, like the staffette for example, Oliva and Capponi distinguish themselves 
because of the use of their own weapons; b) their independence, especially Oliva’s, is 
unparalleled if compared to other women’s participation in the Resistance; c) the presence of a 
proactive maternal figure in their families has undoubtedly shaped their mindset.   
 The reason why I chose to investigate Capponi’s autobiography, also lies in the fact that 
she is one of the few female protagonists of the famous and debated Via Rasella attack in Rome, 
of March 1944. As Addis Saba writes, the four gappiste that are usually considered to be among 
the main female partisans of the capital are Carla Capponi, Marisa Musu, Lucia Ottobrini, and
                                                      
75Examples of academic material regarding these two female fighters include Maja Mikula’s essay “Gender and 
Patriotism in Carla Capponi’s Con cuore di donna”, and the chapter dedicated to the figure of Elsa Oliva in La 
Resistenza taciuta: Dodici vite di partigiane piemontesi, edited by Anna Maria Bruzzone and Rachele Farina. 
Besides, Capponi and Oliva are two of the three female protagonists of the Resistance examined by Levy in her 
dissertation Writings of Resistance: Women’s Autobiographical Writings of the Italian Resistance, 1943-2000.    
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Maria Teresa Regard (114). Also Musu writes about her Roman wartime experience in La 
ragazza di Via Orazio: Vita di una comunista irrequieta, published in 1997, but unlike 
Capponi’s work, which ends with the liberation of the city, the Resistance represents only the 
first part of Musu’s book, since it focuses then on her postwar life as well.  
 The already-mentioned Ada Gobetti is from the same northern area of Oliva, and even 
though her diary, Diario partigiano, published in 1956, may not be as famous as Viganò’s 
classic L’Agnese va a morire, it was not (and still is not) totally unknown to the Italian 
readership. However, I decided to not include Gobetti in my research, and in this chapter in 
particular, because, despite her intense participation in the Resistance, I believe she lacks the 
independence and self-confidence that characterize the other two selected women, especially 
Oliva. The fact that Gobetti fights along with the two men she loves, that are her second husband 
Ettore Marchesini, and her son Paolo Gobetti (that she had from her former husband Piero 
Gobetti), obviously makes her wartime experience different from the ones of Capponi and Oliva, 
and rather more similar to the female combatants discussed in Chapter 2. But while Ada Gobetti 
is a mother when she is involved in the clandestine movement, what can be said about the lives 
of Oliva and Capponi, before and after WWII? 
 
4.1 Unique Warriors  
Elsa Oliva (1921-1994) was born in a large antifascist family in the northern region of Piemonte. 
She has two older brothers, Aldo and Renato, but she is the oldest of the female siblings. When 
she is still a teenager, Oliva and Renato secretly move to Valsesia, a mountainous area of 
Piemonte, where they dedicate themselves to their passion, painting. Later, Oliva moves alone to 
Ortisei, in the region of Trentino-Alto Adige, before she ends up living in Bolzano, where she 
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works at the registry office. During those years spent away from her family, Oliva is in a 
relationship with Omero Solaro, who is also the father of her first child.76 She later entrusts her 
son to a childminder. Oliva joins the partisans of the 2nd brigade of the Divisione Beltrami in the 
spring of 1944, while in the autumn of the same year she moves to a different brigade, the Franco 
Abrami of the Divisione Valtoce, in order to reunite with her brother Aldo, who is also a fighter. 
I argue that this young woman is a unique combatant not merely because of her gender, but 
mainly because of how determined, smart, and uncompromising she is. As I will highlight in the 
next pages, the presence of men, whether they are partisans or enemies, never intimidates Oliva. 
At the end of 1944, she is arrested by the Fascists, following the betrayal of one of her ex-
comrades, but she manages to escape and save herself. Oliva’s name during the Resistance is 
Elsinki, which clearly alludes to her real name Elsa. Addis Saba notices how, usually, male 
partisans’ names differ from female ones (117). In fact, while those of the first group frequently 
refer to fierce animals, such as Lupo, or Falco, or to significant historical figures, like 
D’Artagnan or Robespierre, women’s names are more ordinary, as in the case of Capponi for 
example, whose Resistance name is simply Elena (Addis Saba 117). Elsinki is not too dissimilar 
to Oliva’s actual name, but her pride is evident when, in Ragazza partigiana, she mentions the 
fact that the squad she is leading is called “la terribile di Elsinki” because of her (121). After the 
end of the war, Oliva is awarded the rank of lieutenant. In the postwar years then, she has more 
children, and she is involved in the political life of her town, Domodossola. She dies in 1994.  
 
                                                      
76As I will point out later in the chapter, it is interesting to notice that Oliva does not mention her former partner, or 
their son, in her book Ragazza partigiana, while she does in her interview published in 1976 in La Resistenza 
taciuta: Dodici vite di partigiane piemontesi (121).  
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Capponi, who is three years older than Oliva (she was born in Rome in 1918), also comes from 
an antifascist family, even though it is smaller than Elsa’s one. She has a younger brother, Piero, 
who is still a teenager during the war, and a sister, Flora, who lives in Pesaro with her husband at 
the time of Carla’s experience in the Roman Resistance. Their parents are Maria Tamburri and 
Giuseppe Capponi. The latter is an engineer who, in the thirties, is sent to Albania for four years 
as a punitive measure for his antifascist beliefs. He is allowed to reunite with his family in 1939, 
only after his wife accepts the membership to the national Fascist party. However, Giuseppe 
unfortunately dies the following year, in 1940. During the months between September 1943 and 
June 1944, when the capital is liberated, Capponi, along with a few other women, is one of the 
main female fighters of the Roman GAP. As I have briefly explained earlier in Chapter 1, 
overall, the Gruppi di Azione Patriottica in Rome involve around twenty combatants, divided 
into four smaller teams, called Garibaldi, Gramsci, Pisacane, and Sozzi (Addis Saba 113). 
Similarly to other girls of the GAP,77 Capponi meets, among her male comrades, her future 
husband, Rosario Bentivegna, with whom she shares a significant number of episodes and 
attacks against the Nazis in those months.  
 During the early stage of the German occupation of the city, Capponi’s house becomes an 
important antifascist meeting place, thanks to the consent of her mother. However, at the 
beginning of 1944, it is no longer safe for Capponi to stay at her house, therefore she has to leave 
her mother and her brother. The following months are characterized by different Roman hideouts 
chosen for Capponi and, often, also for other members of the GAP, and for their weapons. The 
most recurring one is the hiding place offered by Duilio Grigioni, the doorman of a building in 
                                                      
77For example, Lucia Ottobrini, who is another protagonist, together with Capponi and Bentivegna, of several 
attacks organized by the GAP, eventually marries her comrade Mario Fiorentini (Addis Saba 114). Moreover, Maria 
Teresa Regard becomes the wife of Franco Calamandrei, one of the leaders of the Roman clandestine movement 
(Addis Saba 131).       
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Via Marco Aurelio. Grigioni indeed, allows Capponi and others to use the cellar of the building 
where he works (Capponi, Con cuore di donna 173). The event that forever changes Capponi’s 
life, and that turns her into a “legendary figure”, as Mikula describes her (70), is obviously the 
Via Rasella attack of March 1944, in which she has a primary role. While after WWII Capponi is 
decorated with the Gold Medal of military valour, and the attack represents one of the main 
reasons behind her decision to write her autobiography, that same episode also entails 
misunderstandings and negative experiences that she has to deal with for most of her life. As it 
has been explained earlier in Chapter 2, the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine carried out by the 
Nazis on 24 March 1944, was the Germans’ impulsive reaction to the Via Rasella attack, that 
Capponi and her comrades could have hardly foreseen. Nevertheless, most of the Italian families 
of the 335 victims of the massacre blamed the GAP for the loss of their beloved relatives, rather 
than blaming the actual executioners. Therefore, Capponi, Bentivegna, and other members of the 
Roman Resistance, are taken to court by the families of the martyrs of the Fosse Ardeatine on 
different occasions in the following postwar decades (in 1948, in the 1950s, and again in the 
1990s). Even though the verdict of each trial finds all the accused former partisans not guilty, 
Capponi, as she reveals in her interviews (Interview by Alessandro Portelli), keeps being 
threatened with anonymous letters and phone calls for the rest of her life. In the 1950s and in the 
1970s she is a member of the Italian Chamber of Deputies. After WWII, Capponi marries her 
comrade Bentivegna, and the couple has a daughter. They decide to call her Elena, that was her 
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4.2 Two Patriots, Two Purposes  
In her essay in the volume War and Women across Continents: Autobiographical and 
Biographical Experiences, Sciama reminds us how male-authored Resistance writings differ 
from women’s works on the same topic, since the latter group is usually less self-centered, and 
one of the goals of writing is rather to “revive old friendships, to remember others” (30). This 
perspective perfectly applies, for example, to Ripa di Meana, whose diary Roma clandestina is 
indeed a praise to Montezemolo, and not to herself. In the case of Capponi, her autobiography 
has more than one single purpose, but in the preface the author feels the urgency to immediately 
clarify that she does not want to be considered the only protagonist of her story:  
 Vorrei poter scrivere veramente per gli altri, degli “altri”, di tutte le persone, i fatti, gli 
 avvenimenti che hanno attraversato la mia vita. Non dire di me come soggetto che si mostra 
 e si fa riconoscere e indagare, ma di me come tramite per far conoscere personaggi, 
 paesaggi, situazioni, … e tutto il mondo che ha popolato la mia esistenza e quella delle 
 persone del mio tempo. (8)  
 
In other terms, Capponi introduces herself as a witness of the age she lived. In the same chapter 
mentioned above, Sciama further explains that even female writings tended to change throughout 
the postwar years, because women involved in the Resistance were no longer merely 
characterized by “maternal feelings” (28). This is particularly true in the cases of Oliva and 
Capponi, especially when they are compared to other figures, such as Gobetti, Ripa di Meana, 
and, above all, Agnese, the protagonist of Viganò’s classic. The different years in which the 
works by these ex-partisans are published, confirm Sciama’s observation: while Roma 
clandestina (1944), L’Agnese va a morire (1949), and Diario partigiano (1956), appear in the 
1940s and in the 1950s, Ragazza partigiana by Oliva and Capponi’s autobiography are not 
published until the 1960s and 2000, respectively. Besides, I believe the maternal instinct is 
inevitably present in the stories of Ripa di Meana, Gobetti, and Viganò, because all of them are 
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almost twenty years older than Oliva and Capponi when they join the clandestine movement and, 
most importantly, they are all mothers.78   
 But what are the actual reasons behind the two younger women’s decision to write about 
their contribution to the Resistance? The different phases of their lives in which Oliva and 
Capponi open up about their wartime experiences through their works, undoubtedly represent 
their distinct motivations. In the case of Oliva, even though Ragazza partigiana is not published 
until 1969, the author writes it soon after the end of WWII, in 1946. The book can be understood 
as the result of Oliva’s anger and frustration from a political and social perspective, during the 
immediate postwar years. In her interview, that appears in the volume by Bruzzone and Farina, 
she explains: “È stato nei mesi di disperazione del ’46 che ho pensato di scrivere, come potevo, 
la mia storia. Il manoscritto l’ho però tenuto lì per parecchi anni e non l’ho fatto vedere a 
nessuno. Ho scritto con una grande difficoltà. Non sapevo come incominciare” (142-43). In the 
renowned preface to his Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno, Calvino mentions the fact that once the war 
was over, his peers and himself felt the urgency and the responsibility to write about their stories 
of involvement in the Resistance (XI-XII). That same need motivates Oliva to work on her 
Ragazza partigiana, which shows, as Levy points out in her dissertation, that the postwar 
“impulse to tell and … to express” (51), does not merely affect the literary elite of authors like 
Calvino, Fenoglio, Vittorini, and others, and, I add, that it is not exclusively a male prerogative.  
          Unlike Oliva, Capponi decides to make public her testimony regarding her 
Resistance experience only in the last phase of her life. Con cuore di donna is indeed published 
for the first time in 2000, the year of the author’s death. The goals of her autobiography are 
                                                      
78As I have pointed out earlier in this chapter, Oliva already has a child too when she becomes a combatant. 
However, in 1944 she is still only twenty-three years old when she joins the partisan brigades, and she has left her 
son with a childminder.     
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multiple, but different scholars (such as Levy, and Mikula) agree that for Capponi it was 
probably the last chance to write about her wartime side of the story, especially when it came to 
the Via Rasella attack. Mikula considers Capponi’s writing a “therapeutic endeavour” (72), and, 
similarly, Levy argues that Con cuore di donna is the attempt of the author to justify herself, “to 
lessen the guilt assigned to her” (64) throughout her life, mainly, but not exclusively, by the 
families of the victims of the Fosse Ardeatine. A further, undeniable aspect that emerges from 
the introduction by Capponi is that she dedicates her work to the younger generations, 
represented above all by her daughter Elena, who helped her with the writing of the book (6). 
Nevertheless, in the preface, Capponi mentions another young girl, Betta, a common student of 
an Italian high school from whom she received a letter (8). The introduction of Con cuore di 
donna is therefore used by the author to deliver a message to Betta, and to her generation in 
general. By comparing her youth to Betta’s one, and by claiming that each epoch entails different 
challenges, Capponi highlights her modesty and approaches her readership. She writes:  
 Oggi, nel confrontare alcune vicende della mia vita di “allora” con quelle di molti giovani 
 d’oggi, non riesco a sentirle né migliori né peggiori delle vostre, né a considerare il vostro 
 tempo più facile di quello dei miei coetanei … Sono certa che tu avresti superato con 
 “coraggio” … tutto quanto è toccato a me. (9-10) 
 
Lastly, an additional purpose and merit of Capponi’s autobiography is to shed light on tragic 
wartime episodes that involved Roman women or children, and that risk being forgotten. For 
example, the writer lists the ten female victims that in April 1944 were killed by the Nazis 
because they had stormed a bakery of the city in search of bread (245-46).79 In the final pages of 
Con cuore di donna then, the author wants to mention the names of three Roman children 
                                                      
79It was Capponi’s idea to locate the memorial plaque that nowadays can be found in the place where the massacre 
occurred (246).  
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murdered by the Germans on different occasions,80 that symbolize “migliaia di fatti sconosciuti 
che hanno segnato … i 272 giorni di occupazione tedesca di Roma … Le loro storie 
meriterebbero da sole una pubblicazione” (307).               
                         
4.3 The Other Gender 
What undoubtedly characterizes Oliva and Capponi’s personal stories and works, is their 
peculiar relationship with the men that surround them. Considering the patriarchal society in 
which they have grown up, the two young fighters indeed prove to be extremely independent and 
nonconformist. I believe it is possible to identify at least three interpersonal environments in 
which it is evident Oliva and Capponi’s relationship with the other gender, that differs from the 
one of the women analyzed in the previous chapters. These contexts are: family, the Resistance 
brigade or GAP, and love life.  
 The importance of the family background, especially of the father figure, when it comes 
to female partisans’ decision to join the underground movement, is pointed out by different 
scholars, like Ponzani (79), or Sciama (30). The common belief according to which a male 
relative can be the sole explanation for the involvement of a woman in the Resistance, emerges 
from Con cuore di donna. The first days of the Nazi occupation of Rome, Capponi joins a group 
of compatriots that are fighting in the streets, and one of them is immediately surprised by her 
participation. “Hai qualche parente tra i soldati?” (96), he asks her. “‘No’ risposi secca … 
‘Brava! Ma lo sai che qui fra poco si combatterà?’ ‘Per questo sono qui’ risposi” (96-97). In 
Chapter 2, it has been demonstrated that the Marquise Ripa di Meana, and the female 
                                                      
80Claudio and Vincenzo Bin were killed by a Nazi soldier in September 1943, while they were rummaging in the 
trash for food, in a street of the capital (307-308). Ugo Forno was instead shot dead the last day of the German 
occupation of Rome. He was only twelve years old, and he was protecting, along with other young combatants, a 
bridge of the city from the enemies’ attempt to blow it up (308-309).   
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protagonists of Peverelli’s La lunga notte, become semi-combatants of the clandestine movement 
because of a man in the family, the colonel Montezemolo, or because of their partner, Adriano, 
respectively. It is undeniable that also Oliva and Capponi are affected by their antifascist 
families, and by a specific man in their life when they choose to become partisans. In the case of 
Oliva this male figure is her older brother Aldo, who has joined the Franco Abrami brigade 
before his sister, but he is killed before the Liberation of the country. The most tender words 
used in Ragazza partigiana are the ones that describe Aldo and the moments that Oliva shares 
with him. When in the autumn of 1944 she reunites with her brother, Oliva could not be prouder 
of him: “Tante … sono le cose che i compagni mi raccontano di mio fratello. Mi sento 
orgogliosa, come se avessi compiuto io quelle prodezze” (67). In the case of Capponi instead, 
what clearly influences her personal growth is her father’s antifascist stance. The most 
remarkable example of Giuseppe Capponi’s disapproval of the Italian regime is his refusal to be 
a member of the national Fascist party, which causes his transfer to Albania, where he works for 
four years, until 1939 (Con cuore di donna 64-65). Nevertheless, I argue that Oliva and Capponi 
are affected by their families, by Aldo, and by Giuseppe, only to a certain extent, which makes 
the two fighters responsible for their choices and actions. The two young women are not 
introduced to the partisans’ brigade or the GAP by a male relative, or by their partner, like it 
frequently happens. Indeed, while it is true that Oliva reunites with Aldo during the second half 
of 1944, it should be kept in mind that at first, she is not afraid to join the 2nd brigade of the 
Divisione Beltrami on her own.  
 Il destino mi fa incontrare subito un camioncino dei partigiani, fermo nei pressi della 
 stazione. Sono una decina di ragazzi giovani, spavaldi, con dei visi simpatici. … gli 
 racconto … che ho un fratello partigiano, ma non so dove si trovi, chiedo che mi prendano 
 con loro, affinché, trovato mio fratello, possa unirmi a lui. … nel tratto di strada che 
 percorriamo per arrivare all’accampamento fraternizziamo; a me pare di averli sempre 
 conosciuti. (Oliva 23-24)  
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Also Giuseppe Capponi, similarly to Aldo, is not concretely responsible for his daughter’s 
decision to become a gappista, since he dies in 1940. Mikula believes that Carla’s involvement 
in the civil war represents the experience that her father has no chance to live (75). According to 
the academic, “his compelling adherence to his political persuasion … reaches its full potential 
only through his daughter’s audacious, unconditional resistance” (75). In addition to Aldo Oliva 
and Giuseppe Capponi, the mothers of the two combatants deserve to be examined as well. In 
Ragazza partigiana, Oliva mentions her mother mainly in those circumstances in which she has 
to leave her family. The author describes, for example, the reasonable recommendations that she 
receives from her, before she departs for the mountains along with the other partisans (56). In her 
interview of the 1970s however, Oliva does not refer to any particular maternal episode when she 
remembers her mother. The woman is rather portrayed as the real head of the family, instead of 
her husband. The former fighter explains that “l’elemento forte della [nostra] famiglia è sempre 
stata la mamma. … per noi figli … è stata sempre il vero perno, l’elemento guida della casa” 
(Bruzzone and Farina 119). Oliva adds that despite the several times her father was beaten by the 
Fascists, his wife never allowed him to accept the membership to the national Fascist party 
(119). Differently from her, Maria Tamburri, Capponi’s mother, eventually gives in to the 
regime and, as it has been mentioned before, she enrolls her husband as a member of the party. 
Tamburri is, at first, more apprehensive about her daughter’s participation in the Resistance, 
compared to the mother of Oliva. When the German army occupies Rome, and Capponi decides 
to join her compatriots, and to fight with them in the streets of the city, her mother tries to 
convince her that the defense of the capital should only concern men (Con cuore di donna 96). 
Nevertheless, Tamburri contributes to the underground movement in her own way, mainly by 
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allowing Carla to use their apartment in Foro Traiano for different clandestine meetings.81 It is 
therefore undeniable that Oliva and Capponi’s mothers, whether because of the personality or 
because of the loss of the husband, are the leading figures of their families, and they are 
responsible for influencing their daughters’ characters too. It is not by chance that the Resistance 
experiences of these two partisans prove to be the most exceptional ones, among those analyzed 
in my research. Oliva believes that her mother would have been an outstanding fighter as well: 
“Era una donna, una compagna proprio meravigliosa. Allora aveva circa cinquant’anni, ma, se 
avesse avuto la mia età, avrebbe fatto quello che ho fatto io e forse di più” (Bruzzone and Farina 
129).  
 The nonconformist relationship between the two young combatants and men, is mostly 
evident in their works when it comes to the interpersonal dynamics within their group of 
comrades. A comparison of Oliva and Capponi’s narratives with the most well-known female-
authored Resistance classic, L’Agnese va a morire (1949) by Viganò, shows how distant these 
women and their roles within the underground movement are. Also Viganò is inspired by her 
own experience of the Italian civil war when she writes her novel (Daly 238-39). The 
protagonist, Agnese, works as a staffetta for the local partisans, that she joins after (she thinks) 
she has murdered a Nazi soldier at her house. However, the former washerwoman is also in 
charge of tasks such as cooking and cleaning, that remind more of a housemaid rather than a 
fighter. This shows that Agnese “is … assigned the label and roles of la mamma” (Daly 272) by 
her male comrades, instead of being considered an equal of theirs. Furthermore, the woman feels 
intellectually inferior to the partisans that surround her, especially when they discuss politics and 
                                                      
81In 1944, the Nazis identify the house and its secret purpose. Capponi’s mother and her younger brother Piero are 
forced to move temporarily to a friend’s house. A few days later, however, they reenter their apartment and they 
hide themselves in there until the end of the German occupation of Rome (Con cuore di donna 176).  
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the Resistance, as if it was a topic that only men can deal with: “Mio marito ne parlava, ma erano 
cose di politica e di partito, cose da uomini. Io non ci badavo” (Viganò 21). It is therefore clear 
that one of the reasons behind the postwar success of Viganò’s work, was the unpretentious 
depiction of its protagonist. In his book The Legacy of the Italian Resistance, Cooke writes that 
“Above all, the reason for the enduring success of L’Agnese va a morire lies in its powerful … 
assertion that the Resistance was not an exclusively male phenomenon” (50). I argue instead that 
the novel was well received because of the quiet personality of Agnese, and her marginal 
involvement in the clandestine movement. The portrayal of her character indeed, did not 
jeopardize the common chauvinist understanding of the Resistance, according to which, women 
could have not contributed as much as their male compatriots.  
 Unlike Agnese, not only Oliva and Capponi do not feel intellectually inferior to their 
comrades, but they also tend to avoid or reject those tasks and roles that promote gender-based 
divisions in the brigade or in the GAP. The presence of Oliva, for example, turns out to be useful 
to the group of partisans of the Divisione Beltrami, that she joins at first, because she can work 
as a nurse too. While the nurse is a typically female figure, especially in past wartimes, Oliva is 
not exclusively relegated to that job, and she immediately makes it clear to the male members of 
her group that she expects them to treat her like anything but a woman (24-25). In her interview, 
she further explains her position: “Curavo i miei compagni, ma non li servivo … Io non ero 
andata da loro per lavare i piatti, per rattoppargli i pantaloni, io ero andata per combattere” 
(Bruzzone and Farina 131). In addition to her comrades’ respect, that she quickly gains, Oliva 
manages to intimidate her enemies as well, as she demonstrates when the Fascists arrest her in 
December of 1944. Differently from what her jailers would hope for, the young woman’s attitude 
is never submissive: “Io i fascisti li trattavo molto male, … non ho mai dimostrato con loro un 
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attimo di debolezza. Forse avevano paura, perché io li minacciavo con quello che avrei fatto se 
fossi riuscita a scappare” (Bruzzone and Farina 133). If, on the one hand, Oliva is not considered 
merely a nurse by the male partisans of her brigade, on the other hand, Capponi, similarly, 
refuses to play constantly the role of the girlfriend of one of her comrades during the GAP 
attacks. Compared to Oliva indeed, the Roman fighter faces more prejudices toward the female 
presence within the underground movement, that are typical of what Ponzani calls 
“tradizionalismo militare” (64). In Con cuore di donna, there are several episodes that show how 
male combatants often attempt to belittle their female fellow partisans and their potential. In 
December of 1943, Capponi is asked to keep in mind an address of the city where there will be a 
clandestine meeting the following day. When the comrade who is about to reveal the address to 
her, soon worries that she may forget it, Capponi gets irritated: “Compagno, … se non fossi stata 
capace avrebbero scelto un altro, invece hanno scelto me. Non sarà forse perché sono una donna 
che non ti fidi?” (Con cuore di donna 137). The author later describes an additional episode that 
occurred during the first months of the following year. The protagonists are Capponi and the 
already-mentioned traitor Guglielmo Blasi, who will eventually betray her and the other gappisti 
in April of 1944. On a winter afternoon, the two partisans are in charge of exploding a bomb in a 
Roman square, where many German trucks are parked. Blasi arrives late at the appointment with 
Capponi, and because of some unforeseen circumstances, they do not manage to carry out the 
attack. Rather than acknowledging his partial responsibility for the failure of their plan, Blasi 
prefers to implicitly blame Capponi. She remembers: “Mi voltò le spalle borbottando qualche 
cosa. Mi parve dicesse che se l’aspettava che sarebbe finita così, quasi che la colpa 
dell’insuccesso fosse mia e non del suo ritardo e delle circostanze sfavorevoli” (Con cuore di 
donna 191). Nevertheless, Capponi remains nowadays one of the crucial female combatants of 
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the Roman Resistance, which proves that she was able to fight also against this type of 
chauvinist preconceptions.  
 The last interpersonal context that helps us to analyze Oliva and Capponi’s nonconformist 
relationship with the other gender, is their love life. It has been pointed out earlier that, in 
Ragazza partigiana, Oliva does not mention her child or the father of her first son, while she 
does, years later, in the interview published by Bruzzone and Farina (121). It seems that the 
woman is afraid of disclosing her maternal and sentimental side, because it may jeopardize the 
warlike image of herself. As Levy argues indeed, “Oliva refuses to imagine herself as … able to 
be manipulated” (44). Like other girls of the Roman GAP,82 Capponi gradually falls in love with 
one of her comrades, in her case with the partisan Rosario Bentivegna (1922-2012), whose 
clandestine name is Paolo. The two fighters are often involved in the same attacks, including the 
one of Via Rasella. However, differently from the romance novel of Peverelli, there is no actual 
space for love life in Capponi’s autobiography, since the writer briefly describes toward the end 
of the book, only one single episode of tenderness shared with Bentivegna (Con cuore di donna 
269). The author remembers when Paolo kissed her in the countryside outside of Rome during 
the final phase of the Nazi occupation of the city, but after quickly mentioning this romantic 
moment, she soon moves on to the regular narration of war-related events. It is therefore clear 
that, for Capponi, the inclusion of her love story with Bentivegna in her work is not a priority. In 
one of her postwar interviews, the former partisan reveals then her initial aversion to marriage, 
that she wanted to avoid, if she had not been pregnant:  
 Ho detto sempre di no, non volevo sposarmi, non volevo sposarmi, non volevo sposarmi. 
 Poi siccome sono rimasta incinta … e questo mi ha convinto, sennò non mi volevo 
                                                      
82Besides Capponi and Bentivegna, other couples that are born within the underground movement are the one 
formed by Capponi’s friend, Lucia Ottobrini, and the antifascist mathematician Mario Fiorentini (Addis Saba 114), 
as well as the one formed by Maria Teresa Regard, and her future husband Franco Calamandrei (Addis Saba 131).    
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 sposare. … Sai piano piano ti accomuna il fatto di vivere insieme queste esperienze terribili, 
 tristissime. (Interview by Alessandro Portelli) 
 
The purpose of this section of Chapter 4 has been to highlight Oliva and Capponi’s unusual and 
independent mentality when it comes to the different sorts of relationships with the other gender. 
The section would not be complete without a further analysis of the historical record left by the 
two writers. The names of spies and traitors that Oliva, and especially Capponi, provide, bring 
into question indeed the canonical representation of these figures, already examined in Chapter 
1. Even though it is undeniable that Italian female betrayers were not rare during WWII, the two 
authors’ works demonstrate that it is hard to believe that male spies were uncommon. Berrero, a 
former partisan, is the man who betrays Oliva, by disclosing her real name and identity to the 
Fascists. He is even present the moment she is arrested, in December 1944, and Oliva recognizes 
him: 
 È Berrero, un ex partigiano che era stato con me nella squadra di Meloni.83 Sento un tremito 
 convulso in tutto il corpo. In tutta la sua sporca nudità vedo il volto del traditore che cerca 
 di sorridermi come a volersi giustificare. … avrei preferito essere messa al rogo dai fascisti 
 piuttosto che conoscere una così crudele realtà. … gli dico: “Tu sei stato il mio fratello 
 Caino”.  (Oliva 90-91)  
 
The well-known betrayal for which Guglielmo Blasi is responsible, has already been pointed out 
more than once. But in Con cuore di donna, Capponi mentions the name of another critical 
traitor, Dante Bruna (155), who facilitates the arrest of the priest Giuseppe Morosini, in January 
1944. As it has been previously explained in Chapter 1, when Rossellini conceives the character 
of Don Pietro for Roma città aperta, he is inspired by the antifascist figures of Don Morosini and 
Don Pappagallo. Both clergymen are killed in 1944, following the betrayal perpetrated by two 
                                                      
83Sabatino Meloni is the commander of the 2nd brigade of the Divisione Beltrami, that Oliva joins at first, before she 
reunites with her brother Aldo (Oliva 24).  
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Italian informers that pretended to be deserters in search of a hideout.84 Capponi describes how 
Don Morosini unfortunately fell into the enemies’ trap:  
 Don Morosini e [il suo collaboratore] Marcello Buschi erano stati traditi da un delatore al 
 servizio della Gestapo, Dante Bruna, che si era spacciato per un militare renitente alla leva 
 infiltrandosi … come patriota. Li aveva attirati in un trabocchetto con la promessa della 
 vendita di un mitra; la somma ricevuta dal delatore per la ‘vendita’ dei due patrioti 
 ammontava in tutto a settantamila lire. (Con cuore di donna 155)  
 
Whether Rossellini knew about Dante Bruna or not, when it comes to the conception of the 
character that betrays Manfredi, and consequently Don Pietro as well, the director’s gender-
based choice is predictable.  
 
4.4 The Power of Weapons  
One of the main aspects that distinguishes Oliva and Capponi’s wartime roles, and that makes 
them different from other female experiences within the clandestine movement, is the use of 
weapons. As Stewart explains, it is indeed essential to keep in mind that arms are not common 
among female combatants (117). According to Oliva, what mostly differentiates the countless 
staffette of the Resistance years from herself, is precisely the fact that she can rely on a weapon, 
while they can’t (Bruzzone and Farina 155). From this perspective then, the role of the staffetta 
proves to be particularly risky. Nevertheless, for the women involved in the underground 
movement, weapons are not merely means for their self-defense, but they also become a symbol 
that represents the equality between themselves and their male comrades: “Per la donna portare 
le armi è anche un atto d’estrema trasgressione, … la massima espressione della ribellione alle 
condizioni umilianti di inferiorità cui le aveva costrette il fascismo” (Ponzani 69). This is 
                                                      
84Differently from the case of Don Morosini, Capponi does not reveal the name of the spy that betrays Don 
Pappagallo, but her words clearly indicate that the person responsible for his arrest, and death, is not a woman (Con 
cuore di donna 169).   
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especially evident in the case of Oliva, who is more at ease with arms, compared to Capponi. In 
the first pages of Ragazza partigiana, the author describes the events occurred in Bolzano and in 
Domodossola85, before she joined the partisan brigades. In Verona, during her journey by train to 
Domodossola, a few Italian Fascist soldiers mistake Oliva for a woman in search of help. One of 
them, a lieutenant, invites her then in his office in the station of Verona. Rather than being 
intimidated by the officer, Oliva is fascinated by the rifle on his desk: 
 I miei occhi cadono sul bel mitra Beretta che tiene appoggiato alla scrivania … sento che 
 avrei commesso una pazzia per possederne uno. Il mio sogno è quello di poter combattere 
 il nemico con un’arma in mano, da vero soldato … Chiudo gli occhi e fingo di dormire, 
 mentre mi cullo nel sogno di aver presto armi e munizioni. (Oliva 20) 
  
The extract shows therefore that only a weapon, in this case a rifle, will allow Oliva to actually 
feel like a real fighter. However, it would not be correct to assume that the writer was not 
familiar with arms at first. Even before this episode in Verona in fact, Oliva had already shot 
dead a man while she was still living in Bolzano. In Ragazza partigiana she recounts that one 
evening, on her way home, a drunk Nazi soldier approaches her, and does not want to let her go 
(9). For the young woman, the only chance to survive is to kill the enemy: 
 Mi sento perduta. In tasca ho una [pistola] Beretta 6,35. Riesco ad afferrarla e gli sparo un 
 colpo al fianco. Allenta la stretta al braccio, fa qualche passo barcollando, poi stramazza 
 pesantemente. Appena in casa, mi spoglio affrettatamente e mi infilo sotto le coperte, ma 
 non riesco a dormire. Sono perseguitata dal terrore di sentire bussare alla porta, di vedere 
 arrivare i tedeschi. (Oliva 9-10) 
 
As Levy observes, what emerges from the author’s words is the lack of any sort of regret for her 
action (53-54). Once she gets home, Oliva does not reflect at all on the murder she just 
committed, and the fear of being identified and arrested is the only reason behind her anxiety. 
Furthermore, I add that the writer, differently from Capponi, does not provide any explanation 
                                                      
85Domodossola is a town in the Italian region of Piemonte, where Oliva’s family came from.  
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regarding her gun, such as how she got it, or why she carries it in her pocket when she walks 
through the streets of the city. In other words, Oliva does not feel the need to excuse herself for 
being a woman who is not afraid of using a weapon when it is necessary.  
 One additional episode that highlights the author’s almost excessive love for arms, is the 
one that takes place in December 1944, during a battle against a group of Fascists. In the middle 
of the fight, Oliva suddenly loses her gun: 
 Il nemico continua a sparare all’impazzata. Correndo sul viale mi cade la pistola; mi fermo 
 a cercarla … Una raffica di mitragliatore mi sbrandella la manica sinistra della giubba, 
 sfiorandomi la carne … ma io mi sento disperata. Non voglio perdere la mia bella Browning. 
 Finalmente poso la mano sul freddo metallo e un grido di gioia mi esce dal petto. Le 
 pallottole fischiano maledettamente vicino. (Oliva 81) 
 
By choosing terms that denote the violence of the battle, like the ones that I have emphasized in 
the passage above, the writer stresses her own obstinacy: she chooses to risk her life rather than 
parting with her weapon.  
 Unlike Oliva, arms do not seriously fascinate Capponi, especially when it comes to using 
them. For this reason, in her autobiography, there are no praises like the ones that can be found 
in Ragazza partigiana. Once she becomes a member of the GAP, Capponi decides to get herself 
a pistol,86 in order to convince her male comrades that female combatants should not be always 
relegated to minor roles during the attacks. Nevertheless, the young woman, differently from 
Oliva, often feels uncomfortable when she has to use a weapon, or that is at least what the author 
wants to make sure that the reader perceives. One significant example is the attack on a Nazi 
lieutenant colonel’s life, that occurs before the crucial one of Via Rasella. Capponi and 
Bentivegna, along with two other partisans, are asked to fire at the Nazi officer while he is on his 
                                                      
86As it has been pointed out already in Chapter 2, in the autumn of 1943, Capponi manages to steal a gun, a Beretta 
9, from a Fascist soldier on a bus in Rome (Con cuore di donna 125-26). 
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way to work, and to grab his bag full of documents. Both Bentivegna and his future wife shoot at 
the enemy, but after the action Capponi is devastated: “Paolo … comprese che ero sconvolta, che 
avevo fatto un grande sforzo ed ero in preda all’angoscia … [con Paolo] avrei potuto dare sfogo 
alle mie emozioni, parlarne almeno con lui, come feci, il viso ancora bagnato dalla pioggia che si 
confondeva con le lacrime” (Con cuore di donna 144-45). It is therefore unlikely for the Roman 
writer to have a distant and indifferent reaction, like the one that Oliva has following the murder 
of the drunk Nazi soldier. Levy mentions a further extract from Capponi’s work that, again, 
reveals the author’s ambiguous feelings toward weapons (153). After the first half of her story, 
Capponi introduces another female member of the Roman underground movement, Carla 
Angelini,87 and she briefly discloses what will happen soon after the Liberation of the city: “Con 
Carla ci saremmo riabbracciate … alla liberazione di Roma: lei era appena uscita dal carcere e io 
avevo deposto le armi che tanto avevo odiato e che pensavo di non dover mai più usare” (Con 
cuore di donna 168). The dislike, or even hate, described by the author, that she frequently 
experiences when she handles arms, is understandable if we keep in mind the postwar trials that 
she deals with, following the attack of Via Rasella. The public opinion indeed, condemned the 
GAP for that action, since it caused the Fosse Ardeatine massacre. If Con cuore di donna can be 
considered, like Mikula suggests, a “bequest to posterity” (72), it is then clear why Capponi 
would have never left an image of herself similar to the figure of Oliva, that is the image of a 
woman who enjoys using weapons. What the writer opts for is instead the portrayal of a brave 
fighter who is not inferior to her male comrades, but that, at the same time, resorts to violence 
only after deep considerations, and when it is unavoidable.  
                                                      
87Carla Angelini (1923-1995) was arrested in January 1944 because of the several spies that were in contact with the 
clandestine movement. She was detained in prison, in Via Tasso at first and then in Regina Coeli, until the end of 
the German occupation of Rome (Con cuore di donna 167-68).  
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4.5 The Partisans’ Enemies: Uomini o no?  
Uomini e no is the title of Elio Vittorini’s famous work of 1945, and it refers to the Fascist and 
Nazi enemies, and to their inhumanity (Levy 62). I have slightly modified it and changed it into 
Uomini o no? for the title of this last section of Chapter 4. Uomini o no indeed, hints at Oliva and 
Capponi’s different dispositions when it comes to dealing with the enemy. Like in the case of 
weapons, Oliva appears more detached and ruthless than Capponi, who, given her past, is more 
concerned about the public opinion. Unlike the Roman author, in Ragazza partigiana Oliva does 
not try to moderate her words when she describes the hate she feels toward the Germans and the 
Fascists, as a few passages demonstrate. Before her arrest for example, the young woman notices 
a large group of Nazi soldiers from a window of the hotel where she is staying under an assumed 
name:  
 Vedo comparire una catena di soldati tedeschi … con le mitraglie caricate sulle spalle. È 
 impossibile descrivere la sensazione che provo … mi sento pervasa da un potente senso di 
 ribellione, vorrei correre a prendere le armi e sparare, sparare fino all’ultima pallottola 
 contro quei nazisti. (Oliva 84-85) 
  
As the extract shows, Oliva is not afraid of admitting that, if she could, she would shoot at all the 
Germans that she is seeing at that moment. On a different occasion, almost at the end of the 
story, the writer highlights the Fascists’ lack of humanity when, one night, several of her 
comrades are captured, while she luckily saves herself. Oliva writes: “Le belve hanno fatto 
ritorno alle loro tane con un grosso bottino di carne umana” (141). By calling them belve 
(beasts), and by describing their accommodations as tane (lairs), the author does not portray the 
enemies as human beings. It is then significant how, on the contrary, she accentuates the 
humanity of the partisans, and their status as victims, by referring to them as carne umana. 
Oliva’s feelings toward the Nazis and the Fascists explain therefore her coldness, and why it is 
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impossible for her to be compassionate. The writer never doubts the rightness of her actions, 
even of the cruelest ones. In her interview, she remembers a few episodes that occurred 
immediately after the Liberation of the country (Bruzzone and Farina 151-52). During the 
celebrations that were taking place in a small town of northern Italy, Oliva and one of her 
comrades suddenly recognized a man among the crowd, a former Fascist that had arrested them 
once: “anche lui applaudiva. Era talmente preso dall’entusiasmo … che non si è neanche accorto 
che gli abbiamo girato alle spalle. Grido: ‘Scemo, non potevi stare rintanato in qualche buco?’ 
L’abbiamo portato al cimitero e l’abbiamo giustiziato” (Bruzzone and Farina 151). Again, the 
young woman, together with the other partisan, quickly fires at her ex-enemy without any 
hesitation, convinced that it is precisely what he deserves.  
 Capponi’s approach, when it comes to this sort of situations, is very different. The Roman 
author does consider the Germans and the Fascists human beings, but, above all, she feels the 
urgency to describe herself as sympathetic toward her enemies. Like in the case of weapons, in 
Con cuore di donna, Capponi does not want to worsen her public image. For this reason, before 
recounting the several attacks that she carried out with the GAP, the writer often points out the 
emotions and the fears that she went through, or the potential precautions that were taken by the 
partisans before their actions. If we examine the already mentioned episode of the Nazi 
lieutenant colonel, it is possible to notice how Capponi makes clear that, despite his nationality, 
she believes that the officer is still a man: “Era la mia prima azione armata contro un uomo, 
poiché tale era colui che camminava davanti a noi: portava la divisa di ufficiale nazista ed era 
armato, ma era pur sempre un uomo a cui avrei dovuto togliere la vita” (Con cuore di donna 
144). Given the brutality of the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine, later in her autobiography, in 
the chapters dedicated to the attack of Via Rasella (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), the author also 
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focuses on the precautions and on the aspects that were taken into consideration before the 
action. The anger of the relatives of the martyrs of the Fosse Ardeatine affects Capponi, and 
consequently she feels the need to explain that the GAP could have never predicted such a 
ferocious reprisal. Soon after the attack, the woman wonders how the Germans will react: 
           Dopo tutti gli spari con i quali si era concluso l’attacco …Come avrebbero risposto i nazisti? 
 Per l’attacco contro i militari … a Piazza Barberini, avevano spostato il coprifuoco da 
 mezzanotte alle diciannove; per l’azione … contro il corpo di guardia nazista alle carceri, 
 avevano proibito le biciclette; per l’attacco compiuto contro il corteo fascista a via 
 Tomacelli, i tedeschi avevano proibito ai fascisti di organizzare manifestazioni nella città. 
 (Con cuore di donna 236) 
 
By listing the moderate measures that followed the previous Roman actions, Capponi wants to 
prove that the massacre of the Fosse Ardeatine was then a complete sad surprise for the members 
of the underground movement. The writer specifies that before March 25th, 1944, when the 
Nazis, with a press release, inform the Roman population that 320 Italian citizens have already 
been executed, the partisans were never asked to turn themselves in: “A noi non era stata 
neppure proposta un’alternativa dai nazisti: ‘Consegnatevi e le vittime designate saranno 
salve’ … Avrebbero certamente messo in crisi la nostra coscienza” (Con cuore di donna 240). In 
that case, somehow the massacre could have been avoided.  
 
Conclusion 
As I have argued throughout the chapter, because of the different aspects that have been 
analyzed, Oliva and Capponi remain two of the most unique female fighters of the Resistance. 
The endings of both Ragazza partigiana and Con cuore di donna also deserve to be examined, 
since they show the two combatants’ similar thoughts when they realize that the war is over. 
Once the tension and the excitement begin to lessen, feelings of fear and unhappiness arise. 
Oliva, for example, feels scared only when the conflict has finally ended, while she is sitting on 
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her brother’s grave: “Siedo sull’orlo della tomba e rimango a lungo a pensare ciò che sarà la mia 
vita a venire. Ad un tratto sento di avere una gran paura, paura di tornare in mezzo al mondo, a 
quel mondo che per mesi e mesi ho disertato. Quassù, c’è tanta pace” (Oliva 163). Not too 
differently, at the end of her autobiography, Capponi confesses that, despite being back home, 
together with her mother and her younger brother Piero, she does not feel content: “Malgrado 
fossi finalmente nella mia casa, non mi sentivo felice, una grande pena gravava sul mio cuore. 
Sapevo che cosa ci aspettava, ancora una vita difficile” (Con cuore di donna 306). The two 
fighters however, will not merely deal with their own personal struggles, but they will also have 
to face the Italian political and social challenges of the postwar decades. For women like Oliva 
and Capponi, who had been protagonists of the clandestine movement, it was not easy indeed to 
fit again into the conventional and patriarchal society of the time. The concern and the 
unhappiness felt by the two authors at the end of their wartime experience, is therefore also 
related to a premature “nostalgia” (Stewart 121) for the unique phase of their life, and of Italian 
history, that has just concluded. Oliva confirms this theory in her interview: “Il periodo della 
lotta di liberazione, il momento più forte, più bello della mia vita, l’ho vissuto con gli uomini, 
facendo quello che facevano loro in un rapporto paritario assoluto” (Bruzzone and Farina 154).         
      
 
  
         
       
 
 




The subject of this dissertation could have been studied using different types of criteria. The 
criterion that I have opted for is clearly the thematic one. According to it, I have focused on 
various works on the Italian Resistance that do not belong to the same genre, but they portray a 
variety of female figures involved, to different extents, in the clandestine movement. The way I 
have divided these women in four groups, that correspond to the four chapters of this thesis, 
depended on their degree of agency. I began discussing indeed more conventional characters, 
such as female spies and traitors in Chapter 1, while I examined the writings of two of the most 
combative women of the Resistance in the final chapter. Nevertheless, examples of additional 
criteria that could have been chosen for this project are: a) geographical, that means 
concentrating on the female wartime experiences of a specific city (like Rome), province (such 
as Reggio Emilia), or region; b) chronological, that is, analyzing only the texts and/or the movies 
released in a certain time period, which could be the immediate postwar years, or the last two 
more recent decades; c) a genre-based criterion, that implies the study of a single kind of works: 
films, diaries, documentaries, or autobiographies.  
 Despite the several genres that are taken into account in this dissertation, the examined 
works show different female figures that undoubtedly enrich traditional historiography, as well 
as the Resistance canonical literature, in which male authors and characters usually prevail.
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In Chapter 1 I have discussed the only Resistance classic that is included in this project, that is 
Rossellini’s Roma città aperta. In the movie, the maternal figure and that of the prostitute/spy 
are well delineated and distinct from each other. Rossellini’s work therefore, like others, 
encourages a separation between these two female characters: “Nel nostro immaginario, cui 
hanno contribuito numerosi film, facciamo fatica a scindere la figura della spia da quella della 
prostituta. E per via di uno stereotipo comune non riusciamo ad accettare che le madri … 
possano essere capaci di dare la morte” (Galbiati 2). In the immediate postwar years, it mainly 
used to be a male tendency, which suggested the idea that unmarried and independent women 
were necessarily more dangerous than the ones with a husband and children. In the same chapter, 
I have focused on Belluco’s still largely unknown film, Il segreto di Italia, that questions the 
Italian idealized view of the Resistance and the partisans. Betrayals of different sorts also play an 
important role in the movie. While the majority of the treacheries (but not all of them), are 
committed by female figures, after decades Il segreto di Italia shows progress in terms of 
women’s representation. It displays indeed a wider variety of female roles (such as, finally, an 
unscrupulous female partisan), and it portrays the guilts of both genders.  
 Chapter 2 included two works that belong to different genres, that are Roma clandestina, 
the diary by the Marquise Ripa di Meana, and Peverelli’s romance novel La lunga notte, both 
published in 1944, and both set in Rome. I have argued that the Marquise, and the characters of 
Ursula and Andreina, represent all the Italian women that concretely supported their male 
relatives or partners involved in the underground movement, and that were often overshadowed 
by them. One of the main merits of Roma clandestina is to promote the memory of Colonel 
Montezemolo, who is in fact the real protagonist of Ripa di Meana’s diary. Rather than opting 
for an autobiography or a diary, Peverelli evidently preferred once again the genre of the 
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romance novel, which characterizes the majority of her literary production, when she chose to 
write a story based on her personal wartime experience in Rome.  
 Bandite and Non ci è stato regalato niente are the two relatively recent documentaries 
that have been examined in Chapter 3. The two works concentrate in particular on the figure of 
the staffetta, a term that is frequently mistakenly used to describe all kinds of female roles within 
the underground movement. Most of the female former combatants interviewed in these 
documentaries, among whom the charismatic Annita Malavasi (Laila) stands out, are native of 
the province of Reggio Emilia. Proietti/Pellegrini and Esser’s works reveal the increasing 
historiographic interest, of the past few years, in women’s participation in the Resistance, and 
they give voice to those ex-partisans that did not leave a written record of that time. In Chapter 3, 
it has also been discussed the topic of wartime risks and sexual tortures, of which female fighters 
could more likely be victims. Nevertheless, the subject remains a taboo, both in historiography 
and in the literary field.  
 Finally, in the last section, Chapter 4, I have analyzed the writings of two of the most 
independent and resolute female members of the clandestine movement, that are Ragazza 
partigiana, by Elsa Oliva, and Carla Capponi’s Con cuore di donna. Despite the different 
contexts in which they fought (Oliva in the northern mountains of the country, while Capponi in 
Rome), what emerges from their works is the portrayal of two women that took a stand against 
the patriarchal society of their time. This is evident indeed when we examine their roles within 
their families, in their romantic relationships, and within the brigade or GAP. In the latter, Oliva 
and Capponi do not accept to be relegated to secondary tasks, and they prove to have the same 
skills, or even more, of their male comrades. Also from a literary point of view, the two ex-
combatants and their writings differ from the other works studied in this project, since they are 
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not dedicated to a male hero of the Resistance, and because they have not exclusively left oral 
records about their wartime activities, unlike most of the women of the two documentaries 
discussed in Chapter 3. I have argued indeed that Capponi in particular, felt the urgency, during 
her last years, to leave a final account of her existence. Con cuore di donna can be mainly 
considered therefore, the consequence of the author’s involvement in the Via Rasella attack, 
which made Capponi one of the protagonists of the Roman Resistance, but that also jeopardized 
her public image for her entire life.  
 
As I have often observed, the interest in female participation in the underground movement, 
spread only decades after the end of WWII: “Dissatisfaction with the then current state of 
knowledge on the Resistance … began to lead to new research and to a substantial body of 
publications” (Sciama 27). Some examples of this sort of study are the ones by Bruzzone and 
Farina (1976), Addis Saba (1998), Ponzani (2012), that have all been frequently mentioned 
throughout this dissertation. Nevertheless, I believe that in the past years, there has not been a 
similar increase in the publication of works that offer a critical analysis of recent films, 
documentaries, and women’s writings on the Resistenza. D’Angelo and Zaczek’s Resisting 
Bodies: Narratives of Italian Partisan Women (2008) for example, is a mere collection of 
female-authored texts, that does not include any further investigation. Besides, the figures and 
the stories of Gobetti, Oliva, and Capponi, seem to be the few ones that have really drawn 
scholars’ attention. For this reason, I chose to integrate into this project works such as Roma 
clandestina and La lunga notte, that do not deserve to be overshadowed, and I invite my peers 
specialized in this subject to do the same. It is possible to affirm therefore, that nowadays, 
studies on the Italian female involvement in the Resistance no longer represent a novelty, even 
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though there are still several gaps, especially in the literary field. But what about those other 
women that preferred to collaborate with the Fascists and the Nazis, and that are rarely 
discussed? Cairoli’s book of 2013, Dalla parte del nemico: Ausiliarie, delatrici e spie nella 
Repubblica sociale italiana (1943-1945), shows us the way to a new additional area of research, 
that can undoubtedly fill a further historiographic void and, probably, a literary one as well. 
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